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CIRCULATION 13,000

CLASS OF '15 to ERECT BAND STAND and ARENA
Project Will Be
Dedicated In '40

Sikes Announces
Commencement
Program For June

X

Dr. E. W. Sikes, President,
this week announced a definite schedule for commence- ments.
PROGRAM
Saturday, June 3
10:00 A. M.—All buildings open for inspection.
10:00 A. M.—Class reunions.
11:00 A. M.—Literary Society
exercises, College chapel.
2:30 P. M.—Meeting of Alumni
Association, Young Men's Christian Association auditorum.
4:00 P. M.—Military Exercises,
Bowman Field.
8:00 P. M.—Informal Reception for faculty, alumni, seniors,
and guests, Calhoun Mansion.
9:00 P. M.-—Annual Alumni
Dinner, Mess Hall, Judge G. Duncan Bellinger, '08, Speaker.
Sunday, June 4
11:00 A. M.—Baccalaureate
Sermon, College Chapel, The Reverend B. Gibson Davis, pastor of
the First Baptist Church of Spartanburg, South Carolina.
6 '30 P. M.—Band Concert and
informal Reception for Seniors,
their guests, Alumni, and the faculty, Young Men's Christian Association Green.
8:00 P. M.—Closing Exercise*,
Young Men's Christian Association.
Monday, June 5
10:30 A. M.—Graduatng exercises, College Chapel.

Wilkie Hitting
Hefty Strides
,T. Cornish Wilkinson, Editor
of the Seneca Journal, is busy
this week.
In addition to writing! the
whole eight-page Journal, Wilkie got all the ads, made up
the paper, folded and delivered
it, and folded 13,000 twentyeight page Tigers on, the side.

Electrical Seniors To
Make Tour Of Dam

A group of Senior electrical
engineers will leave Monday morning with Professor F. T. Tingley
for an inspection tour of the Norris Dam and nearby Tennessee
aluminum plants.
They will return Tuesday

Explaining This Issue
This issue of the Tiger is
dedicated to the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of
Clemson College. Thomas G.
Clemson died in 1888, willing his Fort Hill plantation
lands and certain sums of
money to the state for an
A. & M. College. The legislature wrangled over the acceptance of this gift until
1889—then passed the chartering act which made Clemson College a reality.
The school was completed
and opened in the summer
of 1893. (Plans are already
underway for a gala year—
1943—with many and varied
celebrations of the opening
of Clemson.)
Original plans for this
Tiger were: a 20 page paper,
published and issued on
April 21. But news and features and advertisements
poured in so quickly at the
last minute, that we "hiked"
the size to 28 pages. Although we kept the April 21
date line, it was physically
impossible to distribute the
completed newspaper until
April 24.
There's much of permanent value in this Tiger, and
there's a good bit missing.
The staff asks that you readers bear with us, and, if
necessary, curse or praise
As you like.
—The Editors.

WATSON AND ALUMNI
COMMITTEE MAKE
PLANS

CLEMSON'S CHAPTER OF BLUE KEY, national honor leadership fraternity, inducted eight
prominent rising seniors this week. They are, above, top row, left to right: George M. McMillan,
Earl Maze William B. Wade, and Harry McKeown. Bottom: Crawford Lawton, Vic Wray, Alex
Graham, and Manly Stallworth.

Blue Key Taps Eight Prominent Juniors
Eight prominent rising sen-|"
iors were this week elected
to Clemson's Chapter of Blue
Key, national honor leadership
fraternity.
The new members, tapped
Officers of the Calhoun Forenby President John Brailsford
sic
Society. for next year were
at dinner Tuesday, are:
Crawford B. JLawton of Fairfax, elected in the Society hall Thursa junior in the school of chemis- day night. The men elected wll
try. Lawton is a regimental ser- take office immediately and serve
geant-major, secertary of the Y, for one year. In addition to being
president of Tiger Brother- the officers of the society, they
hood, and a member of several
also make up the forensic counother campus organizations.
George M. McMillan, of Chat- cil at Clemson which is in charge
anooga., Tenn., a junior in the of all intercollegiate forensics.
textile school. McMillan is manFrank Mills, an outstanding
aging edtor of the Tiger, vice- Junior was elected President.
president of the S. C. Press As- Mills, from Acworth, Georgia, is
sociation, vice-president of the Y, an honor student in the school of
a member of Tiger Brotherhood, engineering. He is Associate EditPhi Psi, and other organizations. or of the Tiger, a member of the
Manly Stallworth of St. Mat- varsity debating team, a member
thews, a junior in the pre med of Gamma Alpha Mu, writers fraschool. Stallworth is a frst ser- ternity, a member of Tau Beta
geant in the college brigade;
Pi, honor engineering fraternity,
Alex Graham, or Rock Hill, is active in a number of other
president of the junior class, bri- campus organizations.
gade sergeant major, member of
Other officers elected were HowPhi Psi, Tiger Brotherhood, and ard Driver, First Vice-President;
other organizations.
A. L. Brooks, Second Vice-Presi-,
Vic Wray of Clemson, a textile dent; J. J. Lever, Corresponding
student, is a prominent member Secretary, and J. Q. Lever, Secreof the junior Taps staff.
tary and Treasurer. A SergeantHarry McKeown of Spartanburg, At-Arms will be elected from the
a student in the school of en- Freshman Class next year.
gineerng, is a member of the junior CDA, and a first sergeant
in the cadet brigade.
William «. Wade of Clinton,
a junior in the school of general
science, is associate editor of the
Tiger, president of the Y, vicepresident of Tiger Brotherhood,
and a member of other campus Alpha Zeta, honorary agricultural fraternity, this week extended
organizations.
Earl Mazo of Charleston, a jun- membership bids to six honor stu/
ior in the general science school, dents.
is editor of the Tiger, president
According to Johnnie F. Brailsof the state intercollegiate press ford, retiring Chancellor, the inassociation, president of Gamma itiates are: Charts M. Jones, senAlpha Mu, member of the Tiger ior from Dacus,Jle; Nathan L.
Brotherhood and other campus Turner, Junior from Cherryville,
organizations.
Tenn., and sophomores Pinckney
The initiates will be formally Eve, from Beaufort; Marion I.
inducted after a period of "haz- Jenkiss, Yonges Island; James
ing."
J. Pitts, Newberry;'and Drake H.
Oid members of Blue Key on Rogers, from Blenheim.
the campus include: John Brailsford, Frampton Durban^ Harris
Beach, J. C. Cook, R. B. Fickling,
Tom Lawton, D. M. Hutchinson,
James Sweeney, Jack S. Baskin,
Charlie Woods, Watson Magee.
Honor members are: Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, J. C. Littlejohn,
Senator James F. Byrnes, WinChester Smith, Captain J. D. HarR. L. Ariail of Sylva, N. C,
combe, Dean H. H. Willis, Proa junior in the school of agrifessor W. W. Klugh.
culture, was today named edi-

Mills Elected
Forensic Head

Ag Students
Initiate 6

Governor Sends
Congratulations
From The State
In 1889 the General Assembly of South Carolina in
its wisdom saw fit to accept
the bequest of Thomas G.
Clemson establishing Clemson Agricultural College.
During the SO years since
that time the activities and
accomplishments of Clemson have been such as to
justify the high hopes of
Mr. Clemson and of the
General Assembly of South
Carolina. It is, therefore,
ivith a great deal of pleasure
.hat I, as Governor, extend
to you on the occasion of
your fiftieth anniversary the
sincere congratulations and
good wishes of the State of
South Carolina.
Burnet R. Maybank
Governor

3 Cadets Give
Blood To Woman
Three Clemson students donated blood to a woman in a Greenville hospital last week.
, The donors were three of over
200 students who volunteered to
give blood, after an announcement calling for donors was made
in the mess hall.
Ben R. Leonard, R. B. Bradshaw, and S. B. Goodman^made
possible the transfusion, which
Greenville doctors say saved the
life of the sick Person.

The Clemson class of '15 is
sponsoring the building of a
$10,000 Band Stand and open
arena on the campus, Dave
Waston, a member of that
class and supervisor of Clemson grounds announced this
week. When completed, this
structure is expected to seat
from three to four thousand
people.
Several locations are being
considered by the college buildings and grounds committee,
and work will begin within the
next two weeks. Leon LeGrand
(Clemson 'IS) Greenville architect, designed the arena.
The construction, which will be
suitable for open , air concerts,
cadet meetings, and commencement exercises, will be dedicated
at the '15 class reunion in 1940.
It is said that this project is the
largest ever begun by a class of
Clemson alumni. Funds for the
construction are being raised by
donations from members of the
class, and by an allotment from
the Works Progress Administration.
W. J. Hunter of New York is
president of the class. Other officers are: David J. Watson, Clemson, vice-president; E. H. Pate,
Lammar, vice-president; and P. C.
C r a y t o n, Anderson, secretarytreasurer.
Working Committee
The committee proposing and
putting through this project includes: G. L. Harris and R. D.
Poore, Oconee County; Leon LeGrand, George R. Briggs, John C.
Cannon, C. B. Her, Greenville; P.
C. Crayton, J. M. Smith, Anderson; Major Dave Barnett, Professor J. B. Monroe, David J. Watson, Clemson.
Eight sons of members of the
class of '15 are attending Clemson now. Mr. Watson said today
that the children of Clemson's
alumni will take part in the Band
Stand dedication ceremonies next
year.
The local committee is preparing a folder containing a letter from Dr. Sikes and an explanation of the project to be sent
each graduate in the class of '15.
The following is Dr. Sikes' letter:
Several years ago some members
of your class asked me -what I
thought would be a useful memorial for the campus. After some
thought I made several suggestions among which was a band
stand or amphitheater for holding
outdoor performances.
Your class seems to have acted
upon my suggestion and the committee has had a sketch prepared
and secured part of the funds for
the erection of the band stand. Recently the Board of Trustees approved the proposal and requested that I convey to you their appreciation. You are to be commended upon this undertaking and
I hope that other classes may fol(Continued On Page 3)

Ariail, Bryant To Direct Agricultural Publication

Beach Announces New Agrarian Staff

Bryant Gets Alpha
Zeta Chancellorship
Richard H. Bryant, newly appointed Agrarian Advertising Manager and an honor Agricultural
Engineering junior from Florence,
was elected Chancellor of Alpha
Zeta, Honorary Agricultural fraternity, at a special meeting Tuesday night.
iL. R. Arrington, from Greenwood was named Censor, and R.
C. Shelly, from Marion, was selected as Scribe. Other minor officers will be named later.
The retiring officers are: Johnnie F. Brailsford, Chancellor;
Henry Covington, Scribe; R. M.
Dobson, Treasurer; and R. J.
Veree, Censor.
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Yearbook Distribution Set
Early May, Business Managl
The 1939 Taps, Clemson Yearbook, iff schedu?
tribution about the first of May, it was announced tocH
Luke Lafaye, Business Manager of the publication.
Although the staff had hoped to distribute the book before Taps Ball, some of the material could not be written until
after the Southern Conference boxing matches. Some of the
pictures which were made last fall also had to be remade. "The
pictures were good," said Lafaye, "but we wanted perfection.''
Everyone who has paid all club may still pay delinquent dues and
and college dues and their indi- receive their copy late. No copies
vidual Taps space, Lafaye said, will be given out to ndividuals unis eligible to receive a book. Those til their entire club has paid for
who have not yet paid those dues its space, Lafaye said.

Many Expected Here For Annual
Farm Machinery Dav April 26
*

President
Extends
Greetings
It gives me great pleasure
to extend to all of the friends
of Clemson Agricultural and
Mechanical college hearty congratulations on the
completion by the institution
of fifty years of constructive
service in the cause of education. I trust, as the decades
come and go, that Clemson
will ever advance to greater
and better achievements.
Very sincerely yours,
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT.

Holmes Attends
Historic Meet
Professor A. G. Holmes of the
school of General Science attended
the annual meeting of the South
Carolina Historical Association in
Columbia last Saturday.
In the morning session in the
Hotel Columbia, Professor Holmes
led the discussion on the paper
of Professor J. M. Lesesne of
Greenville on "The Nulification
Controversy In An Up Country
District." The paper dealt wth
the strong unionist sentiment in
Greenville.
The South Carolina Historical
Association is an organization
composed of teachers of history
in South Carolina colleges, high
schools, and others interested in
the State's history. Professor
Holmes was president of the Association in 1933.

'My Heart Belongs To
Daddy/ Says Mary

tor of the Agrarian, magazine H. K. Herlong, ^E. C. Sturgis, T.
B. Ardis, J. M. Lynes, h. M.
published by the school of ag- Rhodes, C. M. Aull.
Three-and-a-half year old Mary
riculture.
Louise Wilkinson, daughter of serHarris Beach of Walterboro, angeant Harry Wilkinson of the
nounced the new staff which incommandant's staff, this week put
cludes: R. H. Bryant of Florence,
meaning into the words, "My
advertising manager; F. E- Wells,
Heart Belongs to Daddy."
Greenwood, circulation manager;
Mary's six year old brother,
and Roy Todd of Loris, alumni
Harry, Jr., has been confined in
editor.
i
an Atlanta hospital for some six
The business manager, and ediweeks and she and her mother
torial associates will be announcspent that time in Atlanta.
ed later, Beach said.
This week she decided that a
home's not home without the
The third issue of this profeswoman's touch—so she's here now
sional magazine, which was be"keepin' house for daddy."
gun this year, will be published on
May 5.
Jimmie Lever, sophomore class
Retiring staff members include:
president, was this week appointed news editor of the Tiger.
T. B. Young, Jr., managing ediLever succeeds Dick Braithtor; D. T- Pope, business' managwaite, an honor sophomore who
er; H. M. Covington, advertising
left Clemson at mid-term. Braithmanager; J. D. Watson, circulawaite, an able seaman, is at sea.
He will enter the Missouri school
tion manager, and departmental
of journalism in September.
R. H. Bryant
editors: J. L. Shealy, C. C. Miley,

The second annual all-day
farm machinery demonstration, to be held at Clemson
College on April 26, will comprise one of the largest selections of farm machinery
equipment ever assembled and
demonstrated in the state. According to Mr. C. V. Phagan,
Extension Agricultural Engineer, preliminary reports
from farmers, county agents,
machinery dealers and others
indicate that this year's attendance at the demonstration
will far exceed that of last
year which was more than
1,500.
All equipment used in the demonstration will be tractor and
horse-drawn machinery that farmers can utilize for seed bed preparation, planting .cultivation, and
harvesting. Another feature of the
demonstration will be construction
of terraces by various methods.
There is an apparent trend toward more tractor-drawn farm machinery, which should of course
be encouraged where farming
practices and conditions are suitable. Since a great majority of
farmers in South Carolina are
still using horsepower in their
farm operations a special effort
will be made in this demonstration
to show some of the latest types
and designs of horse-drawn equipment, and especially such equipment as will enable farmers to do
more efficient work.
Plans and arrangements for the
demonstration are being made
through the cooperation of Professor George Nutt of the Agricultural Engineering Department, Mr.
C. S. Patrick, Farms Department,
and C. V. Phagan, Extension Agricultural Engineer. Agricultural
engineering students will assist
in putting on demonstrations of
machinery as shown by the various maufacturers.

<3y ^heir
JVords.
"I'm a professor; therefore I
have a right to be absent-mnided.''
—Philpot.
"As I look at you, I've a feeling
that I've skimmed the cream of
the stupidity of South Carolina."
—Sippinscotcfi.
"I used to have a good reputation in my home town."
—Lane.
"If there are P potatoes in a
barrel, how many teeth has a T
gear."
—Freeman
"They used to call me Red Rambler."
—Newman
"I felt funny when I spent that
night in Aragon."
—Richardson
"You need something in your
hip pocket in case of a draw."
—Dumas
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'15 Starts The Ball Rolling-

The class of '15 is sponsoring the building
of a band stand on the campus for the college. Other classes, too, have projects for the
1938
Member
193*
college in mind.
associated CblleSiate FVess
This is welcome news.
Distributer of
An institution's alumni is its "steel frame."
Active alumni groups in other schools have
been instrumental in beautifying the campuses
Founded by class of 1907 and published weekly and aiding much the progress of their alma
dnring the college session by students of Clemson maters.
College.
^
The Tiger may, in passing, suggest to some
Entered as Second Class Matter at the postoffice, "live wire" Clemson class or classes that a
Clemson, S. C.
hostess house on the campus at this time is
RtPRRSEKTED FOR NATIONAL A0VERTISINO B\
one of the. greatest needs.

Gbtte6iateDi6esl

that there's only about six
weeks left In school and "A.B",
Adolescent Bainbridge, isn't scared any more; he even tried to get
a- date last weekendOSCAR SAYS - - -

National Advertising Service, Inc.
College Publishers Representative
<*20'MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
CHl£»gO • BOSTOH ' LOS ASSELES - SAR FRMCMCO

A Past-Due Recognition-

An editorial in the November 10, 1920 Tiger
Editor
Managing Editor says, in part: "Capt. Harcombe, the new mess
Business Manager officer at Clemson, has already demonstrated
J. Edward Schmidt
Associate Editor to the corps and others his unusual ability in
Robert B. Marshall
Associate Editor his chosen profession ..." That was the
Prank C. MillsAssociate Editor year the Captain came to the campus. And the
William B. Wade
Associate Editor mess hall equipment, system, food and perArthur Williams
Sports Editor sonnel have improved annually since.
Mitchell F. Simmons
Feature Editor
Feeding 2,100 growing young men is no
James J. Lever
News Editor small task. There're likes and dislikes, rowdies,
Gene Flathmann
~.~ Associate Sports Editor
Carl Bessent
Associate Sports Editor pocket books, officials to satisfy. And Captain
Roy Pearce
Alumni Editor J. D. Harcombe seems to be doing that with
Arnold Grayson
Radio Editor the tact and common sense of the master
diplomat. Very few and far between are the
ert Perlcola
Staff Photographer
"mess hall gripes" of years ago. And justly.
foonlsts: Tad Shell, Hord Stubblefield,
The genial mess hall officer's recognition
of worthy students js a matter too, that is
:—Emory Smith, Jr., E. F. Wilson, worth mention here. The Captain recognizes
|k, Evans, LaRoche, L. 8. Wright, merit and rewards it. And the student body
fort, George Goblet, L. E. Lanford, appreciates his efforts.
s, Gus Wham, J. C. Higglns, Frank
This newspaper thinks the mess hall one of
rard Spivey, Stan Jackson, Julius
the most efficiently operated units of the college.
Circulation Manager.
Circulation Manager
Associate.
Associate Circulation Manager
Langford, L. T, Jones, R. D.
Patience can do a lot of wonderful things.
M. Rodgers, J. T. Stansil, J. G.
For over a year now, the democratic powers
G. Young.
of this world have been countenancing the disgraceful antics of a rough little boy, named
ADVERTISING ASSISTANTS:—Sam HaseU, J. T.
Hitler, and his bad actor pal Mussolini.
Shirley, Bob Hempstead.
Warning and scolding have done no good,
and repeated successes have nerved the pair
to outright violence, and made them foolhardy enough to defy all rules of society and
Everyone likes to forecast. Predicting the honor.
future is pleasant, but the future doesn't alPatience is rapidly yielding to impatience,
ways "work out" to suit the predictions.
and in spite of their aversion to soiling their
Thomas G. Clemson's great wish was for hands and wasting their blood on vandals, the
an agricultural and mechanical college where Democratic powers consider the use of force.
One last appeal to a distorted sense of justhe poor and the rich, alike, could come on
equal terms to obtain a good technical educa- tice, humanity, and right, has been made, in
tion. And the old statesman and scientist saw the form of Roosevelt's admirable suggestion.
—F. M. M.
the graduates from the institution of which he
dreamed go out into the state and the nation,
spread their knowledge, and put it into practical use for the betterment of that state and
nation.
Every Clemson man truly interested in his
Clemson was optimistic, but he was prac- institution should read the book "Thomas
tical. And this newspaper feels sure that he Green Clemson" written jointly by Professor
would be amazed should he come to his home Alester G. Holmes, head of the Clemson histoday, look around at the far-flung college tory department, and Dr. George R. Sherrill,
and its departments, or go into the homes of formerly professor of economics and governthe thousands of farmers whose methods and ment here, now at the University of South
conditions have been improved by the insti- Carolina.
tution's research, or visit the industrial develThe book covers the life of the great scienopments, schools, businesses over the state tist and statesman completely and interestingand nation which are headed by graduates of ly and tells of the man's constant dream and
the college of which he dreamed.
how it was realized — a scientific institution.
But what of Clemson College's future?

Earl Mazo
George McMillan
Marion R. Lawton

ECCEMTRIC
JANITOR. AT SX.
MARYS' COLLEGE (CALIF) IS ABSOLUTE
LY HAIRLESS BUT COLLECTS USED
•■ ' • RAZOR BLADES/ ■ • •
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NOTRE DAME WAS UNDEFEATED

RESIDENT ROOSEVELT CAMPAIGN-

FOR FIRE ESCAPES AND BOARD
WALKS WHEN HE WAS MANAGING
EDITOR OF THE HARVARD CRIMSON
DURING HIS UNDERGRADUATE DAYS'
ED

CREEL
CORNWELL.
MANAGING EDITOR.
OF THE "WEST VA
UNIV. DAILY
ATHENAEUM
PERSPIRESOK ONLY 0N&
SIDE OF

HIS
FACE/

IN fOdTBAU- ON ITS HOME FIELD
FOR 23 YEARS, 1905-1928/

Will The Criminals Heed?-

Predicting The Future-

The Book On Thomas G. Clemson-

Now The Tiger must predict.
As in everything, there are two possible
paths; One leading to the rear, the other forward.
The college is growing fast. And with every
unit of its material growth its importance to
the state and nation increases. Its potentialiies are almost unbelievable. Yet there are
forces which strive to hold the college back.
These are forces kin to every reactionary,
back-sliding movement, and their power may
or may not be effective.
If they are, The Tiger says of Clemson's
future — BLACK.
If progress and good take the reins, this
newspaper predicts a future of continued service and development for the college and state.
And as Thomas Clemson dreamed great
dreams which came true even beyond his
fondest hope, so will South Carolina "and the
nation prosper and develop materially bigger
than the most fanciful prediction of The
Tiger.

The Neglect Of Social ScienceMan has perfected his machines and improved his economic standard of living to a
high degree of efficiency, but he has sadly
neglected the art of getting along with his
fellow) man.
This statement epitomizes the viewpoint of
many of the leading Social Scientists and real
thinkers in this country. The keynote to this
idea was brought out clearly and forcefully
by Dr. Enoch W. Sikes as he charged the
South Carolina Social Science Convention delegates to learn to improve man's fraternal relationships.
The generally depressing European situation with its daily outrages is a clear portrait of man's unbalanced existence. Nowhere
is there better opportunity to learn how to
get along with one's fellow man than at college. The opportunity is too great to let slip
through our fingers.
-W. B. W.

Another Good Man GoesThe Greenwood INDEX-JOURNAL recently said editorially of Dr. Brearley's resignation : " . . . another good man leaving south
Carolina."
True, the state will suffer the loss of this
great sociologist and educator, but not nearly
so intimately as Clemson college. It has been
said that Dr. Brearley is among the most
prominent men and best teachers of Clemson
faculty. The flood of students to his courses
shows that. And those who have studied under
him will swear to it.
This year Clemson celebrates the fiftieth
year of its founding. The-school has grown in
size, importance and usefulness in those 50
years. For the very fundamental good of
South Carolina it must continue to grow and
develop. But so long as conditions are such
that good men of the Brearley calibre are permitted to leave, the development is stopped.
Something must be done immediately. The
Tiger suggests that loyal Clemson alumni,
supporters, and South Carolina statesmen and
citizens interested in the well being of the
state MUST cooperate to plug up the leak (be
it financial or otherwise).

To The Blue Key Initiates-

Through the ages men have gained deserved
recognition when they take the initiative,
lead and organize. Some men take their honors and submerge with them, never working
again but "riding their glory." Others take
ecognition in stride and become a still greater asset to their group.
Blue Key is emblematic of the highest type
of leadership on campuses throughout the
nation. To say that a man is a member of
Blue Key is to say that in the past he has accomplished something, and that in the future
-his fellows will look up"to his continued leadership and community spirit.
Initiates this year as in years gone by have
the choice of wielding their honor to the building of a better Clemson and a better self. Improvements in every field in the college will
always be evident and within the grasp of
those who are in the position to get them done.
Editor Buck Beach of The Agrarian, ag- It's a charge that can not be over-emphasized.
ricultural school magazine, today announced
—W. B. W.
the 1939-'40 staff, and from what knowledge
this newspaper has of the new editor and_ his
A suggested motto for certafn of the local
assistants, the newest of Clemson publications
"student leaders": Ignorance is bliss.
has a bright future.

The Agrarian's Outlook-

WHAT WILL CLEMSON BE LIKE FIFTY YEARS
FROM NOW?
JoNnj Harvey:
The powers
in the first barracks will still be
terrible.
—•—
W. E. Harper: Bigger and better with campus buildings from
Seneca to Pendleton.
—•—
H. N.*Anderson: FIFTY
YEARS FROM NOW WORK
WILL BEGIN ON DEMOLISHING the first barracks.
—•—
Gene Hilburn: It will be the
most important engineering school
in the South.
— »—
Ed Garrison: Clemson will be
the leading Agricultural School
in the United States.
—•—
F. W. Dillinger: I expect it to
be co-educational with an all-girl
brigade.

A. B. Johnson: Maybe they
will get big orchestras for every
dance by that time.
—•—
Olin Dorn: Bigger and better,
mellowing with age.
Buck Redfern:

Best school in

the South.
George Goblet:

A university.

Sam Hasell: Damn if I know.
—*—
R. C. Boswell: Big.
—•—
A. E. Thomas: It will have
the best football team in the
country.
—•—'
Senator Lever; I'll be in the
legislature or a ward alderman in
Columbia.

%:*

SOME ORGANIZATIONS ARE
BIGGER THAN INDIVIDUALS

HAVE!

waste a lot of valuable time Monday night waiting for the dancing
classes to end, because Estacita
went straight home with her
mother and No. 5 already had a
date.

that although Bill Boyle tries
OSCAR SATS - - every day to do what so many
that Heber Traywick is Clemother people do on a Holiday, he son's gift to the fair sex, and
hasn't yet been able to scratch.
just to prove it he's having a litOSCAR SAYS - - that he wonders when this tle lassie right out of the tenth
year's crop of student leaders are grade of Laurens Hi up for Taps.
OSCAR SATS - - going to start leading with something besides their chin.
that he wants to remind the
OSCAR SAYS - - habitual late daters that the Frithat speaking of anniversary is- day night dance lasts until 3
sues this reminds him of the goodv a. m. and that leaves only two
old days when Goat McMillan was hours until daylight. So you'll
sucked in by a barracks broad- have to work fast.
casting ~et and floated around for
OSCAR SATS - - a week, thinking he was real all
that someone ought to warn
southern" stuff.
rat Irby that little Moore of FlorOSCAR SATS
that fearing Fred Dunlap might ence has been up before and she
not attain his status as a Clem- knows all the angles, and Oscar
son alumnus even next year, the does mean ALL of 'em.
OSCAR SATS - - Belton faculty has bestowed upon
that Manley Wright skipped
him the honor of being a full
fledged honorary graduate of Bel- the affair in Greenville and went
"seedy" in a big way last weekton Hi.
OSCAR SATS - - end. Oscar would say where but
that since dances have come he'd be subject to libel, and anyinto being at Coker and Winthrop, way Oscar doesn't say mean
Converse will have to start some- things about people.
OSCAR SATS - - thing else to lure the boys in, and
that the S. O. club is putting on
oh, the many, many things he
a drive for new members this
could suggest.
OSCAR SATS - - week and he just wants to remind
that Crane Gaston certainly did all our little Hitlers that it takes
more than just tin on your shoulders to stay out — just ask
Hughes or Bookhart.

omm.

OSCAR SATS - - -

that with all the conventions,
parades, and what not scheduled
for the remainder of this schoolyear, Oscar wonders if it would'nt
be better to stay here and take
your pick rather than go to Winthrop and take a chance.
OSCAR SATS - - -

that this is about the anniversary of Bob and little Crewes'
first knot, and Oscar wonders if
it isn't a little birdie that's keepPro-script: Every Exchange Editor ing the ex-jitter bug so close to
is an imitation of the devil. When Columbia.
he sees a good thing he cuts it
OSCAR SATS - - that he sees quite a few new
out.
names on the dance roster for the
coming brawl and he wonders if
In our review of Clemson Col- the grass will be greener on their
lege after fifty years we must not side of the fence.
lose sight of the fact that there
OSCAR SATS - - are other institutions within the
that "Flint", ready to strike,
bounds of our native or adopted Cook was conspiciously absent in
state and that they too, although the low country last week and
of not the same type and magni- conspicuously present elsewhere
tude, have histories of which they and Oscar wonders what the trouare justly proud. Space does not ble might be.
OSCAR SATS - - permit a lengthy discussion of
that judging from past performtheir respective histories, thus
some of the color will doubtless ances Converse should give a
be omitted; however note the im- good account of itself this weekend, and Oscar doesn't think their
portant and interesting facts.
Spring Formal will slow things
up a bit.
OSCAR SATS . . College of Charleston
that everybody had fun at the
Probably the first step towards
providing for higher education in Beta Kappa except Charles Bailes
S. C. was made in 1785 when the and he was too sick to care.
OSCAR SATS
legislature granted its charter.
McAlhany's going to call
The activities of the College have a that
meeting of all his, frriends in
been more than once interrupted, room
120 and his room mate
but has never been lost sight of. won't be
a bit crowded.
It stands high as a classical inOSCAR SATS
stitution. No support is given this
that he knows little Colt Richcollege by the.state, so that its ardson is disappointed because he
history is not that of a state in- didn't make Blue Key but just
stitution.
stick to your plow, and if anybody catches you crying blame it
University of S. C.
on the onion crop.
OSCAR SATS - - •
Started in the year 1801 it is
that it looks to him' as though
the oldest state supported school
in South Carolina. After weather- Pinkie Erwin is reversing the oring the storms of Ben Tillman's der in this S. C. Club, and he even
governorship seems to be on fair- brought her picture back with him
ly firm foundation. Has the state from Greenville.
law school combined with it and
puts out the next best football
team.

f/Ef

Thomas Green Clemson — His
A matter concerning personalities and organizations came up Life and Work. By Alester Q.
this week and it should be aired Holmes and George R. Sherrill
with an introduction by Dr. E. W.
here and now.
Any sensible individual knows Sikes. 201 pgs. College Library.
Clemson College's two profesthat Clemson's BIG student activities (The Military, Taps, Blue Key, sors, Holmes and Sherrill, have
produced something not for the
The Tiger, C. D. A., etc.) are big- students and alumni alone, but
ger than any single person or rather a truly great biography of
group in them. Therefore it stands a truly great American scientist Furman U.
Opened its doors in 1825. One
to reason that when organizations and statesman. ThiB story of
such as those mentioned have deal- Thomas G. Clemson takes its place of the denominational institutions
ings with each other (through the in American literature and will al- whose existence represents the
members) personalities and per- ways be read with peculiar inter- great spirit of the citizens of the
sonal likes and dislikes should be est by Carolinians and students state. Baptist by denomination this
liberal arts college boasts of a
forgotten.
of the College he founded.
fine school of music. G. W. C. is
The "small" person can't underClemson lived in Pennsylvania
the woman's college-of the U.
stand that; such a person should but after marrying John C. Cal- now
provides us with the rare and
NOT be given positions of trust houn's daughter his interests and and
true examples of real Southern
in BIG organizations.
activities were mainly in the de- femininity.
We mention this because a little velopment of the South and esmatter concerning the mess hall pecially on his adopted state of Erskine College
public address system's operation South Carolina. He seemed to be
Founded in 1839 has never
and the Tiger came up this week. chiefly concerned with the ef- ceased in being a typical denomIt resulted in a harsh rebuke from fects of soil exhaustion upon the inational college. For this it may
one of the speaker system operat- economy of these seaboard states. be justly proud. Harbored in the
ives to the Tiger representative Throughout his life he worked peaceful • town of Due West it is
which included phases as, ". . . we trying to introduce scientific outstanding in producing men of
don't run the Tiger . . . keep your methods into the old southern type literary fame.
mouth shut."
of agriculture. During this time
This column doesn't condemn he wrote along these lines and The Citadel
Another of the state supported
the person making those remarks. served as the United States SupHe's probably doing his best; and erintendent of Agriculture. It was institutions for education along dicertainly he doesn't understand the through his influence that a special versified lines, opened for busifundamental concept of Clemson's department was created for the ness in 1842, In spite of the fact
activity leadership. He should be development of American agri- that we love Ben Tillman and
told that no individual or group culture. He encouraged the estab- what he stood for we don't think
that he was altogether correct in
"owns" the Tiger—it is owned, lishment of land grant colleges.
operated and published by the StuIt -was at the conclusion of the saying "The Citadel is a dude
dent BOdy, and when those in Civil War that Clemson, return- factory . . ." The college produces
whose ■ trust the Tiger is placed ing to the famous Calhoun Fort some fine soldiers and affords
work with it contrary to the Stu- Hill plantation and also eighty local color to the state.
dent Body's wishes it is the duty vote his efforts to rehabilitating
of that body to "throw out" the and reviving the economy and corner of the state. The low counresponsible party or parties. And morale of his adopted state. These try held ■ suspicion claiming the
that holds true for the Public objectives he proposed to attain estate should have been given to
Speaker and music system in the through the establishment of an the great granddaughter of John
mess hall—and for everything else institution for research and dis- C. Calhoun. With assistance of
of student-body-wide importance tribution "of agricultural know- friendly statesmen the issue was
including Taps, the CDA and the ledge.
carried into politics and won. The
Army.
After the period of Reconstruc- result—Clemson College is one of
This newspaper said editorially tion the possibilities of the real- the most successful agricultural
last week that the number of izing of his dream were more institutions in the country.
Clemson "student leaders who fol- favorable. He finally gained the
This biography by professors
low the crowd from the front" support of his state. Before his Holmes and Sherrill goes farther
should be minimized.
death he worked out a detailed into the varied life of the man
That's certainly not an antag- plan for the creating of Clemson Clemson. Tells of his experiences
onistic attitude. It's vital to the Agricultural College. In his will he in diplomatic service abroad. Rewell being of the institution. left his entire estate which in- calls his many contributions to
There's a certain amount of in- cluded the whole of the Fort mineralogy and chemistry, and deertia everywhere and in every or- Hill plantation and soke eighty scribes the part he played in the
ganization. True. But is a com- thousand dollars. It -was not all Civil War. The spirit of Clemson
pact, well-unified body like Clem- easy going from then on. There is within the walls, of the instison's, boys in barracks ' musn't seemed to become opposition — tution of which, be dreamed; the
necessarily put up with too much public sentiment was against the man Clemson is given you in this
erecting of a college 4n the far biography.
of it.
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Ham
Radioing
The 75 meter fare net held the
spotlight of the radio activities
this week' . . . Members present
for roll call included W4AZ, W4
BQE, W4CQG and W4B2X of Columbia, W4COL—Chapman, who
has moved his rig back to Greenwood, W4DX of Camden, W4CE,
and W4EPJ and W4EPT of Clemson • . . W4EPJ, Joe Shigley was .
unanimously elected the next central station . . . Joe's interest In
founding the organization and his
clean operating won the honor for
him . . . Kirkwood, W4FFO, is on
10 meter fore and works out swell
for the 16 watts that he uses . . .
States—QRN is becoming heavier
as the summer comes on, and it
looks like higher frequencys will
be resorted to ... 20 meter fore
was hot all this week . . • K4FAY
failed to meet the schedule and
Molina didn't get to talk home . . .
Rankin (4EPU) tried class B
linear modulation and sounded fb.
. . . The antenna didn't allow his
getting out of the back yard tho
. . . Woodward (4EQH) does his
operating in Greenville over the
week-end . . • The club is anxious
for the school to get the signal
unit ... Some of the members
have had experience in radio commu .nications in the NaUonal
Guards and the Army net . . .
The club rjg blew a 10 buffer
during the Sunday's transmissions
. . .It was replaced and the
schedules were met as usual . . .
4DYC is again interested in rotary beams . . . The latest brain
storm cost only |3.25- . . . Say,
all you boys that listen in on the
QSO, drop by the room and talk
some over the rig. . . U'li enjoy
it, and the op. sure will set a
kick out of it . . . Barton f4FYG)
is planning a rig and same goes
for Baehman (4EQP) . . . Hawkins (4DX.T) missed his schedule
with Charleston Sunday . . . Lets
?lope that the ball team can keep
Uiat R9 signal going . . . 736.
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Nationally Prominent Syphilologist Will Speak on Campus May\2
BLOCK 'C CROSSWORDER
By Edward Spivey

Week-End Dances- Class Of '15
Roster PostedGift To Be
Dedicated In '40
(Continued from page 14.)

dance list was printed here last
week.
The remainder includes:

ACROSS
1 identical
4 likewise
6 to pierce with a pointed
weapon
10 compass point
11 answer at roll call
12 advertisement
14 bill given for a debt
15 to change in outward
appearance
16 large South American snake
18 printer's measure
19 daughter of a King
24 from or away
25 Sun god
26 measure of area
27 1-16 of a pound (abbr.)
29 coordinating conjunction
30 highest point
32 mother (slang)
34 Roman coin
36 Associated Press (abbr.)
37 symbol for Rhodium
38 particle projected from
the cathode of a vacuum tube
40 constellation
42 one who comes after
47 prefix meaning three
49 symbol for Radium
50 upon
51 east by northeast (abbr.)
53 direction in which, the sun
rises
54 to strike gently
55 consumer
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
11

short and flat
article
a complete change
two thousand pounds
an idiot
ages
Army Officer (abbr.)
mess hall meat
laugh

Church News
By Frank Rogers
BAPTIST
Dr. James H. Simmons, head
of the English department of
Brenau College at Gainesville,
Georgia, preached at the Baptist
church last Sunday morning on
the subject, "Putting On The Finishing Touch.'' Dr. Simmons, a
classmate of Dr. Sikes, divided
his time between the homes of
Dr. Sikes, and Reverend Goode,
while he was here.
Special music will feature the
regular Sunday morning services
on April 23.
EPISCOPAL
At the regular Sunday service
Warren Taylor, Episcopal student
from Georgia Tech will speak
briefly on, "What Religion Means
to College Life." Mr. Veale's address will be, "The Resurrection
In Every-day Life."
The Consecration Service of
the Reverend Dr. J. J. Gravatt,
Bishop-Elect of the Episcopal Diocese of Upper South Carolina, will
take place at Trinity Church, Columbia, May 5 at 10:30 a. m. The
Rt. Rev. Henry St. George Tucker, Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church will be the Consecrator. Alarge number yof Bishops
and other clergy are expected to
take part in this service. Anyone
desiring information about the
service should see Mr. Veale.

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S
PUZZLE

13
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
28
31
33
35
36
39
40
41
43
44
45
46
48
52

to act or perform
contraction for over
first in rank
prefix meaning again
a unit of measure for precious
metals
suffix denoting one who
therefore
convulsion
syrup
raw metal
symbol for Aluminum
Senior (abbr.)
prefix denoting without
cruel monster (plural)
tardy
fermented ale
symbol for Chromium
hat with a bill in front
habitual drunkard
symbol for Tin
title abbr. for a Rear Admiral
symbol for Neon

B. S. U.
The newly elected officers of
the B. S. U. Council were recognized at the Baptist church last
Sunday. This customary service
is held in order to show the close
relationship between the Baptist
students and the local church.
Sunday, April 16, the B. S. U.
deputation team presented a program at the D. A. R. school at
Tamassee. Melvin Cantrell, newly
elected chairman of Deputation,
presided. Others on the program
included Ed Young, George Cantrell,
LeRoy Simmons,
Floyd
Johnson, and Tillie Haywood.
The annual B. S. U. Council
installation banquet with Anderson College will be held Thursday
night, April 20, at the Pruitt
House in Starr. All old and new
members will attend this meeting,
which marks the climax of the
work of old members and the beginning of the work for the new
members.
P. S. A,
The P. S. A. will hold its final
meeting of the year at the "Y"
cabin on the river, Wednesday,
April 19. At this time, the key
which has been selected, will be
formally adopted.

Morgan Speaks To
Animal Husbandmen
■Mr. T. W. Morgan, assistant
to the director of the Clemson
extension staff, was the speaker
at a meeting of the Animal Husbandry Club, on April 13.

H. B. Moore, Maggie Lunn, Winthrop; J. T. Doux, Anne Freax,
Fort Mill; M. H. Cranford, Margaret Robbins, Converse; W. D.
Coleman, Emma Coleman; Columbia College; "Nelly" O'Neal, Eleanor Baven, Lowell, Mass.; Joe
Ross, Peg Woodward; Greenville;
Chick Dunham, Martha Maffitt,
Brenau; J.: G. Smith, Margaret
Whittel, Winthrop;
F. Tiller,
Frankie Kreds, Augusta, Ga.; E.
L. Ryan, Vickie Miller, Spartanburg; P. N. Erwin, Mary Grovenstein, Albany, Ga.; J. M. Rogers,
Janet Kabbard, Clio; Dick Osteen,
Anne Williams, Winthrop; J. A.
Garner, Mary Nancy Beckett,
Hartsville; J. B. Dusenburg, Sadie
Young. Converse; Billy Law, Peggy Hendrickson, Darlington; J.
G. Young, Jane Saunders, Florence; James Hunt, Betty Felder,
Charleston.
H. F. Miller, Nan Graves, Pageland; N. V. Gore, Vera Gettys,
Asheville; J. G. Hammond, Kat
Jones, Charlotte; J. C. Hemphill,
Betty Hughes, Columbia; B. Bradley, Virginia Wolfe, Greenville;
D. Makintosh, Anna Dixon, Winthrop; Arthur Garner, Helen Atkinson, Winthrop; Harley Hackett, Sexena Tayemon, Greenville;
George Dorn, Kate Brackard, Lander; Ray Boswell, Carrie James,
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Barrett
Parks, Sadler Neely, Rock Hill;
Goodie Thomas, Nancy Craig,
Rock Hill.
W. C. Wern, Marjore Magnon,
Union; Billy Boyle, Ella Hunter,
Columbia; D. T. Smith, Floyce
Vandiver, Greenville; H. L. Fogle,
Caroline Cope, Greenwood; C. C.
Vincent, Aleda Deoan, Greenville; Bobby Hempstead, Dolly
Erickson, Lander; J. B. Parks,
Margie Merchant, Bamberg; T.
S. Boland, H. Tobinr, Allendale;
B. Terry, Sally McCaw, Columbia;
Henry Brady, Beverly Bates, Columbia; B. K. Cain, Betty Burgess,
Sumte,r; Juke Colvin, Is\ab'eljl;9'
Rocjgers, Sumter.
Billy McNutty, Eleanor Lykes,
Columbia; Ell Wilson, Toppie
Earle, Anderson; Francis Webster, Virginia Scales, Winthrop;
Bobby Avent, Doris Wood, Bennettsville; Harry Avinger, Kat
Edgerton, Orangeburg; Roy Gullick, Theresa Cheatham, Lander;
Martin Crook, Nan Bassett, Spartanburg;
Pop Eadon, Virginia
Gourdin, Winthrop; Tom Goodson, Katherine Dunlap/Mary Baldwin; Wesley Coleman, Heart Maurice, Greenville;
Martin
Kill,
Frances Moore, Greenville; R. P.
Reagan, Tyn Shipman, Hendersonville; R. H. Elliott, EITie Rickenbaker, Columbia.
J. B. Guess, Josephine Cox,
Denmark; C. S. Davis, Martha
Kreps, Augusta; John Swearinger, Aurelia Sanckens, Augusta;
Theo Gage, Harriet Fuller, Lander; J. B. Murphy, Annie Donald,
Winthrop; Calude Poole, Lillian
Anderson, Limestone; Gilbert O'Brian, Sarah Ferguson, Winthrop;
E. R. Fenestemacher, Trudy English, -Greenville; J. C. McKnight,
Toody Haskins, Greenville; S. M.
Nixon, Irene Forrester, Converse;
R. T. Long, Jeanette Dukes,
Orangeburg; P. H. Nelson, Eleanor Neely, Anderson; R. A. Carter,
Mary Daniel, California; D. C.
Carter, Celestre Humphreys, Denmark.
Stewart Land, Eleanor Nbrris,
Greenville; Henry Law, Lilias
Park, Greenwood; P. A. Bannister, Louise McDonald, Hartsville;
E. E. Wright, Ellen Iseman, Columbia; Joe Dixon, Lib Talbert,
Rock Hill; Stan Williams, Martha
Butler, Charleston; Hord Stubblefield, Sarah Chipley, Greenwood.
Ed. Hallman, Lydia Lietner,
Winthrop; Drake Watson, Verna
Mae Privette, Darlington; Don
Hutchinson, Ruth Benson, Winthrop; Nelson Jackson, Esther
Sally, Orangeburg; Jack Brice,
Lenona Slight, Coker; Johnnie
Brailsford, Harriet Culler, .Winthrop; B. F. McLeod, Hilda Wade,
Bennetssville; J. A. Untield, Virginia Cour, Easley; Sieg Holmes,
Mary Edwards, Winthrop.
From The Tiger Nov. 10, 1920:
"CADET MESS IMPROVES
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Capt. Horcombe, the new moss
officer at Clemson, has already
demonstrated to the corps and
others his unusual ability in his
chosen profession.

© © ®

(Continued From Page 1)
low your example n providing for
certain needs which the college is
unable to meet.
With every good wish, I am,
Sincerely yours,
E. W. Sikes, President.
1915 Class Memorial
The term "Band Stand" • fails
to convey the number of uses for
which this structure is designed.
Besides band concerts, it might be
used for little theatre plays, gymnastic exhibitions, stunts, initiations, pageants, public addresses,
and many other types of such uses.
It has been suggested that the
annual presentation of diplomas
might be possible as in the case
of the Military Academy and The
Naval Academy.
The composition of the structure is to be entirely bf masonry
and other permanent materials.
It is to be situated at end of
natural bowl with gentle sloping
sides which will be planted in
giass Genera.'ly, it will be a limestone color trimmed in black and
bronze, and it will be appropriately landscaped, it is 107 feet wide
and 54 1-2 feet deep and can
comfortably seat 300 people on
the platform. The tentative site
could esaily take care of an audience of 4,000.'
The architecture will not conflict with tne existing buildings.
it will be classic in form with
modern iktaii.
The rooms at the ends are to
be used for dressing rooms and
mechanical" equipment.
These
looms may be approached from
the rear, as the case of actors
in costume, out of view of the
audience. From these rooms there
are dc.y.s leading direct to the
stage. The large opening at the
center rear which is in view of
the audience is to be used for
the approach of pageants, drill
companies, etc.
It is proposed to install flood
lights, and to make preparation
for. the installment of a publie
address system. On top of the
pylons there will be two beam
lights in color which will be turned on at night when an enterUinmeiK is in piogress.
We do not know of any similar
structure on college campuses,
and if the c.l.'ge uses It to tho
extent if its. pofsibilitie*. i> will
be an enviable precedent.
GRADUATES IX THE CLASS
OF '15:
W. D. Arthur, W. H. Arthur,
H. D. Barker F. S. Barnes, D. E.
Barnett, M. S. Barnett, R. N. Benjamin, C. G. Bennett, G. E. Berley,
O. H. Beymer, W. A. Bigby, W.
E. Blake, G. R. Briggs, B. Bostick, H. W. Bristol, F. L. Bunker,
G. N. Burnett, D. D. Buice (deceased), J. C. Cannon, T. M. Cachcart, W. W. Caughman, R. G.
Causey (deceased), J. R. Clark,
F. M. Connor, V. P. Corbett.
P. C. Crayotn, R. J. Creecy, R.
B. Cureton, J. T. Darby, W. O.
Davis, H. H. Dukes, E. P. DuVernet, M. Edmonds, D. W. Evans (deceased), C. E. Folk, J. C.
Foster, C. F. Gee,
J. E. "Glover, B. L. Tamilton,
G.'L. Harris, G. P. Hoffman, D.
R. Hopkins, T. C. Houvh, W. J.
Hunter, C. B. Her, T. E. Jeffords,
R. F. Jenkins, T. A. Jennings, R.
H. Johnson (deceased), J. D.
Jones, R. G. Kennedy, E. G. Kittles, E. S. Lachicotte,
G. J.
Lawson,. F. C. Legette, L. LeGrand.
G. W. Lunney, E. O. McMahon,
W. K. Magill, J. L. Marchant, J.
L. Marchant (deceased), G. D.
Martin, J. Miley, B. S. Mitchell,
J. B. Monroe, G. F. Moore, H. W.
Muldrow, J. J. Murray, J. E. Norris, Fred Osborne, E. H. Pate, J.
A. Patterson, J. W. Peeples, R.
D. Poore, W. G. Ragsdale, E. L.
Randle, S. M. Richards (deceas)
ed, J. T. Rosa (deceased), W. A.
Rowell, J. W. Sanders,
P. H. Senn, C. J. Shannon, A.
L. Shealy, J. A. Simpson (deceased), J. M. Smith, M. A. Smith, M.
R. Smith, A. S. Smoak, R. B.
Stewart, F. D. Stribling, J. D.
Sullivan, D. E. Swineheart (deceased), L. P. Tarrant, W. A.
Teal, N. G. Thomas. '
R. P. Thornton, J. G. Todd, Q.
M. Trotter (deceased), J. H. Trescott, C. L. Paughan, H. L. Wannamaker, W. B. Wannamaker (deceased), J. Ward, D. J. Watson,
J. T. Wood.

Musicians
Tap Five
Five outstanding members of
the Band and Glee club are this
week being
initiated into
the
Clemson chapter of Mu Beta Psi,
National musical fraternity. The
initiation will
probably extend
through this week and part of
next week, it was announced.
The only collegiate chapter of
Mu Beta Psi in South Carolina, the
Clemson chapter was established
in 1937. Leaders in the Band and
Glee Club are chosen for membership.
The men now being initiated are
George Bonnett, William Law, J.
V. Phillips, and W. G. Rhodes of
the Band, and Billy Manning of
the Glee Club. .
Officers of the Clemson chapter
this year are Roy Martin, President, D. D. Crosley, Vice President, and P. H. McCorkle, Secretary and Treasurer.
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Y' NEWS
By Wade

Vespers
A delegation of students from
the University of Tennessee under
the leadership of Wade Foster,
President and Mr. Ralph Frost,
General Secretary, was here last,
Sunday.
Miss Sarah Skelton gave an interesting and enlightening talk
on "Our Responsibility to the
Church and Our Obligations in
Monetary Affairs as They Relate
to The Kingdom of God." Mr. Edward Kneece spoke on "The Responsibility of the Christian Individual in the Use of Time As
Is Relates to Our Christian and
Social Duties." Miss Mildred Alexander spoke on "The Reverence
and the Development of a Sense
of Appreciation of the Individual
for Christian Opportunities, Benefits and Services."
Before coming to Clemson, the
Tennessee Delegation visited at
Furman and G. W. C, meeting
with Christian groups there on
Saturday night and for sunrise
worship service on Sunday morning.
Three weeks ago the Clemson
Deputation Team had the opportunity of conducting the University of Tennessee's Vesper Programs.
On April 23 the Winthrop Y.
Cabinet and the Georgia Tech
team are to visit the campus, taking part on the programs of several of the churches in the morning, and conducting the Vesper
programs at the afternoon and
evening services.
Smart To Talk
Dr. Wyatt Aiken Smart, Dean
of Candler School of Theology
at Emory ^University, will speak
at Clemson on April 30 in three
special services. Dr. Smart will
be heard at the Methodist Church
at 11:30, at the "Y" at 1:30 and
at 6:00. Dr. Smart is well known
as Clemson and in South Carolina,
having spoken at many student
conferences and being well remembered as the speaker who so
impressively held the interest of
a large commencement audience
two years ago.
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Wop (tkmmxx drill
Specializes in Well Prepared and Well Served Meals.
It is always a pleasure to serve
CLEMSON MEN
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Number one Syphilologist in
America, Dr. Kamond A. Vanderlehr, Assistant Surgeon General, will speak in the college
auditorium May 2. Dr. Vanderlehr's address was arranged by
the Fellowship Club.

Journal Force
Puts Out Tiger
A complete composing room
staff, at the Seneca Journal shops,
headed by Hugh Phillips, foreman,
and Miss Margaret Duncan, completed 182,000 runs of this 28
page Tiger (circulation 13,000) in
record time this week.
Ray Phillips, publisher, estimated tha t over two tons of newsprint went into this week's Clemson student body newspaper.
The working staff at Seneca included Winton Weaver, chief linotype operator, two other operators,
a staff of press men, and several
folders.

Fellowship Club
Sponsors Lecture
On Dread Disease
Raymond A. Vanderlehr, assistant surgeon generally in
charge of syphillis control of
the United States Department
of health, will speak in the college auditorium May 2. Prof.
Ben Goodale, President of the
Fellowship club, announced today.
Considered the number one
man in syphillis control, Dr.
Vanderlehr has been connected with the Department
of
Health since 1925. He has been
assistant surgeon general since
1935. He is a graduate of the
University of Virginia Medical school, and has also served
on the University of Virginia
Medical faculty as professor
of Dermotology and Syphology.
Dr. Vanderlehr is one ' of the
outstanding men who have stimulated an increased interest in
syphilis control during the last
few years. He has done much to
bring the facts of the disease to
light, -and has pioneered government syphillis control.
Among o^her accomplishments,
Dr. Vanderlehr is_ a__fellow of
the American Medical AssocTStTotr,'—
which is considered one of the
highest honors in the field of
medicine.
He is also a member of the Association of Military
Surgeons.
Said Professor Goodale, "We
are very fortunate in being able
to get Dr. Vanderlehr to speak at
Clemson. He is truly a leader in
the field, and I think that every
student should turn out to hear
his talk."
Campus people are also invited.

G. F. TOLLY & SONS
134 N. Main St.

Anderson, S. C

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
/AWWIAMAMMKWVWi

BARTON GROCERY COMPANY
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

—PROGRAM—

Groceries
White Lily Flour
Blue Ribbon - Jax - Steinerbru Beer

Richardson Theatre

ANDERSON, S. C.

SENECA, 8. O.
•—•
APRIL 24—29.

•—•

Monday:
"SON OF FRANKENSTEIN"
with Basil Rathbone, Boris Karloff, and Bela Lugosi. Matinee
10 a. m.
Tuesday:
"NEVER SAY DIE" with Bob 5.>*..**.^»jM.*.^.*jHj,^..J».Jt^.*J»^»^»^t.Jf>J*^.*+*J.>J»^.jHj.^,.J^»^
Hope and Martha Raye. Also
I Comedy.
Wednesady:
"THE FRONTIERSMAN." A
Hopalong story with William
Boyd, Russell Hayden, and
George Hayes. Also Scouts to
the Rescue.
Thursday:
"FISHERMAN'S WHARF" with
Bobby Breen, Henry Armetta,
QUALITY GROCERY BROKERS OF
. and Leo Carillo. Also comedy.
Friday:
COLUMBIA, S. C.
"MR. MOTO'S LAST WARNING" with Peter Lorre, Richard
Cortez. Also March of Time and
News.
Phone 3721-3722
633 Gervais St.
Saturday afternoon:
"SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES" with Gene Autry. Also Red
• Barry.
Saturday Night:
"SWING SISTER SWING" with
Ken Murray, Ernest Truex and
^♦^^^^^^^^♦^.^^^H^4*^^*^4t^^^*^^^^4^t^MJ**J*^*^*^*<2»<?^(^*^*>J*^**J*^^^MJ*^MJ*^H5'
Johnny Downs. Also comedy.
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One of the more recent developments
Town of Clemson

Top Syphilologist-

Hoke Sloan

AULD & WHITE

&-|$"$H$H$H$H$H$H$H$H$H$H$"$H$H$H$M

j| (&tmiu\llt Itt Cream Cn. j;

EVERYTHING IN UP-TO-DATE
WEARING APPAREL

CLEMSON'S OWN CLOTHIER
WISHES FOR

Clemson College
Many More Years Of Service
To The State And The Nation

f OR C
STESS
ICECREAM
1 r«BI9CT|F CIIEimiE ICE CIE1M Cl.
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vc Awarded Company Scholarship The Business Side Of The College
ney Eve, honor student^
mj^e department of animal
husbandry, was this week selected to represent Glemson
for the Sears Roebuck $500
'^scholarship award which is
given to one agricultural junior in the United States yearly,
Prof. W. B. Aull, vice-dean of
the school of agriculture and
chairman of the Sears Scholarship fund committee here, announced today.
" Eve., one of the first group to
receive the Sears scholarship to
Clemson, has maintained an outstanding scholastic averages, Prof.
Aull stated. He will go with Dr.
H. P. Cooper, dean of the agricultural school, to Chicago June 20
where the winner will be chosen from the seventeen students
representing the leading Agricultural and Mechanical colleges
from the entire United States.
Some twenty-five $100 Fresh,
man Sears awards are made to
Clemson men each year. Of this
number, the man who has done
the best work during his Freshman year is given a ?200 award,
and the Sears student who has
the best record for first and second year work is chosen to represent the school for the $500 award.
R. G. McMasters won the Sophomore award this year and had
been chosen to go to Chicago, but
accepted an appointment to the
Naval Academy at Annapolis.
Of the twenty-five men who
came to Clemson last year on
scholarships, Prof. Aull announced
that 23 are back this year, and six
will make the honor list in May.
-Tw^Hty-five S100 scholarships
will be awarded next year, it was
announced. All high school agricultural seniors are eligible, and
information can be obtained from
Dr. H. P. Cooper.

McKissick Is For
Clemson 364 Days
Of Every Year
On the eve of a Carolina-Clemson football game the late President Walter M. Riggs of Clemson
once said, "I am for Carolina every
day except one."
Most heartily do I reciprocate
this sentiment of my valued friend
and fellow South Carolinian.
The University rejoices at the
marvelous development and advancement of her sister institution.
Every loyal South Carolinian,
whether or not he is an alumnus
of Clemson, is proud of her
achievements and her notable contributions to the upbuilding of the
Palmetto State and of the nation.
South Carolina's State institutions of higher education are now
more closely bound together than
ever before by common problems
and by the necessity for ' their
standing shoulder to shoulder in
common defense against those
forces which threaten their future.
The University's heartfelt wish
for Clemson on her golden anniversary is that she will constantly prosper and increasingly serve
South Carolina and America!

Smith Congratulates
School On Progress
Dear Editor:
On this fiftieth anniversary of
Clemson's founding, let me'offer
my congratulations on the wonderful progress which has been
made by Clemson, especially in
recent years.
The exceptionally fine management of the affairs of Clemson,
together with the unstinted cooperation of its alumni, has enabled the College to make wonderful strides in providing facilities
for carrying out the high purposes
for which it was founded. Everyone is familiar with the growth
of the College in enrollment in recent years. I recall that the enrollment was only about eight
hundred when I wasthere in l3"t5.
At the present time I understand
it has almost trebled that number.
The growth in the enrollment
has of necessity brought about the
physical enlargement of the institution and enabled it to expand
the services which it has been rendering so well to the young men
of South Carolina. The continued
loyal spirit of Clemson's cadets
and alumni will, without doubt,
before the passage of many years,
enable the institution to take an
even higher rank among the largest educational institutions of the
country.
With, best wishes, I am
Cordially yours,
Winchester Smith, Chairman House Ways and
Means Committee.

Three Profs Attend
Meet In Tennessee
Three Engineering Professors,
H. E. Glenn, A. M- Quattlebaum,
and D. D. Curtiss, are this week
attending the annual dstrict meeting of the American Society of
Civil Engineers iin Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
Accompanying the Clemson proferrors to the meeting is B. A.
Morgan of the J. E. Sirrine Company, Greenville engineering firm.

Agriculturist-

Military Honor Cadets Announced

Clemson Growth
A Boon To State
Says Summerall

J. C. MTTLEJOHN, Clemson
business manager.

Plyler Sends
Furman Greetings

On behalf of Furman University I wish to offer to Clemson College hearty congratulations on the
completion of fifty years of distinguished' service to the people
of South Carolina. I wish also to
extend best wishes for the continuance and growth of this service.
It is a common place to say
that the social and economic life
J. Rion McKissick, Pres.
University of South Carolina of South Carolina was a wreck
after the Civil War. The development in agriculture, manufacturing, road building, etc., that has
taken place since the founding of
Clemson College is in large measure due to the leadership and the
impetus furnished by the college.
The moral and spiritual progress
of a people is to no small extent
dependent upon economic efficiency. Clemson College is con- Dear Mr. Editor:
tributing to the economic efficPermit me as Mayor of the City
My Dear Editor, The Tiger:
iency of the people of South Caro- of Greenville to extend to your
I wish to congratulate "The lina has, therefore, rendered a
Prof. J. B. Monroe, Prof.
Tiger" in the issuance of the service that goes beyond mere publication the best wishes not W. G. Crandall, and Dr. T. A.
special edition celebrating the material gain. It has helped raise only of myself but of the people White of the Teacher Training
fiftieth anniversary of Clerason the standard of living and has of the City of Greenville on the staff of the Clemson Vocational
thus created a situation conducive occasion of your celebration of Education department, returned
College.
Clemson College is in my opin- to the realization of moral and the Fiftieth Anniversary of Clem- last week from Little Rock, Arkansas, where they took an active
ion one of the greatest if not the spiritual values.
part in the Southern Regional
John L. Plyler, President son's founding.
greatest, asset the state of South
Furman niversity
Clemson College has made a Teacher Trainers Conference.
Carolina enjoys, srd it is recogProfessor Crandall and Dr.
nized .throughout the Oniteu
contribution to this section and
served on the Research comSa K-s a<> one of the most <>.itto South Carolina that is very out- White
mittee and assisted in working
standing educational institutionsstanding, and merits the apprecia- out a program of industrial eduIt is not only educating of youth
tion of the people of the entire cation for the South.
for tomorrow, but is a great
character builder for our future
Professor Crandall also preState. Your rapid growth, your
citizens, and this, I feel, is the
achievements, the size of your stu- sented a report on a study of
students of vocational agrivery best education that can be
By "James Lever
dent body coupled with your ac- farmer
culture who are now engaged in
instilled into the minds of our
tivities
throughout
the
State
is
Work
on
Clemson's
new
barfarming in South Carolina. This
yodth
racks is nearing completion and a sufficient guarantee that ClemI trust Clemson College may the imposing new structure will son is serving the interests of our report, it was stated, was well recontinue its growth and the people be ready for occupation before State in a most acceptable manner. ceived and will probably be one
of the determining factors in the
of South Caroliaa will learn to school opens next fall.
The people of Greenville feel proposed improvements in the vomore appreciate this institution
This 130 room building, which that. Clemson is a part of our cational education program in the
as the years go by.
is located between the laundry greater community, and we reioice South.
L. B. Owens, Mayor
and barracks 5 and 6, is being in the achievements of this great
Professor Monroe acted as GenCity of Columbia, S. C.
erected at an outlay of approxim- institution. The people of our eral Secretary at many of the
ately $200,000 and is being fin- neighborhood are always ready to meetings, served on the Subject
anced through a Works Progress aid in the promotion of those Matter committee, and worked
Administration loan.
things that are helpful to Clemson. with the men who ' were parThis new plant is the fifth unit
On the occasion of this Anniverin a series all of which have been sary we find the people of the ticularly interested in this phase
of the work.
built since 1936.
State becoming more and more
J. E. Sirrine and Company of interested in agriculture and in
Arthur F. Riggs, brother of
Greenville, are architects and the science. Obviously the work theDr.late
Dr. Walter Riggs, once
The sixth annual state Indus- engineers for the project. Tom that
your institution is doing is president of Clemson, and T. F.
trial Education contest was held W- Morgan, the engineer in just begun,
there is an un- Barton, will visit the campus on
at Clemson April 14-15. Over 150 charge of the job, today express- bounded fieldand
for further growth the 26, 27 or 28 of this month, as
industrial art teachers and stu- ed confidence that the structure and development.
the representatives of G. E.
dents participated.
will be finished on schedule.
Mr. Barton was this year proBest wishes are extended to
Prizes for the various events
you and yonr institution in its moted to head of the New York
were as follows: first prize for
further efforts to educate the office of G. E., and has also been
individual drawing, won by Leonas General Electric's
young men of the country, and named
ard Gibson of Lockhart.
John
to provide leadership in the de- Clemson sponsor, to look over the
E. Wiles of Columbia won second
velopment of the resources in our Clemson graduates in engineering
place. First prize for Individual
each year, and if possible, place
In response to requests re- splendid State.
drawing skill was won by Robert
some of them with G. E.
I
am,
ceived
at
the
Registrar's
OfH. James of Sumter. Charles ParDr. Riggs is in the Chicago ofson of Rock Hill took second fice, information concerning
ficeVery
truly
yours,
place. First place of the Drawing Clemson has been sent to 2,515.
Dr. Riggs graduated with the
C. Fred McCollough, Mayor
team was won by the team from
class of 1900, and Mr. Barton
prospective
students
to
Lockhart. Greenville took second
graduated in 1906.
date. At this time last year, Cooper Aids With
place.
First place in the team draw- 1,986 requests had been receiv- Fertilizer Laws
ing skill was won by the team from ed.
Sumter. Second place was won by
Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dean of the
Reservations have been made
a team from Spartanburg. First for 340 new students who have school of Agriculture and DirecGreeting Cards — Engraving
place in the team drawing and already submitted applications. tor of the Extension Service, is
judging contest was won by the This figure exceeds the total of this week in Columbia to suply PINE TREE BOOK AND
team from Inman. Greenville took 129 reservations made by April technical information about the
GIFT SHOP
second place in the contest. First 24, 1938.
new fertilizer laws which were 231 N. Main, Greenville, S. O.
place in the coach highest drawThe enrollment of freshmen for proposed.
ing team was won by A. T. Goff the 1938-1939 session reached a
of Lockhart. Miss Agnes Deal took total of 828^_which is the largest
second place.
freshman enrollment in the hisFirst place in the coach highest tory of the college.
textile team was won by A. T.
It is estimated, by the Registrar % This Company is in the business of supplying to the
Goff of Lockhart. Second place that over 1,000 acceptable appliwas won by W. M. Allison of cations for admission to the 1T39- % farmers of the Piedmont section, the best of fertilizers.
Great Falls. First prize in the 1940 freshman class will be rewoodworking team was won by ceived before the college opens in |l Fertilizers that will leave the soil better from year to
D. E. Foster of Columbia. Second September.
£ year because they leave no acid residue.
prize went to H. B. Duke and
Gettys of Columbia. First prize
in team woodwork went to Columbia. Second place went to
Gaffney.
The college entertained the
*
Anderson, S. C.
high school students and faculty
during their stay here.

Clemson Is An
Asset Says
Columbia Mayor

Greenville Mayor
Sends Best Wishes

Teacher Trainers
Attend Convention

SAMUEL W. EVANS, Clemson
Treasurer.

Dr. Sidney J. L. Crouch, faculty
advisor and organizer of the Clemson chapter of the International
Relation* Club, has been made a
member of the South Carolina executive committee of that organization.
A meeting was called at Columbia by Dean Keever C. Frazer,
from Chapel Hill, N. C., to establish an executive committee for
South Carolina, and Dr. Crouch
was named on the committee.
The committee will plan and
conduct state-wide programs of
education in international relations in cooperation with other
state and local agencies, planning
lectures and broadcasts, recommending speakers, holding study
groups, and furnishing where desired, literature on the international situation.

SUMMER SCHOOL

E. W. BAILEY SEED CO.
Dependable Seeds For
Field — Farm — Garden
Wholesale, Retail
Charleston, S. C
Experienced Native Southern Seedsmen who understand
the seed of the South Carolina Farm.

More Students
Seek Clemson

We have in stock 14 beautiful patterns of open stock dinner ware. In patterns from good American Porcelaine
to Bone China. And we have seven pretty stem warfel
patterns in Crystal Glass.
Both dinner ware and glass are cheap now. It's a good
time to Buy!
—THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS—

BOOKS

32-Piece Beautiful Imported China.
16-Piece Beautiful Etched Glass
48 Pieces for $16.50.
We pack and ship anywhere

We wrap for gifts.

Seneca Hardware Co., Seneca, S. C.
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Anderson Fertilizer Company, Inc.
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McClure Announces
Handbook Assistants

♦>

Look for the "Seal of Tested Quality"

I

F. H. ROSS & COMPANY, Inc.

$

George McClure, who was last
week named Editor of the "Y"
Handbook for 1940, today announced the complete staff for the
publication.
Colin H. McLaurin of St. Matthews was named Associate Editor. McLaurin, an outstanding
Chemistry student, has taken an
active part in Y. M. C. A. work
for three years.
Other men named to the staff
are J. J. Lever, P. B. Holtzen*
dorf, III, Don Winsel, W- E. Awtry, A. L. Brooks, and E. L.
Young.
Wayne University has received
a special grant to finance research
into the causes and treatment of
peptic ulcers.
\

the
school • of architecture in 1922,
spoke at a meeting of the Minarets Tuesday night.
Considered one of the outstanding Southern architects, Gaines is
particularly distinguished in the
field of residence designing. Several of his works have been published in leading trade magazines, and
he was recently awarded a medal
for the best residential design^
western North Carolina.
It was also decided at the meeting to have the annual visitors day
in the architectural school May
7. Most of the drawings will be
on display May 5, however, and
campus people and students who
will not be here for the regular
display will be admitted thenDrawing of e?ch class, portraying
everything from cats and lions to
blue prints of houses will be on
display, it was announced.

June 12 to July 22
For Women and Men
Clemson and other college students may hasten graduation.
Make up back work. Take special work not offered during the
regular session. Teachers may secure certificate credit. Prepare for special service in library, recreation leadership, guidance, counseling, etc. Special demonstration school and classes
for grade teachers ol rural and city schools. VOCATIONAL
TEACHERS, COUNTY AGENTS, FARM MANAGERS, COTTON BUYERS and others may take special courses for three
or for six weeks in many different subjects. Reservations are
being made now. For information or reservation write:
W. H. WASHINGTON, Dean Summer School, Clemson, S. C.

Sixth Industrial
Ed. Contest Held

I

Colonel Charles W. Weeks,
Commandant, and his staff,
this week elected eleven outstanding military leaders as
the Honor Military Graduates
of the class of 1939.
Representing the top five percent of the R. O. T. C. senior
class, these men were selected for
their proficiency in military training and intelligent attention to
duty. In addition to the honor of
being named, one of the men will
be selected for the Marine corps
appointment that is made each
year.
The men named are T. R. Bainbridge, John S. Baskin, Hoyt U.
Bookhart, John Ft, Brai%fordl,
James C. Cook, Henry M. Covington, Robert B. Fickling, Joe
H. Guess, Fred Hughes, J. Moor,
and T. G. Talburt.

Games Speaks At
Crouch Named To IRC Minaret's Meeting
Executive Committee
Henry Gaines, graduate of

New Barracks
Taking Shape

Head Trustee-

hn. HERBERT PRESS
COOPER, Dean of the Clemson
school of agriculture and director of the State experiment station, 'was recently listed among
the South's "leading citizens"
by an important publication.
Dr. Cooper's analysis of South
Carolina soils and his recommendations for improvement
are bringing about marked advances in this state's agriculture.

When the Trustees met first under the old oak tree near
the Calhoun Mansion, Mr. J. E. Wannamaker was elected
temporary treasurer pending the selection of someone to fill
the place.' Later on, Dr. P. H. E. Sloan of Pendleton was elected to the position of Secretary-Treasurer of the College and
performed these duties until January 1,-1914. All during these
fifty years of the life of the Institution this position has been
occupied by only two men. When Dr. Sloan retired from active
service in 1914 Mr. S. W. Evans succeeded to the position and
has been active in this work since that time.
Following the election of Dr. E.
W. Sikes as President in 1924 the
Board elected Mr. J. C. Littlejohu
as Busness Manager.
Clemson College is no longer
the .small school of thirty years
ago or even fifteen years ago. The
recent freshman classes are more
than double the size of the first
enrollment and are considerably
larger than the enrollments of the
early years. The country estate My dear Editor:
of fifty years ago is now a throbThe importance of Clemson Agbing community teeming with ricultural College to the State of
those activities necessary not only South Carolina is something that
to keep the College functioning goes without saying. While, parabut also for a fair-size town as doxically enough, one of the first
well.
of the modern scientific farmers
The first requisite for public of this State was a Citadel man
confidence and support is efficient —James Michael Moss, ex-cadet,
administration not only from the Class of 1865—it is obvious that
standpoint of educational policies, a great laboratory for the develbut also from the standpoint of opment and dissemination of upbusiness management. Among the to-date information to aid farmers
business functions of the College is best provided .by your instiare: collection, custodianship and tution.
disbursement of all funds; the fiThe development of Clemson
nancial accounting; care of physic- Agricultural
is a source
al plant; management of auxilary of pride to allCollege
South Carolinians
enterprises; management of dor- and a unit in the
of State
mitories and other student inter- Colleges that playssystem
ests; and the making and super- arily important part.an extraordinvision of budgets in conjunction
From this old place which
with the President and Deans.
At Clemson these duties are di- soon will celebrate its centennial
vided between the Treasurer and I wish, to extend felicitations to
Clemson and to Clemson men on
the Business Manager.
the occasion of your semi-centennial.
Very sincerely yours,
C. P. Summerall
President, Citadel.

Different

Delightfully

♦
*
♦

*
Laundry Supplies, Heavy Chemical and Textiles

$ ATLANTA, GA.
♦

DOUGHNUTS
The same doughnuts as served to the student body of
Clemson College, and bearing the "Seal of Tested Quality" are manufactured by reputable bakers everywhere.
Ask your grocer for them.
W. W. BRADLEY of Columbia, is president of the Clemson
board of trustees. .

DOUGHNUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Y. M. C. A. Is Now Center for Student Recreation
<*>son College Y. M. C. A. by the
manner in which student lives are
The Y. M. C. A. first organized affected, it can be assured that
by Fletcher Broekman in 1896, is increasing numbers of students
fast becoming the social center are leaving the college portals as
of the entire ommunity; and its graduates, better fitted to assume
influence for the betterment of the responsibilities of citizenship.
the moral and religious as well
In cooperation with the camas the social life is being strong- pus churches and with the many
ly felt.
student organizations such as the
"The building itself contains an Blue Key, Tiger, Taps, Tiger
excellent swimming pool, a cafe Brotherhood, the School Improvewith private dining room, a soda ment Association of the campus
fountain and confectionery stand, and many organizations striving
billiard tables, bowling alleys^ for spiritual and social bettergame-room, reading-room, loung- ment, the Y. M. C. A. joins hands
ing-rooms for men and ladies, an in an effort to make Clemson a
auditorium with a picture show community affording an atmosand where the Sunday evening phere for the development of eduprograms of the Association and cated, Christian gentlemen.
other public meetings are held;
and there are rooms for the Cabinet and Bible Study leaders and
a number of living rooms for
men. The building was made possible by the generous donation
of fifty thousand dollars by the
late John D. Rockefeller, and the
subscriptions of trustees, faculty,
By Tom Lawton
alumni, ex-cadets, and friends,
amounting to twenty-five thouThere are a lot of Doctors at
Clemson — Doctors of Medicine,
sand dollars."
Philosophy, and the
Some of the members who stood Literature,
like, but there is only one "Doc".
loyally by the "Y" in the days That
title belongs to Dr. P. Swhen it was not popular to be a
member, tell of hardships and McCollum, owner of the L. C.
trying circumstances that make Martin Drug Store.
That title is also synonomous
one wonder how it ever weathwith book buying, free and unered these storms.
In the ten years, from 1916 disturbed magazine reading, bull
1
^to 1926, the work of the Clemson sessions, anil dance week-ends
Association had increased so ma- when "Gotta see Doc" and "Please
terially that the advisory board, hold this check Doc." are the pass
PROFESSOR «T. LOGAN MARacting upon the recommendation words.
of Mr. Holtzendorff, general sec"Doc" was born between Pick- SHALL of the wood shops is
retary, augmented the staff by the ens and Easley and came to Clem- shown above besides a plane
addition of an assistant, Mr. J. son when he was 17 years old made by a Clemson aero club
Roy Cooper.
with Dr. L. C. Martin to open the which he sponsored. The club
right where it stands to organized in 1927, included in
At this time the staff was com- store
He learned the fundamentals its membership H. Johnston, N.
posed of Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, day.
pharmacy there, then went to O. Mood, P. M. Mood, D. N.
general secretary, and Mr. of
Southern College of Pharmacy Green, D. Sherman and W. A.
Theo Vaughan. The student body- the
Atlanta where he graduated in Thompson. The plane shown in
had increased from 700 to 1918 to in
he was in complete the picture was successfully
more than 1000 in 1926. The fol- 1912. Byof1918
the business, for Dr. flown at Greenville in 1929.
lowing ten years, from 1926-1936, charge
health went bad. Since
were years of tremendous growth Martin's
"Doc" has been like anfor the college and it became then
"Doc" says that when he came
necessary to increase the hours other department in the college.
The store is a sort of • Com- here 31 years ago all out in front
of service and to increase the
number of those serving on the munity Recreation Center and of the store was a cotton patch
staff. It was during this period meeting place for the faculty and and that a "FIRE" during the
that intramural sports activities students. "Doc's" personality has summer couldn't have brought out
were added under the direction n ade it more like a home than more than 15 people. About the
a store. All it likes is a barber first of June out would come the
of Mr. Fred Kirchner.
chair to be an absolute news checker board, and out it would
An increased interest was mani- center.
stay until school reopened in Sepfested in deputation work, more
When Army checks come in, tember. Now the summers are just
students taking part in this ser- during political elections a"nd as busy and full as the rest of
vice and many more visitors from book-buying seasons, and any aft- the year and "Doc" knows no
neighboring schools coming to ernoon or right after supper, the vacation. He says his hobby is
Clemson. It may be truly said store is usually so crowded that "shooting bull" with the boys.
that Clemson "Y" is an institu- you can't very well make your
He says the things he like
tion. To many students it is also way aroun*. People are even be- about Clemson boys are their
a monument significant of an op- hind the counters then, and no honesty, courtesy, sense of humor,
portunity for wholesome develop- place seems to be private or "off their give and take attitude, and
ment and growth of the mental, limits."
their democracy.
spiritual, and physical.
The Clemson College "Y" was
erected at a time when the stu- ^ftAAAAmV+JV+JV^^^+^rjWW^
dent body numbered approximately 700. In recent years it "has been
serving double and triple time in
an effort to meet the needs of a
growing student body and the
greatly enlarged community. I May we extend our congratulations and very best wishes
Paved roads have added to the
"length of its cable tow", so to
to Clemson College.
speak, and many friends
in
neighboring
communities
now
count the campus as recreation
headquarters.
We salute her wonderful record of achievement
The advisory board, composed
of the president of the college, E.
W. Sikes, S. M. "Major" Martin,
Chairman, Dean S. B. Earle, Mr.
J. C. Littlejohn, Mr. S. W, Evans,
Mr. Joe Doithit, B. B. Burley,
Prof. Joe E. Hunter, Mr. J. A.
Henry, Dr. G. H. Aull, Dr. B. O.
Williams, Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff,
Jr., Mr. Don M. Hutchinson, is responsible for the operation and
- direction of the Clemson College
Young Men's Christian Association. The employed staff has been
tripled and now consists of a General Secretary, an Associate Secretary, three Assistant Seretaries
and an office secretary, responsible to the college, to the Y. M, .v
SALISBURY, N. C
C. A., and to the Athletic Assoiation for the physical education
and intramural eports program, <•
for work with freshmen, for the
programs' of socials sponsored by
the ' Y" and for the building man- wvwwywwwwtfuv^i^/^^www^^^^wwftw^.
agement and projection of motion
pictures. Faculty folk and the
boys and girls of this and neighboring communities are provided
for in Clemson's scheme of play
and recreation.
The "Y" at Clemson is more
than an institution. It is a movement " in barracks where hundreds of students meet in Forum
and Evening Watch Groups, and
in the "Y" where hundreds of
student's gather for Class Council
meetings. It is through the medium of these groups that more
than fifty faculty members and
campus leaders.speak to voluntary
student groups on many occasions.
Visiting college groups, outstanding visitors and
speakers,
the showing of hundreds of musical, educational, travel and news
reels free to students and campus
folk; all are a part of the program sponsored by the college
through the Y. M. C- A. at Clemson.
Recently, the addition of several hundred additional seats has
made the auditorium adequate for
almost every occasion, and through
the cooperative efforts of many
campus organizations in advertis
ing certain features the "Y" has
had part in the development of the
program of campus and community activities.
Company groups are invited to
the "Y" for "open house," foxprograms of entertainment and
recreation. All the companies have
been invited twice for such occasions, and many smaller groups
have been invited for camp fire
COMPLETE OFFICE SUPPLIES
programs at the cabin on the river
and for entertainment following
banquets, and special meetings
have been planned by the groups
themselves.
Anderson — Greenville — Greenwood
If one may justly evaluate work
such as is sponsored by the ClemBy Bill Wade

Aero Chief-

Personality And Fair
Dealing Have Made
Dr. McCollum Popular

ROWAN CREAMERY, Inc.

H. P. HARPER & BROS.

No One Can Stump
Memory Wizard Of
College Laundry
If it's on the cuff, everybody
remembers it, but A. P. (Shorty)
Landless of the Clemson laundry
is the one and only man who
identifies from memory very combination of numbers and letters
that appears in thousands of shirt
collars.
Laiidress has an astonishing facility for linking faces with laun-^
dry numbers. Names don't enter
into it, but walk a student past
his window, and Landress will
call out his laundry number.
Cadets of years back have mere-

ly to walk up to the window to
hear their schooldays laundry
number. Five years seems to be
the limit though, and students
who finished at Clemson before
1934 are sometimes disappointed
to learn that their laundry numbers are lost for eternity.
Landress is now in his 24th year
of service with the Clemson laundry- He started as errand boy,
moved up to floor sweeper, became a machine oiler, and went
from there to the cashier's window.
"Remembering laundry numbers
just seems to come natural," Landless confesses. "Then, too, it's
my hobby. It furnishes entertainment for the boys and for me.
Every man goes to great lengths
in practicing his hobby,
you
know."
The corps grant that, but they
never cease to marvel at ais
quick mastery of the laundry numbers of S00 freshmen, or his unconfused retention of the right
numbers long after the graduates
have, themselves, forgotten them.

All Of This For Junior-Seniors-
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IN THOSE DAYS junior-seniors were THE social event of the
year. The picture above is junior-senior banquet decorations of
many years ago.
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The City of Charleston
TO THE FACULTY AND STUDENT BODY
OF CLEMSON COLLEGE:
The City of Charleston, State Port and Metropolis of
South Carolina, extends greeting on the occasion of the
50th anniversary of the founding of Clemson College by
Dr. Thomas G. Clemson, and congratulates all connected
with that distinguished institution on its successful rounding out of half a century of outstanding service to the
State and Nation.
To the more than a hundred Charleston students on
the current rolls of Clemson, and to the thousands of
alumni from Charleston, who have graduated from its
halls, their native city extends good wishes.
Itself a center for higher education, Charleston is well
aware of the great and constructive work which has been
done by Clemson College over the years, for the promotion of South Carolina, and the sound education of its
youth.
Born of one man's unselfish desire to leave to his state
a useful and lasting memorial, and loyally supported by
the countless others who have made their contribution
toward developing and completing its constructive purpose, Clemson College has grown to be a progressive
force in South Carolina, and an honorable institution of
which the whole state should be proud.
Cordially,
Henry W. Lockwood
Mayor of Charleston, S .C.
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Evolution Of The Mess Hall Is Like A Story Book Tale Come True
By Framp Durban
(Former Editor The Tiger)
To Clemson cadets tlie messhalls and the kitchen carry a lot
of tradition and a lot of memories.
Such has been the case since
the beginning of Clemson. But it
is hard to IOOK at the inesshall and
the kitchsn and their equipment
without thinking back to the days
when the iirst barracks was the
only one erected and when swanky
equipment for kitchens was not
known.
Picture the scene as it was
then. Between the two wings of the
first barraexs was the kitchen.
It was toot as long as the wings
and therefore did. not extend out
•behind the barracks. Just behind
the kitchen was a sort of ampitheatre. It was here that all fights
were held. ,
Cadets who thouglit their animosity would eventually lead to
blows chose a time and met in
this arena and could always be
assured of an audience. The windows of both of the wings of the
barracks offered grandstand seats,
and a seat on the piles of cordwood back of the arena gave a
grand view of the fracas.
The first messhall occupied the
same position that the large messhall today occupies. It began beneath the guard room and extended only two-thirds of distance
that the large messhall now covers. Instead of the neat eight-man
tables~wh"ich are used in the messhall now, there were rough-hewn
tables at which sat sixteen to
twenty men. The seats were long
rough wooden benches on the
sides and stools at the head and
foot of the table. The old rough cement floor of the original messhall soon became worn and cracked in spotsCold storage rooms as are now
provided for the preservation of
the meats used in the messhall
were unknown. The room beneath
the kitchen where the cold storage room now stands was the
boiler room. This plant provided

heat to the rooms in the first
barracks. The first butcher room
was later put in this location.
The meals in those days were
a time for mischief and general
rule-breaking as well as a time
to eat. Bread as cooked in the
old clay ovens in the kitchens was
shaped like the rye-loaf today—
large in the middle and tapered
on both ends. The crust was very
hard and the center was very
soft. This soft center was removed
and balled up into a hard ball.
With these balls the men at one
table could lay down a box barrage or a rolling barrage as the
situation called for. Another favorite trick started in the days
when butter was cheap. The tapered end of the bread was cut
off, hollowed out and filled with
the butter that was left over from
a meal. This was then covered
with another piece of bread and
pegged up under the table., The
owner of this morsel was always
supplied with extra butter.
Around the beginning of this
century a character by the name
of "Shorty" Schilletter was the
chief steward. He held the piace
that corresponded to the place
held by Captain Harcombe today.
To the boys he was a tradition
around the school- He was big,
fat, jolly and liked by all. A

typical rudy-cheeked Dutchman,
"Shorty" was a hail-fellow-wellmet to all the boys.
At the beginning of Clemson
the idea of having cadets waiters
started and has held since then.
In 1920 there were forty-five student waiters, this year there are
one hundred and four. These waiters are paid by the messhall trust
fund. This fund is provided for
the operation of the messhall and
can not be diverted to other
sources.
In 1922 the messhall was enlarged to the present size of the
large messhall. This enlargement
was preceded by the total loss of
the kitchen bv fire on the night
of January 13, 1921.
Up until 1924 the rules as to
visitors in the messhall were very
strict. Girls were not allowed into the messhall at one time and
a long rigamarole of red tape was
necessary to gain admittance for
an/visitors. In 1924 the rule was
changed to eliminate the red cape
Today the messhall and kitchen
are the firs;, places to be visited
by visitors on our campus.
In the kitchen today are two
pieces of equipment which date
back to the latter part of last
century. One is a coffee urn which
is still in use and still serving

Congratulations

CLEMSON

The Mess Hall of forty years ago.
its purpose very well. The other
is a big pot which is almost as
good today as it was when it was
bought. The rest of the equipment has given way to newer and
better implements bought.
TVilhin the last four years it
has been necessary to add two new
iiiesshalls. Today the three halls
seat two thousand boys for meals
three times a day.
The three
rooms are joined by the new pubfie announcement system which
has its microphone in the large
messhall where the brigade staff
sits.
Last summer the kitchen was
.doubled in space. Cleanliness is
one item which is given strictest
attention. Captain Harcombe is
the third generation of his family,
which has been in this kind of
work. He is proud of his record.
The messhall has maintained itself on its fund alone and has
not had to call to the college for
extra money. It has even managed to make a few! improvements
with its fund. The negro helpers
are examined two or three times
each year by the college physician. This has'been done for the
past nineteen yea's These arcsome of u. e fact'3 vili'ch go to
add to the traditions which make
Clemscn's messhall the best r.f
any college in the Smth. ,.

The Mess Hall today.

* 1

A portion of the kitcheli of forty years ago.

STONE BROS.

Monroe Speaks
To Fathers-Sons
Professor J. B. Monroe of the
Industrial Education department
was the speaker' at the annual
Father and Son banquet of the
Star Vocational Agricultural Education class, which was held at
the high school last Friday night.
W. B. McKinney, graduate of the
class of 1937, is agriculture teacher at Star.

108 N. Main St.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
Suits — Furnishings — Hats — Sportswear — Shoes
GREENVILLE, S. C

ON YOUR

50th BIRTHDAY
FROM
The Home of Aristocratic Pig'
Hams

Pure

Bacon

Pork

Pure Lard

g.

Sausaqe
to the sea in Ford ships go
millions of tons of shipping. The
Ford docks berth one of the largest
industrial fleets in the world.
There are 29 Ford ships in
all, including seven seagoing craft,
the two largest motorships on the
Great Lakes, barges, tugs and canal
boats. They are4cept busy bringing
raw materials to Ford plants, or
carrying parts or assembled cars
outward-bound.

DOWN

BALENTINE
PACKING COMPANY, Inc.
South Carolina's Own Meat Packers"
Greenville, S. C

Ford production methods eliminate
all extra handling or storage of
material and parts. Waste motion is
waste money. Useless storage takes
time, space, and ties up capital.
So, parts and materials flow in a
steady, unstopping stream to and
from the great Ford plant on the
River Rouge. Iron ore—much of it
dug from Ford mines — and coal
from Ford mines — come to the
Rouge in Ford ships.

FORD

JST.

East Indian and Lake Ormoo 0/1he Pord Fleet

Ore that reaches the plant Monday
morning may emerge about 28 hours
later—or Tuesday noon—as part
of a finished car. In its progress
from earth to automobile it has been
constantly under way and under control. There is no guesswork.
Ford efficiency begins at the beginning. In the end, the sum of these
savings is passed along to buyers of
Ford cars and trucks — in the form
of lower price and higher value.

MOTOR

COMPANY
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Origin of Clemson's Six Schools Outlined Here Sr. Life Saving
Classes Started

«■-

-By Frank Mills

"The Prospectus of Clemson
Agricu—.lturai College," the first
oincial college catalog, named 23
men as tne entire college faculty
to operate In 13 campus ouildings,
including a stable ana a barn, and
to oner B. a. Degrees in either
Agriculture and Cenmistry or Mecnanics and engineering.
K, vv". Simpson, pendieton, was
President of the .board of Trustees, and P. H. E. Sloan, of Fort
Hill, was the secretary and treasurer. Professor. P. S. Newman was
cnairman of the agricu—Jture department, the mainstay of the
school, and Captain in. H. Garlmgxon was named Commandant
and PMS&T.
These men, together with the
other members of the Board of
'trustees, and the head professors
in each course to be offered, consisting of math, chemistry. English, physics, history, applied mechanics, and drawing, as well as
agriculture and military science
a-vowed a sterling urpose for the
college.
"students will be taught to combine in an harmonious union, literature, science, and art," the
catalog read. It is perhaps significant that the college makes
no promises now, but relies on
faith.
The college has .changed much,
as well as grown, since those early
days. Then, the college offered a
two-year special non-degree course
ifc^ practical agricu_...lture and
practical mechanics. Too,
for
those who had meagre high
schooling, it offered two years of
preparatory training.
The first department of agriculture, under the direction of
Colonel J. S. Newman, offered
about twelve courses. It was in the
main building, until 1904, when a
building was built on the site of
the present library, as an agriculture building. The first task of
Dr. F. H. H. -Calhoun, now Dean
of the School of Chemistry, was
to -move the agriculture specimens
from the main building fto the agThe fitral ETAOI H CM; CMM
Engineering was the other independent department in 1893- Only
a small proportion of the total
370 students enrolled in '93 were
in the combined "Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering" course offered. There was no mention of
civil engineering then, but some
surveying work was included in
the mathematics courses prior to
1908. That year, it was transferred to the engineering department, and civil engineering took
rank beside the other technical
course offered. Later on, in 1917,
mechanical and electrical engineering students, of a total 804 enrollment, and fifteen members of
the engineering faculty. The department has grown to a school
with 27 on its faculty and 621

students, of a registered 2100, the
largest school of the college.
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun and Dr.
D. W. Daniel, deans of the schools
of chemistry and general science,
respectively,
regretfully
admit
that their schoolse were just service departments, then.
The chemistt-y work, even then
housed in its present building,
which is the oldest college building on the campus, was entirely
subsidiary to agricultural and engineering courses. Colonel M. BHardin was head of the chemistry
faculty, of which Dr. R. N. Bracket
was a member. Thirty-six men enrolled in thai) first chemistry class
in analytical chemistry.
Dr. Brackett was teacher for
that class in 1893, and in .1910,
Colonel Hardin retired, and DrBrackett was leader of the work,
and an, active faculty member, until his recent death, as last surviving member of the original
facu^.lty.
Some time during the intervening 46 years, the chemistry
department gained its independence, and now there is offered a
B. S. Degree /in Chemistry or in
chemical engineering.
The School of General Science
was originally the "Academic Department", with the presiednt of
the college serving as head of
the department. In 1914, the school
was classed as a division, and Dr.
D- \V. Daniel was made the director, succeeding Professor S. M.
Martin, of the math department.
Up until that year, the professors
in the department had taken turns
serving as head, for one year,
■starting with Prof. C. M. Furman,
but this was a permanent assignment.
In 1925, the General Science department was officially recognized
as an independent agent, to give
B. S. Degrees in "Arts and Science," or pre-professional courses,
for law and medicine.
The Textile School had a more
auspicious beginning. The first
building was finished in 1889, and
the first class, of only two or three
men, graduated in 4900. Only one
then, it was the first textile school
course was offered then, but even
of any kind in the South, and the
first in a college, in the United
States. The present output of the
epartment is about fifty graduates
a year, in textile engineering,
weavfng and designing, and textile
chemistry.
The architectural department
is really an engineering subsidiary, and a part of the engineering
school. In the early days of the
courses, the subject was styled "architectural engineering," and there
were two graduates with that degree, in 1915- By 1921, it had been
shortened to "architecture" and is
now one of the largest architectural schols in the South, in terms

iSo easy to buy.
for home refreshment
»-•

of enrollment in straight agriculture.
Professor R. ,E. Lee was organizer and head of that first course,
giving up his task as drawing instructor, for director of the new'
engineering department.
The first
work in training
teachers was done "in 1908. From
those early- courses and the developments sponsored by
the
Smith-Hughes Act in-1917, and demanded by high schools in need
of teachers in vocational work-,
the department of-Vocational -Edurcation has been built. "Verde Peterson, head of the state department
of education, first guided the new
division. Professor Crandall was
soon added to the staff, and took
over the leadership.
Up until 1921, vocational-education degrees were available, only
in agricultural fields, but in 1921
a curriculum for industrial education /was added, and the school
now gives still a third degree In
general education.
In 1933, Dr. W. H. Washington
was ;made dean of the school, and
he reports such rapid growth that
the vocational education school is
now the secnd largest school at
Clemson.
Summation reveals a growth of
an average of "a new school every
two years," since the college
opened, and since none have been
added recently, it must be about
time to get a new one.

CRANDALL
SPEAKS AT BELTON

Enrolled For '55-

Engineering Dean-

The class in senior lifesaving,
sponsored by the Clemson Y. M.
C. A., is now well under way with
43 cadets reporting -for lessons.
There are nine, students, and ,dne
professor instructing' the beginners; all. have had: previous experience": in senior lifesaving.
Classes are held every Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
afternoons and nights, two hours
sessions for each.class. The course
is officially ..the'. American Red
Cross Course .in Senior" Lifesaving
and is- a' subject in' "which practical
experience .is stressed, each man
learning the. lessons in the wa'er.
Among other subjets, "instruction
includes: diftant .swimming; surface diving, use of different
strokes, holds, breaks, - and approaches, floating, treading water
use of life boat and life ring, and
general water safety and prevention of accidents.
The instructors are: Eidbody
DR. SAMUEL 15. EARLE, Dean
Rutledge,
M'Elveen
of the Clemson school of engin- Ehrdardt,
eers, is a leading figure in na- Jameson, Wright, Culton, Zeigler'
tional engineering activities. His Littlejohn and Professor Bell. The
school at Clemson includes de- student3 are: Denny, M'Knight,
partments of electrical-, meshan, Rhyne, Martin, Epps, Gardner,
ical, chemical, civil engineering Salvo, Vaughn. Jones, Padgett,
Farmer, Rhyne, Moore, Sedberry,
and architecture.
Gregory, Brackett, Nalley, Carnes,
Cogswell, Fox, Hogue, Spears,
FROM THE SEPTEMBER 22,
WhaJi, Regan, Baker, Devant, Pri1926 ISSUE OF THE TIGER:
Going tp the State Fair game vette, Kennedy, Casale, Glenn,
with Carolina every year was an
experience Quite unlike the trip
now- In this era of good highways and fast and sure automobiles, a trip to Columbia is a 3mall
matter. But not so then.
Plans were made weeks in advance, two special trains chartered, and the corps moved en
,U
masse to Columbia, where they
camped in tents near the fair
grounds during their stay.

Professor W. G. Crandall, of
the Vocational Education department, was the chief speaker at
the Belton high school vocational
agricultural class banquet which
was held in the Belton high
school last Friday night. C. F.
Gibson, graduate of the class of
1938, is the agricultural teacher UNITED STATES CIVIL
SERVICE EXAMINATION
at Belton.
The United States Civil Service
UNITED STATES CIVIL SER- Commission announces an open
VICE EXAMINATION
competitive examination for filling the position of
The United States Civil Service Classified Laborer,
a year.
Commission announces an open in the Custodial Service, Post Ofcompetitive examination for fill- fice Department, Clemson, S. C,
ing the position of
for which the receipt of applicaFireman-Laborer, $1200 a year. tions closes April 27, 1939, and
in the Custodial Service, Post Of- applications must be on file with
fice Department, Clemson, South the Manager, Fifth U. S. Civil
Carolina, for which the receipt Service District, New Post Office
of applications closes April 24, Building, Atlanta, Georgia, on or
1939, and applications must be before that date.
on file with the Manager, Fifth
They must show that they have
U. S. Civil Service District, New completed at least four grades of
Post Office Building, Atlanta, Ga., schooling; or that they have had
on or before that date.
at least six months' experience
They must show that they have in manual work above the grade
had at least 6 months of experi- of mere common or unskilled laence in firing steam boilers or bor, or in janitorial or cleaning
locomotives with coal. Experience duties. Male applicants may also
in firing small home heating be subjected to a strength test
plants, or logging, portable saw- consisting of lifting and shouldermill, or threshing engines, will ing a sack and contents weighting
not be accepted. Preference in 12 5 pounds. Preference in apappointment will be given to bona pointment will be given to bona
fide patrons of the Clemson, S. fide partons of the Clemson, S. C
C, Post Office.
Post Office.
Full further information and
Full further information and
application blanks may be obtain- application blanks may be obtained from the Secretary, Board of e dfrom the Secretary, Board of
U. S. . Civil Service Examiners, U. S. Civil Service Examiners,
Post Office, Clemson, S. C, or Post Office, Clemson, S. C; or
from the office of the Manager, from the office of the Manager,
Fifth U. S. Civil Cervice District, Fifth U. S. Civil Service District,
New Post Office Building, At- New Post Office Building, Atlanlanta, Ga.
ta, Georgia.
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Forensics Hold
Imortant Place
On Activity List

By Bill Wade
The Calhoun Forensic Society
is one of Clemson's most active
student organizations, and is representative of the high type of
Forensic activity that has long
been a Clemson achievement.
The governing body of tne organization . is the Forensic Counr
cil, composed of a president, vicepresident, secretary and treasurer and corresponding secretary.
This group conducts all Forensic
activities engaged in by the ollege -in! seeks to build interest
among the corps and faculty in
order that more students will have
an opportunity to take part in
THREE MONTHS OLD Lewis some form of Forensics.
Harrison, Jr., whose father
According to Dr. D. W. Daniel.
graduated at Clemson in the Dean of the School of General
class of '11, was recently en- Science, membership in a literary
rolled to be graduated in the society at Clemson was at one
class of '55. Young Harrison's time compulsory. Those un"ortdad said recently that he'll teach unates who- flatly refused to join
his so nto give the Tiger roar a society were compelled to make
even before he says "daddy." declamations in the chapel every
The Harrisons are from Wal- S'yiday night under the appraishalla.
ing eye of Dean DanielAt ttis time no less than six
DeMai. MeJotte, Denny, Durban, literary societies flourished under
Kirkpairick, Davis,
Caughman, the regime of compulsion. 'J he
Galloway. Davis, Graves, Coving- thr-e oldest societies were ihe
Calhoi.ii, thf Columbian, and the
ton, Frazier.
Palmetto,
while the Wad'3 Hampton, th*3 Liilier, and the Hayno
gradually came into prominence.
As the college steadily enlarged
honor societies and clubs gradually supplanted several of
newer organizations, until finally
in 1920 the Calhoun and the Palmetto were the only active clubs
remaining.
These two organizations, bitter
rivals, continued their activities
up to this year when the two
were amalgamated into the Calhoun Forensic Society.
In striving to uphold the tradition of superior forensics, the
present society has a hard but in\*$
teresting job to perform. In the
past Clemson's orators have four
times won the Sylvan Oratorical
Cup, and have been runner up
for the coveted honor numerous
times. Clemson debating teams
have for several years rated with
the best teams in the country m
the great Fornesic Tournament
held annually at Winthrop.
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Campus Honor Fraternities Recognize Leadership and Scholastic Ability
National And Local
Fraternities Here
An even dozen honor fraternities on the campus afford
goals for student efforts and
reward for student accomplishment, with the moral support,
but against the actual physical
rulings of the college.
It must have been a daring project, but it was nevertheless a
banner day for Clemson, when
the first honorary Greek-letter
fraternity was established here,
contrary to all regulations of
state and college.
BLUE KEY is not exactly the
"grand-daddy of all fraternities"
but its members at Clemson usually represent a good cross-section
of the membership of all the
other campus honor societies.
Blue Key, a national organization,
has as its aim the intensification
of the belief in God, and of desire to serve others. The Clemson
chapter was established in 1932,
and the student members of Blue
Key have since then comprised
the student representation when
matters of importance to both
college and its students were discussed. _
GAMMA ALPHA MU, writers*
fraternity, is one of Clemson's
own individual honor groups. It
was originated in 1935, by Octavus Roy Cohen, who received
an honorary degree from Clemson
that year.
Cohen is sole judge of the
merit of the student writers who
submit manuscripts for membership in the fraternity. The fraternity pins are donated each year,
either by magazines, writers,
alumni, old members, or campus
organizations. This practice was
started by Dr. E. W. Sikes, who
collected 190.00 for the first six
pins. Professor John Lane is the
advisor.

Minaret was chosen, as a symbolic name for the organization,
a minaret being a watch tover
which sheds light all around
through the surrounding darkness.
One project of the Minarets
that is now a tradition is the pasting of silhouettes of the graduating class in architecture around
the ceiling of the architectural
department's
headquarters
in
Riggs' Hall.
ALPHA TAU ALPHA was organized here in May, 1932, by
Herbert Rucker. It is a national
professional agricultural education group. Membership based on
a scholastic rating is limited to
juniors and seniors.
LOTA LAMBDA SIGMA was
granted a charter here in 1938.
It is the national brotherhood for
Industrial Education students.
Membership is limited to juniors
and seniors with high scholastic
standing.
IOTA EPSHJON, organized in
1938, sponsors fellowship among
the Industrial Education students.
The entire freshman class compose the charter members, but in
future, the fraternity will be open
to all Industrial Ed. boys.
IOTA LAMBDA SIGMA was
started at Clemson in 1934. Its
avowed purpose is to establish
a high code of ethics and to uphold the scholastic standing of
the school. General Science juniors and seniors are eligible for
membership.

The TIGER BROTHERHOOD
has vital importance to the college
and to the corps. It was formed
here in 1925 as a result of a
general walk-out of the student*,
Its purpose was to bring about
a closer relationship between the
faculty and the student body. The
charter members were made to
swear to uphold a code of ethics
But in 1928, the significance of
the club changed, and it now is
composed of the outstanding leadTAU BETA PI is the special ers of each class.
fraternity, of national scope, for
This year a chapter of PHI
engineering students. The Clem- KAPPA PHI, national honor fra
son chapter was established on ternity was organized at Clemson.
Nov. 23, 1928, through the work
In music, Clemson's chapter of
of Dallas Sherman and Raymond
Sweeney, students, and Professor the national honor music fraternE. L. Clarke, and other faculty ity, MU BETA PSI, represents
members. Sixteen junior and sen- campus talent.
ior engineers were initiated as
charter members, and six faculty
members were also initiated then.
Its method at Clemson has been
to lead in all engineering activity,
and participate in other campus
works.
There have been thirteen ComATHANOR is an honorary and mandants of the Corps of Casocial group for students in chem- dets of Clemson College since its
stry and chemical engineering. It founding in 1889.
was founded in 1934, by Clemson
first man to have charge
students. This year, it became of The
the cadets was Second Lieuaffiliated with ALPHA CHI SIG- tenant
T. Q. Donaldson, Seventh
MA, national chemistry fraterni- Cavalry, wtjp had no staff the first
ty.
year, and
"who organized as
Membership in ALPHA ZETA green a corps as was ever put
is restricted to those agricultural under a roof," according to Prostudents who are recognized as fessor W. W. Klugh, who himself
scholastic and campus leaders, was a member of that first Clemand who have a required degree son "army." The second year
of character and personality of Lieutenant Donaldson had some
the right kind. The South Caro- help with his unit from Major A.
lina chapter was organized at G. Shanklin and Colonel E. MClemson in 1930.
Blythe, faculty memers who were
detailed to him as assistants.
PHI PSI, fraternal organization Lieutenant Donaldson was proof the textile students, lays claim moted up the line until he was a
ot the distinction of being the Brigadier-General at his death.
first honor Greek-letter club on
Second Commander of
the
the campus. Phi Psi refuses to Corps was Rzra Bond Fuller, a
reveal much of her early record Union veteran who graduated from
here, partly under pretext that West Point after the Civil War.
the college was so strict then that As a colonel, he was Mustering
all activities had to be secret, Officer during the Spanishand written records would be dan- American_War Colonel Fuller was
gerous. It accomplishes the en- the third member of his immedicouragement of good fellowship ate family to bear his name. He
among the students in textiles.
had two older brothers by the
The architects' honor club is same name, both of whom died
before he was born.
The Clemson chapter of SCABOne Civilian Served
BARD AND BLADE, national milThe only civilian ever to act
itary fraternity, was established as Commandant was Colo**;.A. G.
on May 18, 1933, as Company K, Shanklin, who served during the
7th Regiment. B. C. Martin was Spanish-American War When
the first captain. The purpose of regular officers were available.
this organization is to better knit
Fourth in line was Edgar A.
the inter-collegiate relationship of Sirmeyer, who is now a colonel
the military organizations of our in the service.
Following Colonel Sirmeyer was
universities and colleges, and
spread authentic information con- Colonel Clay, the grandson of
cerning the military requirements Henry Clay. Colonel J- P. Minis,
of our country.
who is now a ranchman in Texas,
and makes a specialty of raising
"THE MINARETS". This is a bermuda onions, was Commandstrictly Clemson
organization, ant at the time the famous Penoriginated by J. Whitney Cun- dleton Guards organized and
ningham, in 1929, as a substitute marched to Pendleton. Upon their
for the "architects' society" that return there was a mass disall the students of architecture missal from the college, and the
had previously belonged to.
Corps' Spring Holidays have in-

13 Commandants
Have Served Here

cl. uded April 1 ever since. All
Fools' Day was the date of the
march.
Another West Pointer
Seventh on the list was Colonel
Marcus B. Stokes, another West
J'ointer, who commandde the
Second South Carolina in the
Spanish»American War.
Colonel "Mike" Cummins served until the World War, when retired Colonel McFeeley took his
place. Colonel McFeeley also had
charge of the World War training
encampment on the Clemson. Campus. After the War Colonel Cummins returned for a short time
Next came Colonel Madison
Pierson, the only man in his unit
oversees to survive the bombing
of a French railway station.
Colonel Pierson was packed In
with the dead on a hospital train
but finally survived. He married
a French Countess, Mile. Chevellier.
Commandant number nine was
Colonel Otis Cole. Number ten
was Colonel Freddie Munson, and
the eleventh was Colonel R. John
WestColonel T. S. Moorman, (Class
'96) PMS&T at Clemson for two
years, was the only Clemson man
ever to be appointed to the post
Commandant, but he died before
assuming his duties.
The thirteenth and present
Commandant is Colonel C. W.
Weeks, who came here in 1937 and
will stay through a part of 1940,
when he will be retired.

Textile Dean-

DEAN H. HORACE WILLIS, of
the textile schools heads the
first and considered one of the
most mportant textile schools In
the world. Clemson's new textile building, occupied this year,
is the largest structure on the
campus.
The University of Wisconsin
Daily Cardinal was the first college newspaper to set its type on
a linotype machine.
Students running for office in
the University of Florida spring
elections spent an estimated $2,500 on their campaigns.

Stone Church
Is Landmark

printer, the publisher and reputed
author of the famouos "Junius
Letters." Among the elders influential in the erection of the
church were General Andrew
Pickens, Geeral Robert Anderson,
William Steel and Hardy Owens.
The rectangular and severely
simple building was designed and
constructed by John Rusk, a
famous Revolutionary soldier,
pews and pulpit were given to
Upon its completion in 7802 the
the church by General Pickens.
Old Stone church began to decline around 1825 and until the
last century was but sparsely attended. Then, however, interest
throughout the section was awakened in the historic building, and
steps were taken to preserve the
old church and its cemetery.
In 1900 a sturdy stone wall was
built around the graveyard where
lie buried such famous men as
General Pickens, his son, Governor
Andrew Pickens, John
Miller,
printer, Turner Bynum, the victim
of a duel in nullification days,,
and many others. A caretaker is
now in charge of Old
Stone
Church and its graveyard, and is
always willijng to point out the
graves of special interest and to
relate the interesting histories
of the men and women buried
there.

YMCA "Dynamo"-

Perhaps the oldest church in
upper South Carolina is the Old
Stone Church, or Hopewell-Keowee, as jt is known to its eighteenth century members. The first
congregation of the church was
organized in the altter part of the
eighteenth century with about
forty families who had moved
from Abbewille and settled along
the Seneca and Keowee rivers,
making up the congregation.
In 1788 the Hopewell congregation joined with the neighboring Carmel congregation, and
petititoned the South Carolina
Presbytery for a preacher to alternate between the two pastorates.
In 1790 the first meeting house
A VISITOR to the campus said
of Hopewell-Keowee, a rude log
recently: "M r. Holtzendorff
structure with neither windows
seems to be a human dynamo."
nor heating facilities, was built
The general secretary of the
near Cherry's Crossing, about
local Y is probably that. He
eighty rods east of Ezekiel Pickdirects the recreational activiens home.
ties of the Clemson student
To this rural church in 1792
body and coaches some on the
came the Reverend Thomas Reese,
side. P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.,
the first permanent pastor of
Holtzy to the Clemson cadet, is
'Hopewell and Carmel comshown above.
munities. In 1797, a year after
Reese's death, the log-meeting
house burned to the ground, and
University of Pennsylvania bot-y
plans were drawn up for a stone
anists
are making a study of the
structure. In the same year the
Military power in international
corner-stone of the present build- relations is the subject of a special 3.Q00 species of ferns and flowing was laid, on land granted to course being taught at Tufts ering plants to be found in the
the congregation by John Miller, Fletcher School of Law.
Keystone state.

The McLeod Companies
Greenville Textile Supply Company
Odell Mill Supply Company
McLeod Leather & Belting Company
<$H$M$H$H|M$*«$M|n|H$M{H$nfrl)n$n}l >JH$HJHJM}M|> !$*«$» %* tfr l$l |ifr t|l ^*^^>^t^^^t^^H$nJH|M$*^^4Ht*^'^t<$t^*^^^*4M$Hfr4*^M$t^>'

We wish to thank all Clemson men for visiting with us at our booth at
the Textile Show in Greenville, the first week of April.
We will be in the same space two years from now and hope you will
come back to see us again.

Congratulations to Clemson College
FROM

BLUE BIRD ICE CREAM COMPANY
Leading Makers of Ice Cream
Spartanburg, S. C.
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Dr. W. W. Long Was One Of The Souths Greatest AgriculturalPioners
Smoak Introduced
Extension Bill
Dear Editor:
Your letter of April 15 just re
ceived. I note that your issue of
this week is to be a special anniversary issue, commemorating
the establishment of the Extension
Service and the founding of Clemson College. I desire to congratu
late you upon the progressive
spirit shown in issuing such an
edition and commemorating such
splendid features as the founding
of the Clemson College Extension
Service and of the College itself.
The late Dr. W. W. Long,.whose
friendship I feel has been one of
the bright influences in my life,
said of the bill which I had the
honor to introduce in the House
in 1929: "Smoak, this is the most
progressive and far-reaching legislation ever enacted by the legislature." Such bill, taking over
from county control the farm and
home agents in each county in
South Carolina, placing them upon
the payroll of the State and Federal Governments, entirely removed their activities from the field
■.of politics, and this law has made
^± possible for these agencies to
project and continue service in
each of the counties in South
Carolina. But for this law there
would have been counties greatly
handicapped under the Federal
Statutes operative in this State
during the past few years. There
was already an agency established
to handle these activities in the
interest of the farmers of the
State. I presume that you do not
care for a more lengthy discussion
of this matter.
With best wishes for the success of your edition, and for the
continued usefulness of Clemson
College and its Extension Service,
I am,

By Tom Lawton
William W. Long was born at
Warrenton, N. C, July 4, 1861After reviewing his life history,
it seems fitting indeed that a man
who was later to help shape the
destiny of Clemson and help put
her in the present position of importance should share the birth
date of the United States.
Dr. Long's early life was shaped
by "old" school training. His father was killed at the battle of
Gettysburg and his mother died
when he was still a lad. He spent
the remainder of his childhood
with his grandfather who was
strict and exacting.
In 1893 Dr: Long entered the
employ of the United States Department of Agriculture and did
excellent work until April, 1913
when he was selected by the President and Board of Trustees of
Clemson College to reorganize the
Extension Service and become its
State Leader. He filled this position with honor, efficiency, and
distinction until his death on
November 13, 1934*

to do so, services to South Carolina that are in many ways immeasurable.
On© statement that Dr. Long
once made probably sums up his
whole life work, his character,

and his unselfishness. He said,
"No man should life half a century without looking into the fu«
ture with tha high resolve to serve
his fellow man with the best that
is in him."

<s>

<s>
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Clemson Cadets Are Always Welcome At Pete's
DELICIOUS FOOD

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1
14 Pendleton St.
<$>

CHAS. N. WALKER

CHAS. N. WALKER ROOFING CO.

I

ROOFS FOR EVERY TYPE BUILDING
AND

DR. W. W. LONG

long period of time could the
Assumes Command
thoughts, customs, beliefs, habits
When Dr. Long assumed com- and traditions of a group of people
mand of the Extension Depart- be changed enough for them to
ment the staff wa^s small, poorly accept new methods and beliefs.
"However, he believed with all
equipped, inefficient and in some
cases, entirely unsuited for the his soul that the application of
sound and fundamental practices
job.
to the farm, the farm home and
"As a state leader of county farm community would in every
agents, he had the happy faculty] respect enrich rural life to the
of winning and holding the good fullest and broadest sense. He
will and loyalty of his men. The was interested not only in richer,
characteristics which he displayed soil, better seed, better varieties
such an initiative and energy, un- of crops, better methods of growselfishness and utter disregard of ing crops, more and better livehis 'own welfare and interests, stock; but, as pointed out by a
sympathy and
understanding, contemporary worker, he was also
gentleness; his striking person- interested in better methods of
ality, together with his jovial dis- marketing,
rural
cooperative
position and homely philosophy; groups, and in movements lookhis bredth of vision, his confi- ing towards improvement of the
dence, hope and belief of better social and educational side of
days to come to the farm families farm life."
of South Carolina; his earnest de"And last, but not least, he was
sire and untiring efforts to improve all conditions which make particularly interested in the imfor a fuller and richer county life; provement and extention of the
these characteristics were such influences of the country churches
as to inspire the confidence, ad- of this state, for Dr. Long was a
miration, respect, and love of Christian gentleman in the fullSincerely yours,
those who. were associated with est sense of the word."
W. W. Smoak, Member
Dr. Long never outgrew his
him. At the same time he had the
House of Representatives; courage to stand by his convic- youthful outlook on life and his
tions without questioning
the love of having young people about
Editor, The Press and
motives of those
who differed him. He always looked towards
Standard.
with him- He also had that gift, the future, dwelling on the past
which so few men have, and that only for guidance. He was always
Sikes Attending
is of "knowing how to disagree among the first to endorse and
promote new improvements if he
Duke Celebrations
without being disagreeable'."
thought they were beneficial.
Dr. Long was always farsightDr. Enoch W. Sikes, Clemson
His personality forced itself
president, is this week represent- ed in his plans for and study of
other people. He was always
ing Clemson college at the Cen- farming conditions. The plans he upon
gracious, and friendly- His
tennial Celebratons at Duke Uni- made were to cover many years, active,
acquaintences took in people in
for he realized that only over
versity in Raleigh, N. C.
every station of life and
his
knowledge took in many and
varied occupations. He had no use
for small men who, upon gaining
power used it harmfully. He once
made the statement that "no man
was worth his pay until he was
© @ ®
30 years old."
Under hi3 wise guidance, his
genius for planning and organiztion, his exemplatory character,
and the high standards he set and
the goal he worked .towards, the
Extension Department of Clemson has rendered, and continues

# ® ©

Greenville, S. C
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SAVE WITH MAYOS
and Get Style, Too!
1. Chalk Stripes %A WT
2. Gaberdines
j 0. P. 0.

3. Tweeds
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ALL WOOL

ALL THE NEW MODELS
Junior Sizes 15 to 22. Men's Sizes 34 to 50

We Top 'Em All

i
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SLACKS
$9.95
Greenville, S. C.

CALUMET TEA & COEEEE COMPANY
With Our Best Wishes
to
CLEMSON COLLEGE

CALUMET TEA & COFFEE COMPANY
Chicago

The Bank of Barnwell, South Carolina

Extends its very best wishes to Clemson and Clemson
men on this Golden Anniversary.
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THE R. L. BRYAN COMPANY
"The House of Quality"
Columbia, South Carolina
High School and College Annual Printers.
Stationery

Office Outfitters

...as our band travels around
the country I find that Chesterfield
is the ALL-AMERICAN CHOICE
for more smoking pleasure!"
It's a fact... millions from coast to coast
are turning to Chesterfields for what they
want in a cigarette. They find Chesterfields
have a better taste and a more pleasing aroma.
Chesterfields show them what real mildness
means in a cigarette.
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Continued Success To Clemson

When you try them you'll
know why Chesterfields give
men and women everywhere
more smoking pleasure—why
Chesterfields SATISFY

W. K. PRAUSE
Plumbing and Heating Contractor
Charleston, S. C

Phone 752

@ @ ®

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos
...they're MILDER and TASTE BETTER
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The Tiger, Started In 1907, Was The State'* First College Newspaper
Rhodes, Taylor
Were First
Publishers

First Tiger
Editorial

Dancing Classes Gain Momentum-

Atlanta Alumni
Hold Meeting

Editor's note: The piece reprinted here is the first editorial to be printed in the first
TIGER,
1907. It was
By Frank Mills
written by Sam R. Rhodes, the
In the spring of 1907, a small . Editor. Mr. Rhodes is at present
of the electrical engineergroup of energetic Clemson head
ing department in the Clemson
students let their fancy stray school of engineering.
from the usual springtime
'^In presenting the first issue of
thoughts of love and spring THE
TIGER £o our readers we
fever, and their brain-child feel that a few words to the alumni
made the press one of the in explanation of the aims of the
"powers that be" on the Clem- paper will be very beneficial to
us. In the first place we think
son Campus.
that a college paper should be the
Cadet S. R. Rhodes ,now profes- medium through which the alumni
sor Rhodes and head of the Elec- can keep informed of the events
ricity Department, was the editor- •happening at their Alma Mater
in-chief of that first Tiger, and and also of the whereabouts of
A. B. Taylor, now of Taylor-Col- old graduates. In the second place
quitt Company in Spartanburg, we are endeavoring to make this
was promoter and business mana- paper fulfill our ideas of a colger. The newspaper they produced lege paper. To assist us in carrywas the first college newspaper ing out these ideas we have electin the state.
ed as our Alumni Editor Prof.
Professor Rhodes is a bit re- Bryan. Prof. Bryan is an old Clemticent about those early days of son graduate and is secretary of
the Tiger, the editorial, reportial, the Alumni Association. We know
and financial troubles and haz- that the Alumni Association will
ards encountered. And he gives take a great interest in our paperall the credit for organizing the and give us all the support in
staff and originating the "sheet" their power. This is the first and,
to Taylor. Whether this was mod- at the present time, only college
esty or there was some black libel paper in the state. No doubt
suit connected with the early his- though, within a few years the
other colleges of the state will see
tory, research does not reveal.
But some light is thrown on the benefit derived from the pubthe mechanics of the first few lication of a paper and will rise to
Tigers by Professor Rhodes' com- the occasion, and of course, each
ment. "Just as must be the case one will try to be the best: Now
now, the editor-in-chief had to while we have got this lead let
eternally be prodding his assist- us keep it. In order to do this it
ants, if the paper came out at all. is necessary that we have the inAnd though the first paper was a terest of every one connected with
bi-weekly publication, we still the college. We already have the
SAM HASELL AND MITCHELL SIMMONS, two of Clemson's
had to sit up into the wee small whole student body interested and
400 students, taking dacing at the free CDA sponsored classes,
doing
all
they
can
for
us,
and
it
hours of the morning to meet our
take in the fine points from teachers Louise Lee and Rose James.
dead-line. Then, as now, I had is now-up to the Alumni."
Four classes are held weekly. Miss James and Lee have some 20
to make up the paper, and arrange
assistants.
even the advertising. Still worse,
in those days, the editor had to do
all the proof-reading."
Professor Rhodes' testimony
shows that the business manager
George Frederick Mitchell, at
had his hands full, too, and a mansized job. At that time, there was present the Manager of the Tea
no student activity fee, and the department of General Foods Cornewspaper received n o money poration of New York City is a
from the college authorities. All South Carolinian, a former resiClemson's first post office was established August 18,
of Charleston and a graduate
expenses had to be met by adver- dent
1893 as Clemson College with John F. Calhoun as postmaster.
of
Clemson.
tising receipts and subscription
He served until February 7, 1898 when he was succeeded
Born December 13, 1881, in Mt.
rates. For the first issue, the rate
to students and to alumni Was 75c Pleasant, S. C, George Mitchell by Mrs. Rebecca C. Calhoun. This tenure of office was effecfor the remaining five months of is the son of John Magill and Etta tive until January 14, 1905, when Miss Ida A. Calhoun took
Julia (von Kolnitz) Mitchell. He charge. She served until the appointment of Lewis J. Goodthat year.
As to -the composition of the received his early education at man as successor on January 13, 1925.
early Tiger, Professor Rhodes Charleston high school and gained
The present postmaster, Mrs.
B. S. degree in Chemistry and
sends inquiries to the library, to his
Una,
and
sent
his
son
and
grandin
Agriculture
at
Clemson.
Carrie
Goodman, took over on
look at the early files and let the
Upon graduation Mr. Mitchell son back to Edinburgh for their October 16, 1931. During her
paper speak for itself.
The English influence
The first editions had eight acted as representative of the education.
consequently strong, and Mit- "regime" the local postoffice depages, each about one-third the United States Department of Ag- was
found it entirely natural to partment has seen a steady period
size of the present Tiger page. riculture in conducting experi- chell
of growth and development. On
The most vital and pressing ques- ments in tea growing and manu- take up the study of tea.
As supervising Tea Examiner March 1, 1935 the name of the
tion in the college news was facturing in South Carolina. In
sports, and athletics, and the first 1912 he was appointed to Super- he conducted a bitter fight against Clemson College Postoffice was
page of the first edition was given vising Tea Examiner of the U. the importation from China and changed to Clemson, S. C.
over entirely to football. The S. by the Secretary of the Treas- Japan of tea artificially colored
At present, plans are under way
to conceal inferiority. With one
paper, then, was neatly sectioned urer.
In 192 3 Examiner Mitchell com- faction of the trade clamoring for to move into the handsome new
and laid out, with a special corner
for alumni news, another for news pleted his commercial technical a curtailment of this abuse, and $50,000 building which is scheof each scholastic department, an- process used in the manufacture another saying equally as loud duled for completion on or beother for each of the literary of the beverage producing product that it could not be curtailed, fore June 4.
societies, and so on, so that no Cassina. This native American pro- Mitchell rejected more than half
"hunt and peck" system was ne- duct has the same stimulating ef- a million pounds of artificially Local Riflemen
colored tea, during his first year Place Fourth In Matches
cessary in picking out news refer- fect as tea and coffee.
Today as Tea Department Man- of office. In two years the custom
ing to any particular subject.
Those days are gone torever, ager of General Foods, Mitchell of importing colored teas from
A memorandum was received at
and with football consigned to a is known over the entire world China and Japan was a thing of the Commandant's office this
rear page, and rows of streamlined to tea merchants who respect his the past.
week to the effect that the Clemjumbled headlines, and feature knowledge as one of the world's
Mitchell continues today to ap- son Rifle Team placed fourth in
pictures, the Tiger does not much foremost connoisseur of tea and ply his high standards to the pur- the National Intercollegiate Rifle
resemble the old one. There is coffee.
chases of tea for General' Foods. Matches, with a total score of
Mr. Frank Cary, president of He puts each sample in a cup 7408 points. First place was taken
one assurance of integrity to tradition, however, for glaring from the New York City Clemson Alum- sized china vessel, pours in boiling by Georgia Tech, second place by
the front page is almost the same ni Club sent to the Tiger the fol- water, and waits for the beverage N. C. State, and third by The
Tiger that first growled in 1907. lowing article concerning Mr. Mit- to brew. Pouring the samples into Citadel.
chell.
cups, he lines them up on a count"George F. Mitchell buys tea. er as the English testers do, rathMitchell came by his profession er than sitting in front of a re- cream, smacks his Ups, decides
Malphrus To Head
honestly; his grea(t-great-great- volving table, in the manner of which tea to buy, and determines
grandfather was a Londoner, who most American testers. He sips the proportions in which different
Local Reserve Officers
settled in Charleston, South Caro- the liquid, with and without types are blended."
L. D. Malphrus, of the treasurer's staff, was recently elected
HiHi,^,^,^^,^,^,^,^,^,^,^,^,^,^,^^,
president of the local reserved officers' association.
Bryan Keller is secretary-treasurer.

Alumnus Mitchell
Holds Top'Place

Members of the Atlanta chapter of the Clemson Alumni Association gave a banguet at the
Athletic club in Atlanta last Friday night. Officers for the next
year were elected, and Coach Jess
Neely, Milton Berry, Jake Woodward, and Al Stanford made short
talks. Reels of several Clemson
football games were also shown.
The new officers of the chapter
are E. F. Brown ('04), PresidentDr. George P. Klugh ('01) First
Vice-President; W. H. Barnwell
('03), Second Vice-President, and
C. J. Shannon ('15), Secretary and
Treasurer.

WinthropClemsonian- Aull-Williams Were
Doing Things Back
In Student Days

FROM THE TIGER, 1907:

The lads from the city-by-the-sea
held a very successful banquet
last Friday evening. With a few
exceptions the entire Charleston
County Club "turned out" to enjoy the special occasion.
With smiling faces, and their
task before them, the boys set out
to goal with that determination
that knows no failure —ate to
their hearts content. (Oh! cruel
hearts! would'st thou slay thine
own stomach?)
After the enemy (Appetite) had
been routed, the president of the
Charleston County Club, J. J.
Mikell, called on several of the
men for short talks.
In the distance the
magic
strains of a bell awoke the servants of Comus to the fact that
they were a part of Clemson College, and that Saturday morning
followed Friday night.

■■■■■-

■

■

MARY KATHARINE UTTLE(Sooky to those In a
hurry) was recently elected
president of the sophomore class
at Winthrop. Sooky was editor
of the Calhoun-Clemson high
school paper and a staff member
Of the semi-weekly Clemson
Commentator last summer. She
is the daughter of Business
Manager and Mrs. J. C. Littlejohn of Clemson.

5JOHN

Miss Stewart Knows
Her Hollereith
Louise Stewart of the Vocational Education office staff returned
last week from Atlanta where she
took a special course in the operation of Hollereith assorting and
Stanley Makes
calculating machines which are beJunior-Senior Design
ing used in the special research
that is being done by the
Tom "J. C." Stanley has cre- work
ated a distinctive Clemson design Vocational Education department.
to adorn the favor for the Junior- YOUNG WHITE APPEARS
Senior banquet and dance The
Dr. T. A- White announced todesign features a cadet with his day
with a smile of paternal hapfair one in tow on the left arm piness that ly pound Thomas
2
possibly hurrying to the Field A. White, Jr., was
born Monday
House for Junior Senior.
night at 7:00 o'clock.

A coincidence worth noting is
the similarity of the lives of Dr.
G. H. Aull, head of the department of Rural Sociology and Agricultural Economics, and Dr. B.
O. Williams, prqfessor of Rural
Sociology and Statistics.
Twenty years ago they entered Clemson as freshmen and Were
on the some company.
Since their interejstte V e r e
always very much the same, members of the same literary societties, they both served* as president , and both were editors of
the college publications. Dr. Williams edited the Chronicle, and
Dr. Aull edited the Tiger. Both
also, were t"?ize winners in the
Southwidb essay contest, and
were members of the Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet.
Following several years of
teaching school and extension
work at Clemson, both Dr. Williams and Dr. Aull entered the
University of Virginia. Dr. Williams majored in Sociology and
minored in economics, and Dr.
Aull majored in Economics ^.nd
minored in sociology.
Although both received fellow- ?r
ships to work on their Doctorates*
degrees, they attended separated
institutions. Dr. Williams received his Ph.D. at Minnesota, and Dr.
Aull received his Ph. D. from the
University of Wisconsin.
Their offices in the Ag Building, today, are across the hall.

SENIORS NOTE!
Theses Copied on Typewriter.
Telephone Mrs. Frank
Sharp At 123-W
Clemson, S. C.

Clemson Post Office Saw Many
Changes In Its Forty-Six Years

W esson Oil

PARKE
CANNED FOODS
PACKED TO ORDER

L. H. PARKE CO

GjS
These fine
nationally
advertised
product* made

mow drift
SMOOTH
TOP
SPRINGS
The Foundation of
Sound Sleep
The Mebane-Royall people
made this as the proper companion in quality and in comfort to their famous Kingsdown
Mattress. Together, they make
the perfect sleep-team. And we
sell them on generous long

MFB

from pure
Vegetable oils
are the
standard of
quality in
their respective fields.
Sold throughout the
United States.

►COCO

Canned Foods Flavoring Extracts

ul,
ormula
'51'
< t

No. 22 Cooking Oil
No. 77 Salad Oil

terms that make it easy for you
to own these two superior
products.

R. Fretwell & Son
Anderson, S. C

Wesson Oil and Snowdrift Sales Company
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Clemson Boosters Advertise in The Tiger;
They Deserve Support of Cadets-Alumni
The following progressive
firms have advertised in THE
TIGER during the current
school year:
GREENVILLE
Greenville Chamber of Commerce.
Mather Furniture Company.
Davenport's.
Vaughan's Jewelers.
Martin-Hawkins Furniture
Store.
Bolts' & Stone Drug Stres.
Campbell Shoe Shop
Ritz Theatre
Byrum Music Company
Vic's Boys' and Men's Shoe Shop
Guy's Peanut Shop
League, Inc.
Smithwick Jewelers.
Eckerd's Drug Company
Pete's Lunch Room No. 1
Pete's Lunch Room No. 2
Brown Derby
Greenville Hardware
Charlie's Steak House
Attoway-Easterlin-Spouse, Inc.
Kilgore Motor Company
X. Alfred T. Smith
Rivoli Theatre
Sam's Lunch
Haverty Furniture
Poinsett Hotel
Blue Bird Ice Cream Store
Jordon's Barber Shop
Paris Theatre
Mayo's Clothing Company
H. B. Harper & Bros.
Walgreen Drug Company
Tom's Cafe
Sullivan Hardware
Reeve's Music Store
Woolworth Clothing Store
Carolina Theatre
Cut Rate Men's Store
John E. Gardner, Jeweler
Paris Theatre
Piedmont Furniture Company
Pine Tree Book & Gift Shop
Double Cola Bottling Company
Patton-Tillman-Bruce
Ritz Shoe Shop
Belk-Simpson Co.
Dan Taseey
"Washington Coffee Shop
Carolina Shoe Shop
College Bowling Alleys
Toastee Sandwich Shop
Mammy's Lunch
Foremost Dairies
Steve Causby Clothing Company
Gorman's
George's Place
Atlantic Grill
The Boston Lunch
Greenville Cab Company
Stone Brothers.

ANDERSON
R. Fretwell & Son Furniture
Company
Davis Floral Company
Maret-Williams
City Bakery
Anderson Printing Company
Cochran Jewelry Company
G. F. Tolly Funeral Home
Rankin Auto Store
Gallant-Belk
Mayfair Grill
J. C. Penny Company
Sally Florence Beauty Shop
Strand Theatre
Anderson Gas Company
Wakefield Florist
Hubbard Dry Cleaners
Western Auto Store
Carolina Lunch
H. B. Harper & Bros.
Efird's
Standard Drug Company
Purity Lunch
Fant's Drug Store
Rustin Furniture Store
Richard Ruhle Refrigeration
Company.
Coco Cola Bottling Company
Smith Drug Store
Sullivan Hardware
Maxwell Bros. & McCalluni
Campbell Auto Exchange
Richardson Clothing Company
Anderson Hardware
Nick's
Anderson Fertilizer
Calhoun Soda Shop
Palmetto Lunch
(
McKees Shoe Shop
Elite Cafe
Pick Wick Tea Room
Gallent-Belk Studio
State Theatre
King's Flower Shop
Davis Floral Company

SENECA
Moore's Super Store
Palmetto Hotel & Coffe Shop
Ballenger Hardware
Seneca Hardware
S. K. Yarid
Seneca Radio Service
Ballenger Motor Company
Richardson Theatre
Ethel Abbott
Shadyside Florist
Merry Garden Pharmacy
Hubbard Dry Cleaners
Journal Engraving Company

EASLEY
R. L. Powers, Jeweler
E. F. Merrill, Jeweler
Couch's Market
Toastee
N. E. Marcum, Jeweler
Colonial Antique Shop
Crane Motor Company
W. M. Hopkins & Sons

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

,>

Charlotte Chamber . of Commerce
Thacker's, Inc.
R. C. A. Victor
Tenner's
Sterchi's Furniture
Bridges Furniture
King's Fountain Grill
S. & W. Cafe
Duke Power Co.
Imperial and Carolina Theatres

COLUMBIA, S. C.
McGregor Drug Store
Columbia Sandwich Shop
Palmetto Theatre
Sylvan Jewelers
Capital Cafe
Lorick & Lawrence
Claude Seawrlght
Metropolitan Cafe

Alumnus Thornhill-

ATLANTA, GA.
Gasper-Ware Studios
Foote & Davies
Charles N. Walker Roofing Co.
Everhart Surgical Supply Co.
The Selig Company
The Wright Company

grimage"" to the shrine more than
3,000 U. D. C. members toured
Fort Hill. Each year thousands of
school children from all parts of
the state come to inspect the home
of Clemson and Calhoun,
Philanthropic gifts from publicspirited citizens and alumni have
done much to assist in the great
work of the organization. Alumnus Cecil Reid of Virginia has
prqyided funds for the restoration
of several portions of the mansion.
The work of the United Daughters of the Confederacy in restoring the home as it was during
the time of occupancy is far from
complete, but the present condition of the mansion which is destined to become a shrine to South
Carolina's two great men shows
the effort and labor spent by these
ladies of the U. D. C.
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Brearley Addresses
Nurses In Charleston
Dr; -Hr G.-Brearley, head of the
social science department, spoke
at a meeting .of; the: Southern Division • of The ' American Nurses
Association' at Charleston last
Thur.f day.
Dr.. Brearley- - spoke on. the
"Social and Economic ; Conditions
Affecting Nursing and Medical
Care."
~
- ,
-400 members composed mainly
of hospital .Superintendents -and
administrators in the field of
nursing were'present.

Corps To Parade For
Mansion Visitors

Agronomy Frat
Elects Officers
New officers- for Kappa - Alpha
Sigma, Honor Agronomy fraternity, were this week announced by
J,. D. Watson retiring president.
The new officers are George
W. McClure, President; R. C.
Wannamaker, Vice-President, and
J. Harold Lightsey, Secretary and
Treasurer:,These, men will direct
the fraternity next year.

A special dress parade will be
given Tuesday for the visitors
here for the second annual D. A.
R. pilgrimage day to Fort Hill, it
was learned today.
The Calhoun Mansion will be
open from early morning for inspection. Mrs. F. T. Dargan, President of the Clemson D. A. R.
Chapter, announced, and she and
other members of the chapter will
act as guides and hostesses.
Two new rooms in the Mansion
have been opened since the tirst
pilgrimage last year, it was announced.

Dr. Peterson of the Industrial
Product Incorporated of GreenBrooklyn College undergraduates ville spoke to' a group of Textile
last .year earned $136,844 doing Chemist and- Engineers last week
Odd jobs -.procured through the on "Sulfonation of Oils and Fats
Between 40 and 50 U- S. colleges
college's employment bureau.
For Textile Applications."
are offered for sale each year.

if -

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Wm. C. Rowland
T

BALTIMORE, MD.
Colax-Smith Bros. Drug Company

JACKSON, GA.
Expert Research Company

SPARTANBURG
Jack Rabbitt

T. W. "BUDDY" THORNHILL
of Charleston, ('14) is president of the Charleston oil company. "Buddy" is considered
among Clemson's most loyal
supporters.

PENDLETON
Pendleton Oil Mill

CLEMSON

Willie Godfrey-

L. C. Martin Drug Company
Bodiford's Dry Cleaners
American Shoe Shop
Clemson Summer School .
Crawford Dry Cleaners
Modern Electric Shoe Shop
Judge Keller
Y. M. C. A. Tea Room
Reeve's Service Station
Clemson Grill
Hoke Sloan
Baily & Kay Barber Shop
Feinstein Watch Shop
Patterson Barber Shop
Bob's Service Station
Horticulture Department
Tiger Service Station

••

Congratulations to

CLEMSON COLLEGE
On This, Its Fiftieth Birthday

These firms are carrying advertisements in The Anniversary Issue:

THIS PICTURE of Little Willie (who is now head of the
Clemson physics department)
L. H. Parke & Company
was made some 60 years ago—
Ballentne Packing Company
May, 1879. Note the xiretty stockDoughnut Corporation of Amer- ings. (This is the seventh in a
ica
«
series of Clemson personalities;
Brown Lumber Company
as they were years ago).
Wesson Oil and Snowdrift
Observer Printing Company /
Calumet Tea and Coffee Company
L. C. Martin Drug Company
City of Anderson
Anderson Chamber 'of Comr)
merce
Hoke Sloan
Clemson Grill
By Ed Schmidt
Seneca Journal
The
United
Daughters of the
Chesterfield Cigarettes (Lig-<
Confederacy have been an active
get & Myers Tobacco Co.)
organization and instrumental in
Ford Motor Company
the social betterment of the South
The City of Charleston
since its birth 45 years ago.
Anderson Fertilizer Company
Here on the Clemson campus
Auld & White
Perry-Mann Electric Company the John Calhoun chapter was
organized about 1904 by Mrs. P.
R. L. Bryan Company
Leland Moore Paint Company. H. Mell, wife of Clemson's president at that time. The U. D. C.
The Selig Co.
has always had certain objectives
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
for the improvement and restoraGreenville Textile Supply Co.
tion of the great historical eleW. T. Bailey
ments of which the South is so
Jefferson Hotel
rich, but which are pathetically
Ed. Robertson Laundry
nearing decay.
Sonoco Products Co.
The Calhoun Mansion was obTexwood Mfg. & Sales Co.
viously the immediate work for
Greenville Hardware Co.
Sullivan Hdwe. Co. (Greenville) the John C. Calhoun chapter and
under the guidance of Mrs. Mell
The Streitmann Biscuit Co.
the restoration was undertaken.
Grubbs Chevrolet Co.
The college had direct control of
Bank of Barnwell
the Fort Hill Mansion and all the
Wm. C. Rowland Co.
plans of the energetic Daughters
Heyward Hahon
needed the approval of the college
Greenwald's, Inc.
trustees. The College, anxious to
The Elite
see the restoration, gave the ladies
Rowan Creamery, Inc.
their fullest cooperation.
F. H. Ross & Co.
Mrs. Mell said, "The boys of
Carolina Suburban Gas Co.
Clemson College should feel that
Kingan & Co.
it is their duty and a great priviW. K. Prause
lege to visit their historic home.
Mazo's, Charleston
No graduate should leave the
The S. C. Power Co.
The New England Mutual Life place without being thoroughly familiar~wlth the home of Calhoun,
Ins. Co.
its furnishings, associations and
Foote & Davies
cherished traditions. It is a link
Chas. N. Walker
that connects us directly with this
Everhart Surgical Supply
great statesman, the pride of
Wright Co.
The Bantom, Charleston High South Carolina. Calhoun is the
most prominent and brilliant figSchool Newspaper
ure in the history of the state,
Barton Grocery Co*.
and the study of his character
Ashcraft-Wilknson Co.
John D. Roony, The State Port, and career will fascinate every intelligent and ambitious youth. He
Charleston
had a peculiar love and sympaW. H. Williams & Co., Inc.
thy for young men, and during
Blue Bird Ice Cream Co.
his life he was their especial
Littlejohn & Smith
friend. . . . This home is to South
Gasper-Ware
Carolina what Mt. Vernon is to
Ed. Robinson Laundry
the nation, and the thousands of
Pendleton Motor Co.
South Carolina National Bank, Visitors since his death have proved, and still prove, how warm a
Anderson
place he holds in the affections
Coca-Cola Botting Co.
of his people."
The H. H. Meyer Co.
The Fort Hiil Savings & Loan
Knowing these facts, Mr. ClemCorporation
son, who ardently admired and
Richard Ruhle Refrigerataoa appreciated his distinguished fathCo.
er-in-law, wisely made provision
in his will for the perpetual preFeinstein Watch Shop
Anderson Daily Mail
servation of the Calhoun Mansion,
Fort Hill, and its furniture, for
E. W. Bailey Seed Co.
he well knew that everything asEast Tennessee Packing Co.
sociated with Calhoun is of hisR. Fretwell & Son
toric interest and will increase
Poe Hwd. & Supply Co.
in value with the passage of years.
Gorman 'a
Double Cola Bottling Co.
Under the more recent guidance
Pete's Lunch Room No. 1
of Mrs. A. G. Holmes, chairman
H. B. Harper & Bros.
of Committee on Restoration the
State Theatre
transformation of the.delapidated
Gallant-Belk Co.
interior of Fort Hill into the atG. F. Tolley & Sons
tractive restored rooms was begun
Stone Brothers
and carried on for rour years. Following her resignation two years
Mayo's
First National Bank of Green- ago the work has progressed unvills
der the leadership of Mrs. J. E.
Hunter and Mrs. F. T. Dargan.
Meyers-Arnold
Greenville Ice Cream Co.
During the past year there have
Pine Tree Book & Gift Shop
been more than JL2.000 visitors
Smith's Drug Store
to the mansion and the last "Pil-

UDC Chapter Here
Has Retouched And
Cared For Mansion

from

PERRY-MANN
ELECTRIC COMPANY
16 9 Main Street
1632 Meeting Street

ia, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.

For 40 Years We Have Served the People of South Carolina With Nationally Advertised and Proven Merchandise

South Carolina Distributors for
General Electric Products
Refrigerators
Fans
Ranges
Radios
Clocks
Motors
Conduit
Table Appliances

Sun Lamps
Washers and Ironers
Dish Washers
Water Coolers
Disposalls
Air Conditioning
GE Mazda Lamps
Oil Burners

Oil Furnaces
Construction Material
Lighting Equipment
Meters and Transformers
Commercial Refrigeration
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N. C. and S. C. Civil Engineers Meet
More than twenty-five Tep-^
resentatives from the four
American Association of Civil
Engineering chapters in North
The Clemson Coaching Staff will
and South Carolina attended
challenge all comers to a ma^ch
the first convention of the CarThe total enrollment to date play of checkers. Spending a great
olina Conference of the associ- of 2,150 students is the fourth deal of their leisure playing the
game among themselves they have
ation %vhich was held here last record-breaking enrollment of become very expert. Frank HowFriday and Saturday.
ard is'considred the champion but
Clemson.
Representatives from Duke,
once in the while the others manSince
the
founding
of
the
colNorth Carolina State, The Citadel
age to put one over.
lege,
the
general
trend
of
the
enand The University of South CaroHarold Pasiey and Evan McLenrollment
has
been
that
of
a
conlina attended the meeting.
tinuous growth accompanied by don are recovering very' nicely
Formed laet fall, the associa- an increase in the rate of growth. from their operations on injuries
tion aims at a better understandthey had received- during the last
The following figures, begin- spring
ing among Civil Engineering stupractice. They will take
ning
with
the
enrollment
for
the
dents in the Carollnas. It -will
light exercises as soon as they are
first session of the college, present fully recovered to strengthen their
meet twice a year. At one of the the
increases by fifteen year per- injured muscles. Both boys should
North Carolina schools each fall,
very valuable the next footand at one of the South Carolina iods:
Percent prove
schools each spring.
ball
season.
Session
Enrollment Increase
Hats off to Hoby Holtzendorff,
Shortly after the arrival of the 1898-1894
446
4S
delegates Friday a social in their 1908-1909
646
45 who has proved a very valuable
honor was held in the "Y" club 1923-1924
1037
64 man to Coach Hoke Sloan's tennis
rooms. Girls for the dance were 1938-1939
2150
103 team- He hasn't lost a single
match in nine team meets.
imported from nearby towns.
Congratulations to Bob MoorDaniel T. Duncan, Engineer of
man who proves that an athlete
the Buzzard Roost Hydro-Electric
can also be a student. He was
project, made the principal talk
number one junior picked for Tau
at the Saturday morning session.
Beta Pi, national honorary enginMr. Duncan spoke on choosing
dam sites. Dr. Samuel B. Earle,
Clemson is indebted to former eering fraternity. Bob is a membDean of the Engineering school, President Walter Riggs, and to er of Clemson's Southern Conference Basketball team.
extended a welcome to the visitthe Auburn Plainsmen, for her orors at this meetng.
Highlight of the convention was ange and royal purple colors, and
the presentation of the technical her Tiger roar.
essays by a representative from
When Dr. Riggs came to Clemeach school in the Conference son, from Auburn, to take over a
Saturday afternoon. First prize in professorship in the electrical enThe baseball team served as a
the contest was won by Charles gineering department here, ClemW. Ramsey of Duke. The title of son had neither football team, volunteer fire department Saturday. Five of the players, Ed Irick,
Ramsey's paper was "The Value colors, nor tigers.
and Francis Coakley, Nik
of Photoelastic Analysis." ForDr. Riggs generously provided George
rest T. Knox of Clemson won all three. He voluntarily and Lever and Dude Buchanan were
second prize with his paper, "What without compensation organized a returning from the Erskine game
Do You Know About Suspension football team and coached it. And when they saw a house afire in
Bridges." S. G. Zynder, The Cita- then, in tribute to the man who Honea Path. They stopped to ofdel, and C E. McCrorey, of the had given Clemson a football fer what assistance they could,
University of South Carolina, also squad, the school adopted the or- and were immediately put on the
presented papers. Colonel John ange and royal purple colors that job of removing the spare furniAnderson of The Citadel announc- Auburn, Dr. Riggs' previous home ture from the flaming dwelling.
Coakley, Coakley and Lever
ed the winners.
and school, used.
ran into the smoke, bammed into
The climax of the Convention
As
final
and
crowning
demonwas a banquet in the mess hall stration, the football team also a piano and proceeded to rescue
Saturday night which was attend- called themselves "tigers", as the it. They reached safety with their
ed by all of the representatives Auburn squad had done, leaving load and then were soaked by the
and Clemson Civil Engineering a living marker on the college to hoses of the Honea Path firemen
students. Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean the memory of Dr. Riggs, not as who, for some obscure motive, deof the school of general science teacher or president, but as "the cided that the Clemson gentlemen
needed a bath, and proceeded to
was the chief speaker.
coach".
give them one with the fire hose.
G. R. Liles, Clemson Junior was
Irick and Buchanan, attracted
chosen to head the executive committee of the conference which is Epting, Stanley G. Zynda, The by the screams of a cedar chest,
composed of two men from each Citadel; Jack Abbot, Arthur Al- saved it from horrible destrucchapter. E. H. Johnson, North pert, John McLauchlan, Charles tion. They, too, took a ducking
Carolina State, was elected Vice- Ramsey and Charles H. Nicker- at the hands of the Honea Pathers.
In spite of the valiant efforts
Chairman, and J. D. McLouch- son, Duke; C. E. McCrorey,
lan, Duke was elected Secretary Thomas Oliver, John Shuler, C. F. of the baseball players, the roof
Mack, Lewis Winter, W. J. Corn- of the house was destroyed. Both
and Treasurer.
Officers of the Clemson Chap- stock, W. K. Richardson, W. T. piano and cedar chest are doing
ter are P. G. Ford, President; Royster, G. W. Haskell, B. T. Ott, well.
F. T. Knox, Vice-President, and J. B. Owings, R. L. Crockett, R. M.
A Fenn College student is planJ. B. Moore, Secretary and Treas- Horton, W. W. Evett, W. W. Williams, C. D. Black and James ning the construction of the
urer.
Delegates to the convention were Reynolds, the University of South |1 world's longest pendulum. It'll be
21 feet long.
Clarence W. Owens, Robert B. Carolina.

Record Number Of
Requests Answered
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Knox Carries Clemson Honors In Contest-

Sport Personalities

Tiger Symbol And
Colors 'Acquired*

BaseballersEat Smoke;
Help Put Out Blaze

PORREST T. KNOX, VICE-PRESIDENT of the Clemson chapter
of A. S. C. E. gets looked over by J. B. Moore (right) and Leonard
F. Jones as he is announced second prize winner of the A. S. C. E.
essay contest in the college mess hall Saturday night. The title of
Knox's paper was "What Do You Know About Suspenion Bridges?"
He competed against representatives from The CitadeL The University of South Carolina, and Duke.

Ag Engineering
Winners Announced

Architects Make
J. Earnest Cottinham, of Dil- Inspection Trip
lon, and William J. Oates, of

Chester, outstanding Agricultural
Engineering sophomore and junior
respectively, were this week selected as the winners of the annual training trip to the leading
agricultural
farm
machinery
plants in the United States this
summer.
Sponsored by farm machinery
manufacturers, the trip will include visits to plants in Chicago,
Milwaukee, Racine, Peoria, and
Moline. It will begin about September 1, and extend through several days.
Oates and Cottingham were selected for their general outstanding records. All expenses of the
trip will be paid by the Machinery
Companies.

Williams Gets Post
In Textile School
W. B. Williams of Greenville
was this week named by Dean
H. H. Willis of the Textile school
to fill the vacancy left by Professor C. R. Barton who has accepted
a position with the Industrial
Rayon Corporation of Cleveland,
Ohio.
Professor Williams (class '25),
previously held positions with the
American Spinning Company of
Greenville and the Gosselt Mill of
Calhoun Falls. While a student
at Clemson, Williams was an outstanding athlete, earning his block
in football;

By H. McCoy

The senior architects, who went
to the World's Fair during Spring
holidays, tell of a very fascinating trip as well as an educational
one.
The architects left Clemson
Friday, morning of Spring holidays
and spent the first night in Washington where, according to A. H.
Chapman, they "took in the whole
works."
Reaching New York Sunday
night the group toured the docks
and went through the German
Liner "Bremen."
On Thursday the architects
visited Rockefellow Center, Radio
City Music Hall, R. C. A. Building, and the International Building.
Wednesday they went to the
Fair. The boys say that they don't
see how the Fair can possibly be
completed on schedule time. It is
not open to visitors, but they were
admitted through a service entrance.
The ground on which the Fair
is built was reclaimed from an
old garbage dump. It has been
leveled off and will be used as a
park after the fair closes.
Chapman says that the designers must not have been restricted at all, for "their imagination
surely ran riot."
The seniors making the tour
are: Paavo Carlson, W. E. Brackets A. H. Chapman, W. H. Hud,son, R. M. Geer, T. Guerard, W. A.
Carlisle, Perry Lee.

Clemson Enters
New Conference
With the headline, "Clemson
Enters New Conference," the December 7, 1921 TIGER announced the entrance of Clemson into
the newly-formed Southern Conference. Said the Tiger, "The institutions which comprise this
athletic combine are. Alabama,
Auburn, Clemson, Georgia, Georgia Tech, Kentucky State, Maryland, Mississippi A&M, North Carolina, N. C. State, Tennessee, Virginia, V. P. I., and Washington
and Lee."
Some of the rules were:
No conference institution shall
compete with any other non-conference institution in the South
of similar rank athletically, that
is one which competes with any
member of the conference upon
the basis of athletic equality, unless both compete under the rules
of eligibility of this conference.
Faculty control and responsibility for athletes.
The article frankly states that:
"The Southern Conference was
formed to discourage the hiring
of "athletes by colleges, with a
view of eliminating what have
really heretofore been professional
teams.''

Baseball Team Takes
One And Loses One
The Baseball team won one and
lost one last week. They took
Newberry 4 to 1 in the first game
and lost a close one to Erskine 2
to 0. Ray Coker led the team in
hitting and pitching against Newberry. He got one homer, which
was the only extra-hit of the
afternoon, and held the Indians to
7 hits. Ed Irick got 3 or 4 against
Erskine, and sophomore Dobson
held the Flying Fleet to 6 hits.
The Erskine hits were more timely, however, and the Fleet scored
in the second and eighth.
Clemson

Boselli, ss
AB
F. Coakley, cf _„. A
Irick, 3b -,
3
Buchanan, lb
_._^...4
Brodie, If
4
Snipes, rf
_t_... 4
Harten, 2b
_.
4
G. Coakley, c
4
Dobson, p
3
Erskine
MacGarity, cf
4
Parkinson, If
3
Dixon, ss
3
Macdonald, lb
.....3
Burris, c
2
Massey, rf
3
Edwards, lb
2
+
Phillips, 2b.
3
Timmerman, p
3

R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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The G. B. Farrington Company
... Fine Teas and Coffees ...

Extends Its Hearty Congratulations to

CLEMSON

Intra-Murals Boosted
By J. Q. Student

COLLEGE

On the Fiftieth Anniversary of Its Founding

This Great South Carolina Institution Has Been A Foroe
for Good in That State and in The Nation.
I

Farrington Has Been Supplying Clemson's Kitchens With
the Finest Teas and Coffees for Many Years.

DEAR EDITOR:
I, the average student, feel
good >these days getting a better
athletic deal. Not only am I able
to receive an education for my
mind, but now I am giving more
attention to my body.
Formerly because I was small
and didn't possess any great athletic agressiveness, I confided my
sports to ping pong and swimming
late Saturday night at the YMCA.
Now with the new minor sports
and the better intramural program, I am able to enjoy myself
physically.
If I wish to engage in intercollegiate competition I can play
soccer in the fall, all the candidates play in the games and have
alot of fun. The swimming coach
encourages me to try out for the
team and although I'm not an
excellent swimmer, I participate
in all the meets. This lacrosse
is unfamiliar, but a very fine
sport. I learn fast and get a great
deal of exercise from "this new and
fast game.
The intramural tournaments
are just the right way to improve
the intramural sports program.
More interest is being shown by
the teams themselves and I think
it is fine that you feature the
intramurals in your papers as
much as the major sports. If I'm
not able to devote too much time
these days I can enter the boxing
tournament or join the company
Softball team in the intramural
Softball league.
I have had a great deal of fun
working out with the newly formed gym team. It affords a great
exercise as well as builds my body.
I think we should more and
more realize that men 'like Jess
Neely and Freddie Kirchner are
building up the athletic program
of the school to fit every individual cadet. I'm for it and hope
the athletic progtam continues
to grow like it has in the past
year. "Every cadet here an athlete."
Sincerely,
Johnny Q. Student.

H
1
1
3
0
1
Freddie Kirchner announced
0
0 today plans for intra-mural tourn3 aments in golf and ping pong. No

Golf And Ping Pong
Contests To Be Held

definite schedule has been, fixed
as yet, but the program will be
released later. Anyone wishing to
find out further particulars is
urged to go to the intramural
office in the basement of the Y.
M. C. A.

1
0
0
1
1
1
0
Syracuse University has a spec1 ial graduate course for the train1 ing of future deans pf women.
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Largest Intra'Mural Boxing Tournaments Begin This Week
3>

Tiger Baseball Hope-

By Arthur Williams
FIFTY YEARS OF SPORTS AT CLEMSON HAVE
BEEN FIFTY YEARS OF PROGRESS.
Back in the old days of football when the team with the
biggest man racked up the largest score, the Tigers were out
in front in that sport. Later, the other schools
began to grow bigger behemoths, and we fell
behind for a spell. But of late the Bengals
have again begun to kick dust in the faces
[of the best in the land.
The boxers reached their all-time high
this year with a bout in the Sugar Bowl in
New Orleans, and the basketeers racked up
the Southern Conference championship with
^ their best team in history. The track team
I seems headed toward its best season yet,
and more Clemson men hold state track
records than do athletes from any other South Carolina college. The baseball team has been giving a good account of
itself too.
Even in the minor sports, Clemson is pushing forward. The
swimmers are Southern Conference champs, and hold several
conference and the majority of the state records. The tennis
and rifle teams are first-class.
New sports are being started. This season, for the first
time, Lacrosse was played in South Carolina. The Clemson
team lost, it's true, to a more experienced Duke outfit, but it's
a beginning. The first tumbling team ever to hit a mat is being
trained by a student coach, Freddie Snydermann, and if they
continue improvement, they'll be competing with first-class
college teams before many moons have passed.
Then there's golf and softball and soccer and handball, all
of which give Clemson a mighty well-rounded sports program.
But what we like is the fact that the improvement hasn't
stopped. It's keeping right on. This year's flock of teams were
better than last year's and last year's were better than the year
before that. From all indications, next year's teams are going
to be the best yet. And that's the thing we like best of all.
MORALE IS BETTER
The morale and viewpoint of the cadets have changed as
the athletic ability of the teams have changed.
I remember during my freshman year the football team
played Duke. During the first half of the game, the Tigers held
the Blue Devils scoreless. Then, after the half, Duke managed
to rack up 20 odd points in quicker time than a cat can wink
his eye. The cadets who were gathered around their radios
listening said, "We sure played a swell game that first half,
but I knew that they'd come back. They're just too good."
This year the school was listening to the broadcast of the
Tennessee game. Tennessee handed us our first and only defeat
of the year. Said the boys, "We certainly must have had an off
day. Tain't a team in the country two touchdowns better than
we are when we're going right.
That illustrates the changed attitude pretty well. The
teams and the corps have developed a winning outlook. No
matter who the opponent is the boys expect to win. And, expecting to win, they usually do.
CADETS ARE ATHLETES
Clemson isn't an athletic-watching school, but is one where
everyone, from the smallest freshman to the largest guy in
school does something in sports. Before Eddie Kirchner graduated a few years ago, he started intra-murals. He's the fellow
who's kept pushing them ahead, too, until now there's hardly
a cadet who isn't out hustling at some time during the year.
They know what the varsity is doing out there on the field, and
that's probably the major reason why the Clemson teams are
backed the way they are by the cadets.
TRACKSTERS
The track team did a bit of fast progressing Saturday afternoon when they trimmed the University of Georgia 68 to
63. It was unusual because Georgia took first in the mile, 100,
high hurdles, low hurdles, 220, two mile, high jump, broad jump
and half mile. The meet was until the 440 relay, then the Tigers
finished half a lap ahead of the Georgia outfit in three minutes
?nd 32 seconds.
Just last year, the tracksters were licked before they
started against Georgia. But they've stepped right along, and
can hold their own with their best. When Clemson met Georgia on the cinder path in '37, Bobby Packard, Olympic star,
displayed an unusual bit of sportsmanship. Georgia was way
ahead when the relay rolled around. The third man on the
Clemson team tripped as he got started and fell sprawling on
the cinders. Packard had already started stepping. He glanced
back, saw what had happened, and stopped until the Tiger man
and stopped until the Tiger man had regained his feet. Then
had regained his feet. Then the two raced it out.
In the year one, B. C. (before Calhoun) and two B. M. (before McFadden), the track team stood in awe of the Georgia
milers and broad-jumpers. Rosie Green ran the mile in 4:35
one time, but that was the best that the Clemsonites had ever
done. And Georgia ran it regularly in the 20s. Saturday though,
Calhoun and Frederickson battled it out neck and neck the
whole way. Frederickson finally won in four twenty-eight, and
both Calhoun and Frederickson thought that was awfully slow
time. Yes, siree, the tracksters are stepping right along.
BOXERS
We were over in the fieldhouse the other day watching
the intra-mural boxers work out. We laughed as one fellow
crossed his feet, closed his eyes, swung at the big bag with his
right hand, and missed. "Why in .!x?!*" he screamed, "Can't
they keep these bags still!" We'll bet our boot, though, that
it won't be long before the Block C coaches have him swinging as a boxer should swing. In fact, this year's crop of intramural boxers do as well as last, they'll look just as good
as their coaches.

HENRY BUCHANAN, star on Clemson's Southern Conference Championship basketball team, is one
-of Coach Randy Hinson's "hopes" on the Tiger team infield. Henry plays first base.

Softball Teams
Are Playing
The softball league of eighteen
companies, which was organized
only recently, has been progressing steadily, most team showing
great improvement. Some of the
companies have very good teams,
and most of the squads are better
than average. Much Interest has
been shown in the league, and
competition promises to be keen.
The league will complete Its
season about the latter part of
this month at which time the
four leading teams will be chosen
to play a post-season championship series. The teams will pair
off and play a semi-final series of
three games. The two teams winning two out of three of these
games will meet in the finals for
the Brigade Softball championship.
Leaders
■Up to'date companies H-2, D-l,
E-2, and E-l have shown great
promise and are at present leading the league.
The softball games are played
according to a regular schedule,
five games being played in the
afternoon and four at night. Any
practice games and any postponed
playoffs are also played at night.
At least 200 cadets take part
in the softball games every day.
Fred Kirchner, who is in charge
of intra-mural athletics, said that
by the end of the season, each
team will have played seventeen
league games and fifteen practice
games. This means that over 200
cadets will have played in 35
softball games, a fairly large percent of the total enrollment.

P. C. Falls
In First Meet
Clemson's 1939 edition of the
track team got off to a flying
start with a most impressive victory over Presbyterian's blue
stockings, 85 to 45. McFadden
took his usual starring role as he
led the Bengals with 13 points.
He was top scorer of the day.
McFadden took first place in
the 110 yard high hurdles, and
finished second in the javelin
throw. Parrot was next in line
with 11 points by winning the
quarter mile and the broad jump
and running the anchor lap on
the team, which, by the way,
promises to develop into one of
the best to ever represent Clemson. n
Dennard and McLaughlin in the
100 and 220 and Rawls in the
mile and half mile were best for
P. C. Clemson's yearlings also
proved superior by winning from
the little hosemen 71 and |a
third to 54 and two thirds.

Riflers Take
Davidson
The Clemson College rifle team
closed a fairly successful season
Friday night, April 15, 1939, by
winning a shoulder-to-shoulder
rifle match with Davidson at
Davidson by the score of 1248 to
1201. Clemson had beaten Davidson in their other match at Clemson by fifteen points. Crumbley,
J. C. was high shot for Clemson
and the match with a 189 out of
200. Vaughn, C. L. and M'Millan,
G. M. both of Clemson were tied
for second with 183.
The Davidson team is coached
by Major J. L. Ballard; the Clemson team by Major G. DeW. Hufford. Sgt. DeMott, a sergeant in
the Commandants office has been
a valuable asset to the team. His
hints on the correct way to shoot
have made him a popular Instructor with the boys.
J. B. Frazier is the Captain of
this years team; C. L. Vaughn Is
the coach, and G. M. M'Millan is
the manager. The. only losses to
the team will be the graduation
of Vaughn and Frazier. The remainder of the team will return
next year.

Company Fights
As Scheduled

Embodv Tells
About Guards

Trackmen Down Tennis Team
Plays Three
Georgia Team
During the past week the Clem-

In one of the most thrilling
track meets ever held at Clemson,
the Tiger tracksters downed the
Georgia runners 68 to 63. The
meet was not decided until the
final relay, but the team, Parrott,
Lachicotte, Dickerson and
Newman left the Georgians half
a lap in winning. Frederickson
and Cate were high scorers with
15 points apiece. McFadden made
nine to take high honors for
Clemson. Frederickson won the
half-mile( mile and two miles.
Cate came in first in the 100, 220
and low hurdles.
Calhoun ran the closest race
of the day with Frederickson in
the two mile. Captain Rock led
until the final sprnit on the last
curve; Frederickson passed him
there to win by a foot.
.The results are a follow:
Mile Run—Won by Frederickson, of Georgia; second, Calhoun
of Clemson. Time 4:28.6.
Quarter mile run:—Won by Parrott, of Clemson; second, Lachicotte, of Clemson; third, Dickereon, of Clemson. Time 52.1.
100 yard dash—Won by Cate,
of Georgia; second, Hunnicutt,
of Georgia; third, Stevens, of
Georgia. Time 9.9 1-2.
High hurdles—Won by Cate, of
Georgia; second, McFadden, of
Clemson, third, Hendricks, of
Clemson. Time 15.3.
Half mile—Won by Frederickson, of Georgia; second, Ward, of
Clemson; third, Newman, of
Clemson. Time 2:4.2.
220 yard dash—Won by Hunnicutt, of Georgia; second, S.
Bryant, of Clemson; third, Stevens, of Georgia. Time 22.6.
Two-mile run—Won by Frederickson ,of Georgia; second, Calhoun, of Clemson; third, Beckett,
of Clemson. Time 10:29.4.
Low Hurdles—Won by Cate, of
Georgia; second, McFadden, of
Clemsn; third,
Hendricks,
of
Clemson. Time 2:4.1.
Shot—Won by Fordham, of
Georgia; second, Willis, of Clemson; third, Pennington, of Clemson. Distance 43 feet 11 1-2
inches.
Javelin—Won by Moore, of
Clemson; second, McFadden, of
Clemson; third, Eldridge, of Georgia. Distance, 168 ft, 10% inches.
High jump—Won by Wooten,
of Georgia; second, Brooks, of
Georgia;
third, Sutherlin, of
Clemson. Height 5 feet 7 5-8
inches.
Pole vault—Tied by Whitney and
Bryce, of Clemson; second,, Wooten, of Georgia. Height 10 feet 6
inches.
Discus—Won by Pennington,
of Clemson; second, McReady, of
Georgia; third, Flatham, of Clemsoon. Distance .124 , feet 8 1-2
inches.
Broad jump—Won by Eldridge
of Georgia; second, Parrott, of
Clemson; third, Dickerson,
of
Clemson. Distance 21 feet 5-12
inches|
Relay — Newman, Dickerson,
and Lachicotte and Parrott, of
Clemson. Time 3.32.

son tennis team has played three
matches, winning against Erskine
and Georgia and losing to Furman. On Wednesday, April 12,
Clemson Tost to Furman 4-3. On
Thursday, April 13, Clemson won
over Erskine 6-1. On Saturday,
April 15, Clemson won over
Georgia 4-3. Georgia had formerly beaten Clemson at Georgia 4-3.
All the above games were played
at Clemson with the exception
of the Furman match which was
played in Greenville.
The State College Tournament
has definitely been scheduled for
May 13 at Clinton. P. C. is conceded to have the No. 1 and No. 2
singles champions, and Clemson
will probably have the doubles
champion. Nothing definite will
be known, however, until after
the tournament.
Holtzy

P. B. Holtzendorff, III, a sophomore, has kept liis slate clean so
far this season by beating all opponents he has met, an exceedingly good record for intercollegiate tennis.
"Billy" Baker, former Clemson
substitute, broke into the line-up
Thursday in the Erskine game by
winning both the singles and doubles he played in. Baker showed
such good form that Coach Sloan
has been playing him in every
match since.

The strength of the guards was
proven last season. We have every
one of last year's men back and
a number of bohunks and freshmen coming up.
Joe Payne, captain-elect /for
next year heads the field. Payne
is one of the finest football players that ever stepped on Riggs
Field. Joe was all state last year
and second team all southern. This
year he hopes for All-Southern,
and perhaps even higher honors.
A great defense man and a better
offensive man, Joe will be in
there hitting harder than ever.
Moorer
Tom Moorer, another great
guard, will be in the other guard
position. Tom does not electrify
the crowd with spectacular blocks
but one never sees Tom's man
making very many tackles. Moorer, by no means, was given the
credit that was due him. When
the going is the hardest and the
games is roughest. Tom will be
in there stopping them.
Walter Cox played a great deal
last season, and should be better
than ever. Walter alternated between left and right guards and
gave a good account of himself
in both positions.
Tisdale
Tisdale and Deitz would gladden the heart of any line coach.
And then there is Roy Pearce
who promises to develop into one
of the most outstanding guards
yet, and Wade Padgett, a Columbia boy who shows promises.
When the 1939 season rolls
around, Clemson will have no
cause for worry where the guards
are concerned.
Editor's Note: This article was
written for The Tiger >by Calvin
Embody, himself a crackerjack
guard. Calvin will be in there
with the rest of 'em next fall.

Coker Leads In
Wofford Defeat
Ray Coker pitched a brilliant
2 hit game to lead the Tiger baseball team to a 2 to 0 victory over
Wofford Tuesday afternoon in
Spartanburg. The first Wofford
player smacked the first ball of
the game for a single. The second
hitxame in the fifth, and was also
a singleClemson's first run -eame after
Francis Coakley bunted. Irick
sacrificed him to second and
Brodie singled to bring him in.
The second score came after Buck
Snipes brought Buchanan home
from second.
Coker has suffered only one defeat this year, and that at the
hands of the powerful University
of Georgia nine. The two hits that
Wofford made were the only two
balls to get outside the Clemson
infield all afternoon.

The largest intra-mural boxing tournament ever held at
Clemson will be staged next
week in the fieldhouse.' Approximately 70 boys will participate in weights ranging
from 115 through heavyweight
(over 175). The pugs work out
daily in the gym under the
guidance of varsity boxers.
■ The Block C is publicizing the
tournament and a large crowd is
expected to be in attendance. Last
year, the bouts were held before
almost full houses, each of the
three nights.
Several boys have appeared outstanding in the fieldhouse workouts. Gilbert O'Brien of Columbia, while inexperienced, is fast
and at home with the gloves on.
He is a welterweight. In the 155pound "division is Butch Green.
Butch has power and speed and
probably will be favored to take
his division. Red Gregg will give
him a run for his money. Gregg
has a fast left jab. He'll be the
man to stop Green.
Some Are Experienced
Probably the most experienced
boxer of the lot is Rhett Locklaier. Rhett weighs 127 and measures approximately five feet none
from stem to stern. He has the
arms and shoulders of a welterweight and has a blow hard enough to hurt plenty. He has a
powerful left hook, straight right,
right hook, and almost any other
blow in the book. He is easily the
outstanding boxer to work out so
far. Tom Ellison will give him
stiff competition. The Winnsboro
boy is tall and fast. Lacking experience, but strong and willing,
Ellison bids fair to give any boxer
in the tournament a hard scrap.
Company G-2, with a complete
team entered in the tournament,
is favored to cop the company
title, but with a week before hostilities open, almost anything can
happen. After the firing begins,
everything probably will happen.
• Cason In Charge
Bill Cason, boxing team captain,
Is in charge of the tournament.
Said Cason, "We ought to do
pretty well, this year. There are
more boys entered than last year,
and I think they're better on the
whole.''
Written permission from the
parents of each boxer is required
before he can enter the tournament, so it is requested by the
Block C club that the participants
write Home immediately for this
permission.
The Livestock Judging Team of
Mississippi Agricultural College
did practice judging here April
19. The team was enroute to
Raleigh, N. C, where it will participate in a judging contest.
During its stay here, the team
was the guests of the Animal
Husbandry Club.
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Soccer Team Will Meet
Riverside On Friday
The soccer team will play Riverside Military Academy, from
Gainesville, Ga„ in a pre-season
practice game on Friday, April
22, at Clemson. The regular soccer season does not open until
next fall, but, due to few games
played this season. Coach Freddie
Kirchner decided to have a spring
practice to get the players in condition. The line-up for the game
is:
Klugh
Right Wing I
M'Clean
...:.. Kiget Inside
Vicaria
Center Forward
Crawford
Left Inside
Vallentine
Left Wing
Windburn
Right Half
Summerbell or Jordan
Center Half
Perez
Left Half
Lindsay
Right Full
Whitesell
Left Full!
Kirchner
GoaUe I ♦£($HJ«)J«£V$,;$HS.,$»JH$HHH$
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Lemco Paint Producs
have been and are often used on Clemson College Property.
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Organizations Sponsor Winthrop Orchestra Performance On Campus
Lawton Elected Brotherhood President M'Millan Directs

IPONIORI

Wade, Ross
To Serve

Lunceford-

Crawford Lawton of Fairfax,
a rising senior, was this week
elected president of Tiger
Brotherhood, local honor leadership fraternity. Lawton succeeds Tom Bainbridge of Savannah.
Others elected with Lawton are:
Bill Wade of Clinton, vice-president; D. J. Ross, of West Columbia
secretary-treasurer; and Bud Knox
of Keowee, sergeant-at-arms.
The new officers will be installed at a banquet to be held in the
college mess hall next week.
The new president, Lawton,
is a regimental sergeant major
and secretary of the YMCA.
Wade, associate editor of the
Tiger, is president of the YMCA,
and a prominent member of several campus organizations.
Ross, a sophomore, is an honor
student.
Knox, reputed to be a senior,
is an ordinary member of the Scabbard and Blade, and two or three
or four other things.

Program Plans

Annual Taps
Ball Slated

CONCERT SLATED
FOR MAY ELEVENTH

Final arrangements for Taps
Ball have been made, and both
CDA and Taps staff members
are ready to put on, what they
consider will be classed among
Clemson's finest social affairs,
Hardin Keitt of the CDA said
today.
An afternoon concert by Jimmie Lunceford's orchestra was
scheduled to be held at 4:30 today in the college chapel. Tonight's dance begins at 9:30 and
ends at 3.
The afternoon tea dance tomorrow and the evening informal
dance are scheduled as usual.
JIMMIB LUNCEFORD, internationally famous colored orchestra leader, will perform
with his orchestra here this
week-end for Taps Bill.

REMAINDER OF
DANCE LIST
The beginning of the Taps Ball
(Continued On Page 3)

The 31-piece Winthrop Concert Band wilhpresent a concert in the Clemson chapel
Thursday evening,. May 11,
chairman George M,. McMillan
of the committee in charge announced this week.
The concert is being sponsored jointly by Tiger Brotherhood, local leadership organization, and the Clemson
chapter of Mu Beta Psi, national honor music fraternity.
Arrangements for this affair,
which is said to be the first of its
kind ever held at Clemson, are being made by a committee headed
by McMillan and including Roy
Martin, president of Mu Beta Psi,
Crawford Lawton, president of
Tiger Brotherhood, and Earl Mazo
of the Tiger.
Tentative prices, announced today by McMillan are:
Cadets-—15c
Children—15c
Adults—25c

Honor Engineers Initiate Seven Juniors College Scenes

THE YOUNG LADIES who will sponsor for Taps Ball this
week-end are, top, left: Miss Stanley of Marion; top right: Miss
Chance, of Augusta. Second row: Isabelle Chambliss, Marion;
Mary Barnes, Manning; Margaret Gandy, Darlington;Mrs. H.I. Hesbard, Winter Park, Fla. Bottom row: Julie Jennings, Columbia;
Mary Barnes, Manning; Margaret Gandy, Darllngto; Mrs. H. I. HesA conference on textile re- ter, Liberty, Mo.
search will be held on Wednesday
afternoon, May 3, at the auditori- is being held mainly for the exec- Lucas To Speak
um in the Engineering Building
utives of mills in South Carolina, On Americanism
at Clemson College.
Professor Paul Lucas of the
Four prominent speakers will for Clemson textile men in the in- English
Department will speak at
dustry
in
South
Carolina,
and
for
discuss marketing, merchandising,
a
meeti
ng of the Grange at the
seniors
in
the
Clemson
Textile
management and research as apBounty Land School about "Amerplied to textiles. This conference School.
icanism" next Friday.

Textile Conference
Here On May Third

Seven honor engineering
juniors were tapped by Tau
Beta Pi, national honor engineering fraternity, this week.
The initiates are:
Bob Moorman, J. B. Liles, M.
W. Able, W. H. Bethea, B. M.
Gillespie, Frank C„ Mills.
These men were picked "because of their outstanding character and intelligence," president
James Sweeney said today. They
represent the upper eighth scholastically in their class.
Senior members of Clemson's
Tau Beta Pi chapter are: J. O.
Sweeney, J. C. Cook, E. T. McCurry, C. A. Dewey, H. Feinstein, A.
R. Garner, K. J. McCowan, W. C.
Seabrook, L. A. Williamson, P.
G. Ford, J. H. Harrison, R. L.
Henry, D. M. Hutchinson, B. F.
McLeod, J. R. Martin, R. W.
Watson, Charlie Woods, G. M
Miller, D. W. Bradbury, P. J
Garrett.

«

Minarets To Sponsor
Exhibition May 7
The Minaret Club of the Department of Architecture will
sponsor an exhibition of Student's
work in architecture and will hold
a reception on the third floor of
Riggg Hall on Visitor's Day, May
7.
The public is invited to the
reception and to see this collection of pencil and charcoal drawings, water colors, designs, of
buildings and other interesting
work, Luke LaFaye, President,
said today.

American Craftsman's
League Elects Officers

The American Craftsman League
met here April 15 in conjunction with the state Industrial Education contest. Officers for next
year were elected. They are, president, Ben HoUingsworth, Greenwood; vice-president, Ed O'Cain.

Hot Bed Heating Beinp Preserved
"CLEMSON ON PARADE", a
Is An Art, Says
one thousand foot 16mm technicolor moving picture, is now in
Dr. J. B. Edmonds, Professor of
Horticulture, and considered one
of the outstanding sweet potato
experts in the South, and A. E.
Schilletter, Horticulturists for the
extension service, this week made
a tour of the state to determine
the results which farmers are getting from electrical hot bed warmers.
An increased number of potato
breeders, Dr. Edmonds said, have
adopted electrical heating equipment, and most of them report
satisfactory results. A great number of the breeders however, have
not properly insulated their beds,
and the comsumption of electricity is too high. When that error
is corrected, he continued, the system should be entirely satisfactory.

the making under the supervision
of Joe Sherman, director of the
Clemson News Bureau.
"The picture is being made on
the order of technicolor travellogs," Mr. Sherman said, "and the
only phase lacking will be the
sound. It will be professionally
titled on the order of the old
silent pictures."
The entire picture probably will
not be completed before tho first
of October, but parts of the film
will very likely be shown to Iptay
and alumni gatherings before
then. When completed, "CuEMSON ON PARADE" will run for
approximately forty minute's on
the screen. The "world premere"
of the completed film will be presented in the Y. M. C. A. theatre
around the first of October.

The L. C. Martin Drug Company
Pickens S. McCollum, Owner

Congratulates

CLEMSON COLLEGE
/

On Its Fifty Years of Splendid Service
>*****•)

As Clemson has served the state and the nation for the past fifty years, so has the
L. C. Martin Drug Company served Clemson during the past thirty-one years.
♦ "ft it' •}■ i' »ft i<»!'»ft>l> <l<'!«'!< >ft »ft »ft ■{■ >%> >ft 'ft 'ft 'I' '1' 'I' %' 'ft 'I' '1' 'ft 'ft 'ft '1' ♦ 'ft 'I' *£"

The personnel of the L. C. Martin Drug Company extends to the Clemson College
Faculty, the Clemson student body and Clemson men everywhere its best wishes
for continued success.
SIGNED:
Dr. P. S. McCollum

Mrs. Crawford

Dr. Albert Meiburg

Barney Wilbanks

Dr. Stokes Alexander

Bill Alexander
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The A & M College Was Long A Dream of Thomas G. Clemson's
The Realization
of That Dream
By George McMillan

.t

(Editor's note: All quotations
in the following article are from
"Thomas Green Clemson: His
I.ife and Work," by Alester G.
Holmes, Professor of History,
Clemson College, and George B.
Sherrill, formerly Professor of
Economics and Government,
Clemson College, and published
by Garrett and Massie, Incorporated, 1987. The book is a
most precise and interesting account of the great American
statesman and his work, especially the founding of Clemson College, and its reading is
^tvell wor"1* the time of every
Clemson man and other American citizen.)

Seniors Give Yell;
Police Raise Hell

Invitation To First Commencement

Old Dairy Building
Site Is Beauty Spot
By Emory Smith

Back in the days when college
yells were considered "noises"
a group of Clemson cadets were
locked up in Anderson for "disturbing the peace."
It was in the fall of '96. The
Ringling circus was playing in
Anderson and a group of Clemson
seniors (with special permit)
boarded the Blue Ridge train for
the big city. When they got off
at Anderson, the happy crowd, all
full of Clemson spirit, gave a long
Tiger yell.
The bewldered Chief of police
came out to see what it was all
about, and went back to the jail
with a wagon load of Tigers.

Winnsboro Mayor
Writes Of Chapter

The casual stroller, or the student hurrying to class along the
path from the Chemistry Building to the Agriculture building,
probably pays little attention to a
grassy, peaceful little glade at
the bottom of the hill on the right.
Dotted with vines, lush grass, and
flowering shrubs, it is a spot of
quiet beauty.
Viewing this garden-like scene,
one would hardly suspect that
it was once the scene of many and
varied daily activities. Where the
squirrels and birds now hold sway,
there once could be heard the hum
and buzz of classes, the clink and
rattle of milk testing equipment,
and all the other sights and sounds
that go with a school of dairying.
For this pretty spot was once
the site of Clemson's Dairying
building. The foundation of the
old edifice can still be seen, a
rectangular, basin-like bit of concrete being all that remains.
A few feet away, although almost completely hidden by grass,
a small concrete arch is noticeable. This was the entrance to
the spring house, which was necessary in those days when there was
no refrigerating machinery, nor
ice to be had for a few cents per
hundred pounds. So the butter,
milk, and cheese which the students turned out were kept in the
cool recesses of a sort of tunnel
that extended underground toward
the present site of the Chemistry
building. The stream from a little
spring ran along the floor of this
tunnel, keeping the perishable
dairy products fresh.
It was this same spring house
that used to provide refreshment
to hungry or thirsty cadets who
would slip in and raid the_stores
of fresh milk and" cheese when the
watchful eye of old Professor Burgess happened to turned in the
other direction. They often proved,
no doubt, the "old adage that
"stolen fruit's the sweetest."

"... Many years ago I determined to devote the bulk of my
property to the establishment of
I might state that Winnsboro
an Agricultural School or Colis an unusually loyal Clemson
lege. To accomplish this purpose
town. I have been president of The
is now the one great desire of my
Fairfield County Alumni Associalife."
W//V5
tion for ten years, in 1927 there
As Thomas Green Clemson wrote
were no Clemson men connected
these words into his will on March
with the U. S. Rubber Company's
26, 1887 he provided for the eslarge plant here, but I went to
tablishment of Clemson College,
Clemson and got two Textile Stuand this far-sighted man's dream
dents in 1928 and they made good,
became a reality in July, 1893,
since that time 16 have been placed
when Clemson first opened its
in the same organization. I go out
doors to the young men of South I
and get them; for example, I workCarolina.
ed two out of last year's class inThomas Clemson, born in Philato the schools here, (T. S. McConnell and M. M. Motes).
delphia July 1, 1807, was first a
leading scientist of his time, and
We should take care of our
was instrumental in adapting
graduates if we expect to prosper.
Listed on the stones in the*>sult of too much etudy, died,
science to agriculture and industry
We have helped many athletes cemetery of the Old Stone Church
James McElhenny, D.D., one of
in the United States. His life was a
from here in the last fifteen years
the first pastors of the Old Stone
near
Clemson
are
the
names
of
colorful one and his studies and pathy for the uneducated, un- fast sinking into despair.
by going into our pockets and
Church, and Grandfather of the
works carried him to Europe sev- scientific farmer of the South were
"The time is always opportune giving small amounts. Our club many men prominently connect- noted poet Paul Hamilton Hayne,
eral times during his life. In Paris laid durig his first four-year resi- for that which is essential and has several Iptay members, but we ed with the early history of the is also burried in the old cemehe studied under such leading dence in South Carolina."
possible, and I hold that the state sent funds to help out with ath- South Carolina Up-country, or "the tery.
chemists as Gay-Lussac and DuJohn C. Calhoun moved to Fort never was in better condition to letics long before Iptay was org- hill country as it was known to
Dr. McElhenny began preaching
Long. Later he served as Minister Hill in 1825 and liked the place lay the foundation of all prosperi- anized.
at The Old Stone Church in 1807.
to Belgium and become a close so much that he bought it ten ty, than she is at present, if our
I am vice-president of the Clem- South Carolinians several generaThe oldest part of the Calpersonal friend of King Leopold. years later. Though a very weal- good people could be made to un- son National Alumni Association tions ago.
houn Mansion, Fort Hill, was built
With a well-rounded background thy man, he became quite involv- derstand their interests and true as well as.president of the local
One of the most prominent men by Dr. McElhenny. He, however,
and a grim determination he start- ed financially, and at his death position."
chapter.
burried in the cemetery is the called the home which he built
ed early in his life a movement it was only through the efforts
Final Draft of WiU
Clemson men helped me to be Reverend Thomas Reese, D.D., "Clergy Hall."
to establish what is now the Land- of Charleston friends that money
"In making the final draft of recently elected mayor of our pastor of the First Presbyterian
Dr. McElhenny's death came Vis
Grant system of colleges in Amer- was raised to keep the estate in
his will in 1886, R. W. Simpson, city; I am in the life insurance
ica.
the family. Through a series of Clemson's attorney, and the final business also and any success that congregation of Hopewell, which a result of the generosity of his
of his members
Many leading periodicals of the financial transactions, arrange- executor of the will, persuaded I have made belongs in a big way later was: named The Old Stone church.a Several
rice field for him, and
time, such as The Amercan Farm- ments, and the will pi Mrs. John him to accept the name, 'The to the knowledge, association, etc. Church and one of the outstand- built
due to proximity of the field to
er, The Patent Office Report, The C. Calhoun, the place finally Clemson Agricultural College of gathered at Clemson.
ing religious leaders of the South. the house, he contracted malaria,
Ole timers say that Clemson's
National Intelligencer, and the passed to her daughter, Floride, South Carolina.'
Born
in
Pennsylvania,
Dr.
Reese
The range picture was made at
of which he died in 1812.
first calamity happened in August,
Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, Mrs. Thomas G. Clemson. It was
On April 6, 1888, Thomas Clem- Plattsburg, N. Y. insummer 1925. while still a child moved to North
Turner Bynum, one of the most 1893.
The Pendleton Messenger and the here in 1838 that the couple had son died, and under the provisions Several Clemson men attended the Carolina. He attended school in
A group of about 75 boys were
Rural Carolinian carried Clemson's been married, and here that Clem- of his will the bulk of his estate, camp (five in all). When the ten North Carolina and Princeton Col- promising journalists of his era,
articles on scientific sujbects in son later spent many happy and together with Fort Hill, his be- leaders or best men were an- lege, New Jersey, where he studied is also buried in the cemetery. standing on the gangway leading
Born in Charleston and educated to the guard room when it gave
the agricultural field and support- sad hours. His wife and children loved plantation, amounting to nounced at the end of the camp theology.
for the law, Bynum turned Journed him in his views and efforts. died before he did, but through around $80,000, passed to the the five Clemson men were the
After graduating from Prince- alist, and was known as one of way crashing wood, boys and everything else to the ground 20
He was also aided by the Smith- the years he built up the planta- state of South Carolina, with elab- first five in camp. The men at- ton, Dr. Reese returned to South
the keenest writers of the Caro- feet below.
tion, amassed the fortune to fin- orate instructions for the setting
sonian Institute.
Carolina where he preached at linas.
tending
were
Wright
Bryan,
Jr.,
But that wasn't the worst of it.
ance his pet project, and experiClemson, though the leading mented with scientific farming, up of the institution. Clemson also Clemson College; L. G. Trimmier, the Church of Salem, Black River,
chap named Maxwell came runHis keen observation and interfor
twenty
years.
While
at
the
provided
for
his
only
remaining
Spartanburg;
S.
H.
Hendrix,
Lexlight in this movement, was not all the while writing, talking, and
est caused his death. Hotheaded ning around the corner of first
Church
of
Salem,
Dr.
Reese
wrote
heir,
Florida
Isabella
Lee,
his
ington; C. R. (Rev.) Caughman,
alone in his efforts. "The United agitating the establishment of the
quick-tempered, he challeng- barracks at the time, and before
granddaughter, in the amount of Columbia; W, R. Elliot, Winns- an essay for which he received and
States Agricultural Society was agricultural
ed the Honorable B. F. Perry to lie could stop he was n the hole
and
mechanical approximately $30,000.
his
degree
of
Doctor
of
Divinity
boro.
organized in Washington, D. C, schools.
from Princeton, the first Caro- a duel over a matter of Nullifi- and on 300 pound Bill Yoe's stomin June, 1852. The power and inClemson provided that there
This was unusual as you know linian to earn a D.D.
cation. Bynum was mortally ach. Yoe was almost killed.
Chosen
President
of
Society
fluence of the society was greatly
should be thirteen members on for 4th Corps Area men to train
wounded, dying the next day, in
Two
of
Dr.
Reese's
sermons
were
"In 1866 Clemson was chosen the Board of Trustees of the col- in 2nd Corps Area. This privilege
extended by the publication of a
his twenty-eighth year.
FROM "FUNNY BONES'*
journal, and by exhibitions held President of the Pendleton Farm- lege, six of these to be named by was allowed only five from this reprinted in THE AMERICAN
He was buried at night, with THE
PREACHER. He was the only man
TIGER, MAY 4, 1927:
in different states. The first col- ers' Society, . . . and in November the General Assembly. The other area.
torches
casting
a
glare
upon
the
south
of
Richmond
to
contribute
lege land-grant bill was intro- of that year the society appointed seven, to be self-perpetuating, he
Congratulations
on
your
efforts,
rain-filled
grave.
A
simple
stone
"And the sins of the sophomores
duced in the House of Repre- Thomas G. Clemson, R. F. Simp- named and they were: R. W. and I know you will have a fine to this work.
Dr. Reese accepted the invita- marks the grave of the man who shall be visited upon the rats from
sentatives by Mr. Morrill, De- son, and W. A. Hayne a committee Simpson, D. K. Norris, M. L. issue.,
promised
to
be
the
greatest
journtion to be pastor of Hopewell in
graduation unto graduation."
cember 14, 1857. The bill as to appeal to their fellow men for Donaldson, R. E. Bowen, B. R.
1792, and four years later, the re- alist of his century.
W. B. Elliot, Winnsboro
amended finally passed both aid to found an institution for Tillman, J. E. Wannamaker, and
houses of Congress, but was ve- educating the people in the scienc- J. E. Bradley. Original members
toed by President Buchanan. The es ... "
elected by the general assembly
second college land-grant bill was
Finally, after repeated efforts were: B. W. Edwards, J. i». Orr,
passsed, and President Lincoln to get the legislature and people J. E. Tindall, E. T. Stackhouse,
'•::■ \':v. - :' '■:
signed the act July 2, 1862."
of the state to take some serious Alan Johnstone, and J. H. Hardin.
interest in his movement, and aftUpon
Clemson's
death
the
colInterested in Science
er having written innumerable ar- lege was far from founded, so
"It is doubtful If any man in ticles in which the people seemed Benjamin R. Tillman, later Govthe United States was more inter- to be interested, but about which ernor and United States Senator
ested than he in scientific educa- they did nothing, in a scholarly from South Carolina, started a
tion. There were greater scientists, article on Beet Culture For The movement for the State's acceptbut nowhere in the literature of South, which appeared in the Oc- ance of the Clemson bequest. The
the period can one find a clearer tober, 1870, issue of the Rural will was contested by Gideon Lee
statement of the agricultural Carolinian, Clemson concluded in behalf of Floride Isabella Lee,
needs, or a more eloquent plea with a few words, the tone of and though it was generally befor scientific education, than his." which indicated "that he was be- lieved that there were no grounds
coming impatient, if not down- for the suit and that the work on
Until Clemson and certain of right disgusted, with the slow pro- establishment of the institution
his colleagues showed the im- gress he was making in his ef- should be started, there was quite
portance of a Department of Agri- forts for scientific education in a bit of dissension in the state
culture in the Government, all South Carolina. Part of his article over the matter. F. W. Dawson,
agricultural affairs, such as they is given below:
Editor of the Charleston News
were, had been handled through
"The accompanying interesting and Courier, "as early as 1884
the Patent Office, and it was not extract is another instance of the had advocated technical and scienuntil 1889 that tne full-fledged advancement of science to agricul- tific education for the people of
department with cabinet rank was ture and the production of wealth, South Carolina and the South,"
created.
which must strike every patriot. and wholeheartedly supported the
"Toward the close of his term Such examples, it is hoped, will movement to found Clemson colas Superintendent of Agricultural spur on our people to the adoption lege. An editorial comment of
Affairs, the rift between the of some plan of useful practical December 3, 1885, said in part:
North and the South which lead scientific education that will carry
"'.".. there is no question
to the Civil War was growing home conviction to every man, that the means are available for
very rapidly and Clemson, being and lift our state out of the diffi- giving the farmers a suitable and
thoroughly in sympathy with the culties in which we are flounder- proper college. The means are to
Confederacy, found himself out ing.
be found in the proceeds of the
of harmony with the administra"Line upon line, precept upon Agricultural Land Script which.
tion." He therefore resigned his precept, seems to have had but was given to South Carolina for
position and returned to the South little effect so tar as action goes. that purpose. There is no dispute,
to join the Confederate army.
Our people cry out poverty. The we imagine, about the script. The
The war and days of Reconstruc- press, on the other hand, teems sole object of Congress was to give
tion forced him to confine his with twaddle about astonishing assistance to the States and Terpreviously national activities to prosperity. My impression is that ritories which should provide colthe South, and loving South Caro- Carolina is actually in a worse leges for the benefit of the agrilina, he bought an estate in Edge- pecuniary condition than she has cultural and mechanical arts. Upfield District, which he named ever been since the surrender, and on this fund the farmers and me"Canebrake." Later he sold this so may expect to continue with a chanics of the state have the first
plantation and turned his atten- downward tendency.
claim. It belongs to them so far
tion to Fort Hill, the home of
"We meet in conventions, pass as it is required for the maintenhis illustrious father-in-law, John resolutions, disperse, and things ance of an Agricultural and MeC. Calhoun, who aided him great- remain in status quo, whilst emi- chanical College, which shall be
ly in his efforts. "... his agri- gration, as well as I can judge, is such in fact and reality, and not
cultural experiences, both at Fort increasing. The press of the coun- merely in name . . .' "
Hill and at Canebrake, convinced try is filled with more than useless
In the meantime Gideon Lee has
him that the unscientific farmer empty political discussions, as in published a letter stating that the
was fighting a losing battle in time long passed, to the exclusion bequest would probably not
IN OVALS, LEFT TO BIGHT: Mauldin, Craighead, Wanamaker, Stackhouse. STANDING: Donaldson, Sloan, Simpson, Bradley,
South Carolina. Most likely the of that kind of information, for
Bedfern, Tindall, Boyne. SEATED: Jefferies, Norris, Tillman, Hardln.
foundations of his immense sym- the want of which, the people are
(Continued On Page Eight)

Many Great Names Are Carved On
Tomb In Stone Church Cemetery

Gangway Falls; Fat
Boy's Stomach Mashed

Clemson's First Board Of Trustees-

;
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Ben Tillman Would Storm Up and Down the Campus
Editor's Note: The following 0"
piece by Ben Robertson, Clemson alumnus and noted author
and journalist, appeared In his
column, "Clemson Twice A
Week," printed in the semiweekly campus summer newspaper, The Clemson Commentator.

He would turn up in barracks
at night, inspecting and quizzing
cadets; he would appear suddenly
in a classroom and observe a harried professor teaching; he watched the corn growing in the bottoms and the meat frying in the
kitchen; and at the treasurer's
office he wanted to know about
the nickles and dimes. No one
knew where or when Senator
Tillman would come upon them.
Naturally that sort of thing made
people nervous and, in addition
to this, some of the Clemson people were of the old aristrocracy
and did not approve the Tillman
program. Old Colonel Hardin, for
Instance, taught, at Clemson but
he did not regard with much respect the new type of education
that Clemson was offering. It
was not a gentleman's education.
There was considerable criticism of Tillman at Clemson but it
all was secret and whispered. Publicly, everything was approbation.
It used to amuse my mother to
watch ladies smoulder about Tillman and smile and quietly sip
tea. It amused my mother for she
had the great fortune really to be
a Tillmanite. She was a democrat
always. She always was for the
people.
The' old senator would arrive
at Clemson and the trustee carriage would drive him about the
dusty roads and he would depart
and the magnificent horses would
take him to the train. F o r us
those were splendid occasions. We
remembered Senator Tillman with

t

1

First Class Holds Reunion At Commencement June, 1938

The senator was grim sometimes and he could get angry but
he always did anything he could
for anyone at Clemson. Clemson
people knew it. Tillman had many
friends at Clemson.

Sherman Son
Doing Well
Joe Sherman's 9 week old son,
Joe E. Jr., is doing well, according to the latest reports.
The popular Clemson news bureau director refuses to tell the
name behind the middle "E" in
lor fire. Next morning, the sena- his son's name.
tor rising early dressed before the
same parlor fire. (Nobody at HaU Edits
Clemson had a furnace then. Nobody had even learned it was a Anderson-Mail
handicap to live in a house that
J. B. Hall, a Clemson alumnus,
was not centrally heated.
was recently named editor of the
Dr. Riggs, coming in to dress, Anderson Daily Mail.
could not find his clothes. He
called Mrs. Riggs, and she called
Rachel and they looked everywhere and they were bewildered.
For Finer
They could not find Dr. Riggs"
clothes. Then Mrs. Riggs went inWatch Repairing
to the dining room, where the senBring Your Watches to
ator was eating one of his diets.

Dr. W. ML RIGGS, late Clemson president, is shown a*j°ye
speaking at the Riggs athletic field dedication ceremonies. The
field, named for the Clemson educator, was opened In 1915.
awe and wonder. He still stands
in our memories with the train
wreck at the end of the Aaron
Boggs' house and with the magicians who used to turn the chapel
into A house of marvels. He ranks
with the Shakespeare players who
used to set up tent by the greenhouse and give Richard the Third
and King Lear. I remember Senator Tillman as distinctly as I think
I remember old 97 that used to
roar through Calhoun at ninety
miles an hour. I remember him
as I do the first Mrs. Bryan's six
o'clock dinners, and President
Wilson's face on the train platform at Calhoun and the funeral
of old Judge Hook.

"Senator Tillman," she said,
"You have on Mr. Riggs' clothes."
Senator Tillman was one of the The senator replied, "I'll be
first persons I ever heard' of who if I take them off now."
could only eat certain things. He
My father's favorite Tillman
was a diet pioneer. And what a
diet. Rachel DuPre, the Riggs story has to do with Tillman and
cook, still can tell you about that old Senator Henry Cabot Lodge,
diet—eggs and ham and melba grandfather of the present young
toast and grapefruit at a time Cabot Lodge. Tillman, making a
when grapefruits were as bitter speech in the senate, said someas green persimmons and about as
costly as caviar. And I remember
how Mrs. Riggs used to tell about
the time Senator Tillman was
staying at their house one winter. It was Mrs. Riggs' favorite
ii!ii!!!i!i!iiHHH!J!i!i!!!aiu!«UJ!i!i^
story.
It was very cold and the senator and Dr. Riggs, before retiring,
decided to undress before the par-

Feinstein's Watch
Shop

MEMBERS OF THE FIRST CLEMSON GRADUATING class attending tte reunion on the campus
last June are shown above: W. W. Klugh, Ben Robertson, and R. E. Lee were not present when
the photo was made. Thos& shown are: BOTTOM ROAV, LEFT TO RIGHT: G. H. Swygert V S
Naval, Dept., Washington; W. W. Wardlaw, fertilizer business, TrSy, S. C; J. T. Bowen, Engineer
with U. S. Government, Washington, D. C; R. T. Hallum, teaching, Pickens; J. E. (Little Joe)
Hunter, teaching, Clemson; SECOND ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: W. K. Howze, retired, living in
Columbia; J. T. Hanvey, U. S.
avy Yard, Portsmouth, Va.; B. R. Tilman, Jr.,' TJ, S. Government,
Washington, D. C; G. A. Hanvey, retired Colonel of U. S. Army, Abbeville; A. B. Bryan, Agricultural
Editor, Clemson; J. B. Smith, farmer at Smoaks. Four men in this group were members of Clemson's first football team. They are Swygert, Howze, and the two Hanvey boys.

Only Finest Materials and
Satisfaction, Guaranteed
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ASHCRAFT - WILKINSON CO.
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Congratulations On

HIGH GRADE FERTILIZER MATERIALS
FISH MEALS

.........

FRIDAT, APRIL 21, 1939

thing would be a calamity and a
catastrophe. Lodge, a little nettled that day, said he did wish the
senator from South Carolina
would be more precise in his diction—'if a thing were a calamity
it also would be a catastrophe.
There was no need to use both
words. They meant the same thing.
Tillman replied that the two words
did not mean the same thing at
all. "If the senator from Massachusetts were on a ship and fell
ofr," said Tillman, "it would be
a calamity. But if he were rescued
it would be a catastrophe."

Dr. Riggs Dedicates Riggs Field-

Ben Tillman was a terrifying
sight on the campus of Clemson
when we were small. He was an
aged man with a grim look and
he hobbled and was gruff and,
while people respected him, they
were very fearful of the old senator. When Senator Tillman coughed, everyone jumped at Clemson.
He was senator and trustee and
as he grew older he came more
and more to look upon Clemson as
the one institution that would
give the most lasting immortality
to his name. So he was here often,
a stern old man riding about in
the trustee carriage, a fine sort
of landau of the type preferred
by Queen Victroria.
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COTTON SEED PRODUCTS

CLEMSON'S FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
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Altanta, Ga

BELLWOOD FOOD PRODUCTS

Norfolk, Va.

CHARLESTON, S. C
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Ed Robinson

For Institutions

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING

ANDERSON

— Distributed By—
W. H. Williams and Co., Inc.

Clemson's Best Friend.

1017-19 Gervais St.

Columbia, S. C.

RICHMOND, VA.

IN THE BARRACKS:
The Anderson Daily Mail every after'
noon.
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Congratulations and best wishes to Clemson
College! ALL ANDERSON joins in appreciation of your great service to our state and
nation!

Compliments Of

I

IN THE MESSHALL:
WAIM's Clemson Radio program each
each day at lunch.
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YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED

LITTLEJOHN & SMITH
SPARTANBURG, S. C.

ON OUR ABILITY TO SERVE

^i^.^^^^***********************^************* I i; Forward South Carolina!
%%%%%%%****^w**&>*********ww*************

The combined energies of up-state and low-country
industry, education, and business CAN push this state
to the top.

LIFE OF THOMAS G. CLEMSON
A Book for Every Clemson Man
Written by Professors A. G. Holmes and George R.
Sherrill.

SHIP THROUGH CHARLESTON
THE STATE PORT

The South Carolina
National Bank

Congratulates
Member F. D. I. C.

CLEMSON COLLEGE

For Sale by Clemson Foundation, Clemson, S. C.
On Its FIFTY YEARS of Usefulness to The State of
PRICE

$2.50

South Carolina.
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The City of Anderson
and

<•

The Anderson Chamber of Commerce
Extend Congratulations and Best Wishes

v. t o :.

CLEMSON

COLLEGE
<>

On the 50th Anniversary of That Institution's Founding
•i

Anderson is proud to consider itself Clemson's

Best Friend"

One hundred and thirty-seven of Anderson's Finest Boys are
o

cadets at Clemson this year.
Hundreds of Anderson's Leading Citizens are Graduates of

• ►

<>

Clemson College.

«►
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. The state of South Carolina has
grown with Clemson. Fifty years
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ago there were few larger towns.
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Clemson is largely responsible for

. . An investment in a Clemson stu
dent is the best possible invest
ment this state can make.

£» V V *i' V 'J*^

many of the State's important industrial developments.

PTVTl
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Only Eighteen Miles from The Clemson Campus
o

Anderson Has Always Considered It an Honor and Pleasure to Have

Cl emson Cadets
Spend Their Leisure Times in the City
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... The citizens of Anderson feel that
Clemson College should not be
hampered in its great and good
work. Clemson students go out
to bring material wealth and
prosperity to this state.

%
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this state may be illustrated by
the fact that over 90 per cent of
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its students are South Carolin-
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ians.,

. . A recent survey showed that of
graduates in the last six Clemson
classes, 75 per cent were gainfully
employed in their chosen professions and IN South Carolina.

G. CULLEN SULLIVAN, Mayor

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
John K. Hunt, Jr.,

Clemson's value and loyalty to

J. A. Mitchell,
Secretary

Board of Aldermen:
W. T. Bailey
/. M. Cathcart
C. A. Horris
Dr. D. L. Kay
James D. Hammett

*?
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Faculty And Officers Of Clemson In 1901-

Dr. Sikes: A Gentleman and Schol ar
North Carolina.
Dr. Sikes is at present a member of the South Carolina Library
commission, the state rural electrification commission, and the
South Carolina forestry commission.
Politically a progressive Democrat, he is a firm disbeliever in
nationalized education. He does
think, however, that a prime study
of the national government is the
aiding of those youths desirous of
a college education.
Born and raised on a farm, and
an expert in agriculture generally
he is amused by the nickname
given him by the cadets, "ploughboy."
'
Dr. Sikes has never been seen
excited or distressed, Mrs. Sikes
says, "he's always pleasant and
happy." His smile is something a
student can never forget. Friendly,
democratic, yet stern, he has as
a philosophy, "I'm doing the best
I can, why worry?"
The magnetic personality and
lovable nature that has endeared
him to the Clemson student is
probably responsible for many of
the new buildings erected and being erected on the Clemson campus. "Hurdle jumping," he calls it.
"Well boys," says the Doctor
after each success. "We've been
down to Columbia and jumped
another hurdle."
He's Clemson's beloved president and one of the nation's leading educators.

"A regular fellow."
These words probably best
suit a description of the Clemson cadet's opinion of Dr. E.
W. Sikes, president of the college.

Under the administration of
this man, whose greatest pleasure is derived from his personal contact with the boys,
Clemson college has become an
accredited college, has added
approximately two million dollars worth of buildings, has
developed in all fields generally and is now recognized
among the nation's best colDr. Enoch W. Sikes
leges.
The fourth of ten children born
to John C. and Mrs. Jane Austin
Sikes on a farm in Union county, abling it to become accredited by
X. C. in 1869, Enoch's mother the Southern Association of Colwanted him to become a preacher. leges.
Dr. Sikes was named president
When he was yet a babe she would
show him to the neighbors saying: of Clemson in 1925. During that
year he was president of Coker
"see my preacher baby."
The Sikes family was a sturdy, College, president-elect of Clemreligious one. Often, after church son College, and governor of the
the mother, an alert, active wom- North and South Carolina Kiwanis
an, would have the children tell Clubs.
Looking back on thirteen years
her about the sermon and explain
bits which were not within their of Sikes leadership, Clemson finds
grasp. During the War Between itself 2,100 students strong, the
the States, while Mr. Sikes was largest college in the state. It
away fighting, Enoch's mother sees Riggs Hall, one of the best Clemson A College, Not
handled the farm entirely, aided equipped college engineering
only by a faithful old mammy buildings in the South, a set of Military Outpost, Sikes
fine machines, forge, foundry, and
slave, Sarah.
By John Davenport
After some graded and high wood shops, the splendid new
school training, young Sikes en- Long Agricultural building, four
During
the fourteen years that
tered Wake Forest college. He re new barracks, a new set of dairy Dr. Sikes has beeivpresldent of
barns
and
agricultural
experimenceived his master's degree there
Clemson many rules that would
in 1891, then went to Johns Hop tal equipment, additions to the seem more fitted to a military
chemistry
building,
paved
roads
kins University. He was presentoutpost than to a college have
ed with a Doctor of Philosophy about the campus setting the colIN OVALS, LEFT, READING UP TO DOWN, FIRST ROW: W. W. Klugh, Wills Johnson T. G. Poate SECONDJRO\\, V7. M. degree at this institution in 189 7. lege up as a town in itself, grounds beens changed, or eliminated aland building improvements too together.
Riggs, J.H. Hook, C. S. AVright, R. N. Brackett. THIRD ROW: R. E. Lee, Albeit Barnes, C. C Newman,. MILITARi OFFICERS TOP,
Played Football
numerous to mention, and work
LEFT TO RIGHT: Major S M. Martin, Colonel G. Shanklin, Major E. P. Earle. CENTER, 0\ AL: AM. Redfern, surgeon. CENTER,
, Before Mr. Sikes' administraSQUARES, LEFT TO RIGHT: C. M. Fumian, M. B. Hardin, J. S. Newman. SECOND ROW: Wm. H. Boehm, Henry S. Hartzog, President,
While an undergraduate at started on a new textile building. tion there were no week-end leaves
W. S. Morrison. THIRD ROW: J. V. Lewis, J. H. Beaty, P. T. Brodie. CENTER, BOTTOM, OVALS: J P, Smith P. H. E. Sloan. Wake Forest, Sikes was a member Clemson departments have been for freshmen or upperclassmen
RIGHT, OVALS, READING UP TO DOWN, FIRST ROW: J. H. Rolfs, F. D. Frissell C M. Conner SECOND ROW: C.R \\ aUer ]U C; of that school's first football team. reorganized into schools of agri- Students came to school in the fall
In those days the game was a cultural, engineering, and archi- and except
Raiford, D. W. Daniel, A. P. Anderson. THIRD ROW: F. S. Shiver, J. S. McLucas, J. E. Nesom. BlILDINGS, TOP, LEFT TO MMJL
for the Christmas
Experiment station office, Electrical building, hospital, Fort Hill, Barracks, Horticulture building. BOTTOM,LEFT READING UEbl rough and tumble affair, and the tecture, general science, textiles, holidays of ten days, remained
TO RIGHT: Hotel, interior of hot house. BOTTOM: Main Buildi ng, chemistry laboratory. RIGHT, READING LEFT ro KIGMl, vsury, president has many a football yarn chemistry, and vocational educa- here without leave until the seswhich will fascinate the present tion.
Veterinary. BOTTOM: Mechanical hall, Textile building.
sion ended in the spring.
Likes Wallace Beery
day fan.
Regulations which would seem
This
man,
president
of
Clemson
At Johns Hopkins he studied
ridiculous now were important
political science for three years College, holder of honorary de- then. No cadet was allowed too
under the late president of the grees from Presbyterian college, cross the highway to go down
United States, Woodrow Wilson. Furman University, Wake Forest town until four o'clock in the afDr. Sikes says of this statesman College, North Carolina, and Mon- ternoon,, and no one could even
who became one of his best roe, finds Wallace Beery his favo- sit on a bed before ten-thirty at
rite movie actor. Harper's and Atfriends:
lantic Monthly are his best choice night. Demerits carried with them
"He
was
pleasant,
delightful,
Thomas G. Clemson, for whom Clemson College w.as agreeable, and easily approached in magazines, and Shakespeare's "extras" which had to be walked
Editor's Note: The following
Gradually through all this, Dr.
on the small, parade ground,
piece, by Ben Robertson, noted Daniel developed a technique. named, was one of the most versatile men of his era. A chemist while a professor at Johns Hop- and biographies of great Ameri- off
or the bull ring as it was known
cans are his pick for literature.
author and journalist, appeared
.auually he increased his power. by trainingClemson was also a diplomat, an engineer, a farmer, kins."
In 1900 Dr. Sikes married Miss then.
in his column, "Clemson Twice
nd he learned, too, in the proOn receiving his Ph.D. degree, Ruth Wingate, daughter of the
All army officers except the
A Week," printed in the semi- cess. He came to distinguish be- the first secretary of agriculture or superintendent of the
Sikes returned to Wake For- late Dr. Washington Wingate, commandant lived in the barweekly campus summer news^een times for him to hear cadet agricultural affairs of the Department of the Interior as it Dr.
professor of social science former president of Wake Forest racks and a guard was placed on
paper, The Clemson Commentaisturbances and not to hear was then known, and first and strongest advocators of agri- est/as
and later became dean of his college. Their only son, John, is each hall at night. Many frank
tor.
them. Finally, he extended his in- cultural and mechanical colleges.
school. He taught here steadily connected with the United States stories of this night guard are told
.aence to such an extent that his
He went to France, attendedfgium and Uv6d there until 1851. until 1916, interrupted only in department of agriculture, and at the Clemson alumni meetings.
South Carolina is a well bred ppearance of itself was sufficient
1910-1911 when he served a term
state. It is gentle in its manners. to guarantee order. One glance lectures at the Sorbone and was
Since Dr. Sikes has been presIt was in Belgium that Mr. in the North Carolina senate. In their daughter, Janet, is an opat the Shriner's ident he has insisted that the comA great segment of this state, rom Dr. Daniel has saved more admitted to the Royal School of Clemson had the rare opportunity 1916 he was chosen president ofl erating nurse Greenville
nospital near
mandant, must think of the colin a very considerable measure, than one day at Clemson.
to study European farm problems Coker College In Hartsville
Mines of France in 1828.
His three living brothers are lege as a' college instead of a milhas acquired its public behaviour
and
developments.
He
returned
to
No wonder Dr. Daniel has such
Returning to America he prac- the United States in 1851 from
During Dr. Sikes' administra- John Sikes, a lawyer; Oscar Sikes, itary outpost. Regulations have
from the long hours that Clemson ■>me as a public orator. It wa
his profession of consulting which time forward he devoted tion, Coker's endowment was in- now mayor of Monroe, N. C; and been more lenient, and responsimen have put in, sitting through nothing for a man to address ticed
engineer at Philadelphia
the years on the hard benches of aousands after he had learned to mining
to a study and adminis- creased considerably and its schol- Judge Dixon Sikes. His sister, Mrs. bility has been placed upon the
and Washington, Clemson was ac- himself
tration of the sciences pertaining astic standing was bettered, en- O. M. Sanders, lives on a farm in students rather than regulators.
the Clemson College Chapel and uell Clemson with a look.
cepted in the highest social cir- to agricultural practices.
one of the men influencing them
The important thing about Dr.
there has been Dr. D. W. Daniel. Daniel's charm is that he acquired cles.
He was an active promoter of
It was in Washington that he agricultural
Through nearly ten generations it through reasonableness. He ineducation and ihis
of student life, Dr. Daniel has in- sisted upon respect for standards, met the daughter of John C. Cal- letters and articles show that he
sisted on manners, on decent be- upon respect for a person doing houn, Anna Maria. They were was one of the prime movers in
haviour, on a man making his best his best. He held Clemson men married in Fort Hill in 1838.
the establishment of the Land
The Calhoun and Clemson cor- Grant Colleges. He was superinappearance.
"Those who are familiar with
by an idea and an ideal.
respondence
contained
a
large
The chapel was one of the earlitendent of agricultural affairs in what is being done at Clemson
He holds them still.
number
of
letters
containing
a
the department of interior from College, share in the gratification
est of Dr. Daniel's stages. A quargreat range of subjects.
These 1859 to 1861, so in a very real felt by faculty, alumni and South
ter of a century ago, the chapel
letters .passed regularly be- sense Mr. Clemson might be Carolinians generally, on the marplayed a more important part in
tween the two men until Calhoun's called the first secretary of agri- velous accomplishments that have
Clemson life than it does now.
death in 1850.
One of the reasons for that is
culture.
been recorded at the institution
Between 1838 and 1843 the
times have changed. Where we
Today, almost three quarters In recent years. Few institutions
Clemsons lived for the most part of a century after the death of in the nation have exceeded Clemnow live cosmopolitan lives, we
at Fort Hill. Clemson's letters of Thomas Clemson, Clemson Col- son in growth and progress during
formerly were obliged by our cirthis time to Calhoun contained fre- lege stands as one of the great- the last decade; no institution,
cumstances to live provincially.
Anderson, S. C
Phone No. 97
quent references to such matters est monuments every erected to anywhere is more important to
Travel was restricted and expenas
Calhoun's
gold
mining
intersive and we had to remain much
the state it seeks to serve than thi6
a South Carolinian.
ests and the activities on the Fort
of our time at home. Instead of
Already a historical figure, the fine college.
Hill plantation. Calhoun was a
going places ourselves, we form"It is a genuine pleasure to
rising importance of agricultural
The
last
surviving
member
of
practical
farmers.
Clemson
learnerly had to bring people to us. So Clemson's original faculty, Dr.
join
with the thousands of friends
and
mechanical
college
in
the
ed from him. Clemson was a scithe chapel was Clemson's stage
the United States will, no doubt, of Clemson in this state, and elseRichard
N.
Brackett,
died
last
entist
with
a
practical
turn
— the great world came to the
in congratulating you upon
and Calhoun learned from Clem- mark Thomas Clemson as one of where,
chapel platform and went. That year.
the great contributors to the the 50th anniversary of the passson.
was the era of the Chautauqua and
In 1891, two years before the
age of the Enabling Act under
iliHiiiHiinnii
In 1843 the Clemsons moved American education system.
the Lyceum. We heard William college opened its doors to stuThe wisdom of his belief that which the dream of a state A and
Hill to Edgefield
Jennings Bryan and John Cowper dents, Dr. Brackett came here from Fort
M college came into realization."
Powys and a long line of famous with a brand new Ph.D. from district but the next year Mr. the farmer and the mechanic
Wilton E. Hall. Publisher
Clemson was placed at the head should be educated in the perfect
men—all from the chapel platAnderson IndependentSHOP AND SAVE AT
of the American Legation in Bel- social order is proven.
form. Cabinet officers have apDaily Mail.
peared there and politicians and
v^^vvvv^^^fJSf^^tfSfJvvwv^rtJ^/vsrt^^^fyvvv^tfvv^^Jvvv^^^^^ft^■
the country's eminent scientists.
The man who became famous with
HATS
his story of the acre of diamonds
Shirts, Ties, Polo Shirts,
lectured in the chapel.
GORMAN'S
WISHING YOU
But while all these celebrated
Anderson's Best, and South Carolina's largest
Slacks, Etc.
persons came and went, Dr. Daniel
8 S. Main St.
Phone 414
stayed on. He introduced the visitDepartment store.
Greenville, S. C.
ors and' he did more than that
—■ he insisted that Clemson student bodies listen. And they did
listen. Through the sheer determironn;:naH^a^bmmHiTiftmnMiMi»HJiiMH!HM!miKH;^»;;m»ii
lUHininnniiB
nation of Dr. Daniel, thousands of
MAY WE .
New Orleans
ATLANTA
Dallas
Clemson men have sat through
hours of speaking, through hours
of singing in the college chapel.
Manufacturers
BW^^SftflW^W^VtWrtWWflftMrtftflft^fWWlWAW^^^J^
And not all of the performers
that you include a visit to
were Bryans. Many of them were
Floor Finishes — Cleansers — Waxes
the State Theatre, Anderson,
ment of indifferent ability and
JM$HJ» t|< ift ^f >fr ifr lj I
♦•JMK-***************************'
Disinfectants — Soaps — Insecticides
to make tbis gala week-end
more than one singer on the Clema complete success!
son platform has hit an off key.
But to Dr. Daniel all this was of
.j«<$M$**£*£*$^4,***^*^**£*2^^^^*3M$**f'*$,'5* *$**$**$**$* "J**^*^
'■"H"**
secondary importance. The im"Broadway After Dark", a
portant thing to him was that
Dr. R. N. Brackett
Clemson men learn to give a man
New York revue with a cast
Established 1876—Incorporated 1923
a hearing — even an indifferent John Hopkins University and
of 35 stage entertainers ofman. He was determined that ;hief chemist of the Arkansas Geofer the season's most colorGreenville's Oldest Hardware Store Under One
Clemson men learn to control im- ogical Survey. From 1891 until
ful presentation.!
Management.
patience, that they consider other five years of experience as
persons as well as themselves.
his death he spent in active and
It was a gigantic undertaking unceasing service of the college.
We've dusted off the front
Doctor Brackett was a power in
row seats to take care of
for one man.
the stags . . . but you'll have
In the early days, Dr. Daniel the life of the campus from his
TIPS
ITS
HAT
TO
.
.
.
JOBBERS
to come . early for these
had to plead and threaten. Some- first arrival. He spent 46 years
chemistry dechoice spots!
times before a speaker appeared teaching in the
HARDWARE, MACHINERY AND MILL SUPPLIES
Gemson College on its Fifty Years of Service to
he would step out on the plat- partment. During 23 of these
years,
he
also
directed
the
anform and caution students. SomeSouth Carolina.
Friday and Saturday
times after the speaker had de- alyses of fertilizers in the exper112 South Main St.
Greenville, S. S. ;;
parted, he would have a heart to iment station. He was Clemson's
Spend
your
vacation
at
FOLLY,
South
Carolina's
representative
in
the
Association
heart talk with five or six huno
dred cadets. He would ask them, of Official Agricultural Chem<$M$"$H$» •$"£+«$"$» 3"$**$**$* "JuJt^tjMjuJuJujMgMjuJttJ
rl1 'I1'!"!11*'
Finest Beach.
THEATRE
man to man, if they were proud of ists, and was president of the orAnderson, S. C.
their catcalls and shoe-shuffling, ganization in 1916. Too, he playif they thought their conduct had ed a leading part in community
affairs.
been fair.

Robertson Tells Of Dr. Daniel's
Influence On The Clemson Corps

Founder Of College Was Among
Most Versatile Man Of His Era

Anderson Publisher
Sends Greetings

Richard Ruhle Refrigeration Co.
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Dr. Brackett
Reigned For
Many Years
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x. Helped
Convicts
Build College

'^

WHWXl
WHEN THF
THE COI>D MECHANICAI i HALL (predecessor of the present engineering building) burned May 38 1926 thS reported damage was §300,000. Biggs Hall, the present building, was built
shortly after the'firei The old structure was of wood.

Original Membership of the Clemson Forum Club-

lip*'
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lncal organization which meets

hiPJLEtZLcuss"everyfe?'' Ks limited membership includes men from every field. The origbi-weekly to discuss everjni^
sitting: A. G. Shanklin, B. K. Eaton, R. W.
inal membership is shown abc* «• ™£» a £ w BBarre, W. D Moore, E. G. Parker, Standing: W. M.
SETS' H AHST M SwlejB F. Robertson, S. B. Rhodes S. J. L Crouch, B. O.
WUUan^s. Noj^m'picture: X& Holmes, Capers Satterlee, B. H. Johnstone, J. L. Marshall.
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After m?Dy monthes of waiting and unnecessary delay, Clem3on is at last assured pf a new

Boxing meets with several colengineering building.
It is proposed that the nrw leges are now being arranged.
A varsity swimming team will
engineering building be named
•fler the late Doctor W. M. Rig?s- be something new at Clemson. As
in boxing, meets are to be held
with other colleges.
^rom The Tiger of Jan.

Old records show tH^t when the
Clemson College buil&ings and
work on the grounds weK^ begun hack in 1889 there were
forty convicts assigned to the
Board of Trustees for the project
The prisoners were kept ifci
stockades to the southeast of
Riggs Hall, and one of them is
still there, used as a sheep stockade now. They made brick from
the clay beds upon which the Rosenkrans house now stands, and
even helped to build several
buildings on the campus, a few of
which are still standing. Among
them were the Trustee House, the
old Engineering Building, the
first part of the Old Textile
Building, the McGinty House, the
first chemistry laboratory, and
the steam laundry, now used as
the print shop.
Some of the prisoners died
while working at Clemson and are
now buried in a plot back of the
Calhoun Family Cemetery, better
known as "Cemetery Hill", which
was originally the burying ground
for the three Calhoun families
who lived in this vicinity—the
Fort Hill Calhouns, the Keowee
Calhouns, and the Coldwater
Calhouns.
After the buildings were completed the convicts were used to
cultivate the farms, and during
that time three or four of them
escaped, and were never recaptured.
Most of them, however, liked
the place and one big black buck
called "Monkey Wrench", when
his time was up and he Was told
that he would have to leave,
went down town and beat up
Saint Pettigrew, Negro, and the
first liveryman at Clemson. He
was immediately readmitted to
the fold. Nothing is known of the
personal relations of the two men,
but it has been suggested that
probably "Monkey Wrench" satisfied two desires with one series
of blows.

Greenville Publisher
Tells of Closeness
Living in close proximity to
Clemson College, I have all my
life had a general idea of the
work it was doing. Several years
ago, however, I was fortunate enough to be elected to serve as a
member of the Board of Visitors.
Spendingd|^the campus
and larking somewhat in det
the scope and excellence of its

The First Administration Building Caught Fire 1894-

THE PICTURE OF CLEMSON'S ADMINISTR ATION BUILDING (above) was snapped by M. V.
Lomax:. Old timers have theories aplenty about the origin of the blaze. (One of them is concerned
with drinkable alcohol which was stored in the third floor museum for preserving animals.) The fire
was discovered on May 22, 1894. It is reported that lack of water pressure maiVs a right on the fire
useless. The entire building burned, carrying with it many valuable coUege documents and practically
all of Thomas G. Clemson's library.

One Of Clemson's Prominent Track Teams—Date: 1923-

Jill.
mWmmmm
■

THE TIGER TBACK TEAM PICTUBED above carried Clemson's colors near and far in
1923. Several prominent men are pictured in this group, among them Judge Strom Thurmond, first
on left, second row.
functions, I was really amazed at
how little I had known about
Clemson heretofore. I made the
statement that I could ^not conceive of any educational institution making a dollar go further
than Clemson was doing.
♦
*h"t time Clemson has
made even more pronounct?"

gress and I am confident that its
Three Receive Promtion.
Th following promotions were
future will be even brighter. '
I am sure that if everyone in recently made at the Erlanger
Cotton Mills, Lexington, N. C.:s
South Carolina knew of the great Robert H. Hope, (Clemson Textile
work it is doing, there would graduate of 1926) was made suJ. C.
Childers
never be any doubt as to the perintendent;
(Clemson graduate of 1931) was
sinews of progress.
made overseer of weaving; and
Boger C. Peace, Publisher B. L. Howell (Clemson special
textile "twlrflt Cl "1331) TT-^g -prCz
Greenville News-Piedmont. iaated'"tC'the position of designer.
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T. G. Clemson's Housekeeper Living Near Cajripus 1912 Saw First
J ane rnnce,

Spry At'91
Ninety-one-year-old Mrs. Jane
Prince, former housekeeper for
Thomas G. (|lemson when he
lived at Fort Hill, tells of the
days -when Clemson "would sit on
the porch, his chair tilted back,
his legs crossed on the bannister
facing what is now Clemson's
third barracks, and say "that's
the place for the institution'."
"He was a big man; stood six
feet seven inches tall. He walked
like an army colonel, too, and was
a good man."
Mrs. Prince became housekeeper at Fort Hill, formerly John C.
Calhoun's mansion, in 1880. Mrs.
Prince's husband was "blood
poisoned when he struck a reed
through his foot while fishing,"
and her baby daughter, Essie,
came to Fort Hill with her.
Mrs. Prince faintly remembers
lents concerned with the outbreaabl"liftPWar Between the
States. How cousins and uncles
and boys came together, then left
to fight. Everybody was busy,
excited. I remember my grandmother would take out an old uniform every day and sun it. It
belonged to an uncle of, mine who
died before the war. She'd cry and
stroke the appellete. My uncle
must have been an officer, but he
died and didn't go to fight."
During the war "Yankee devils
would rush through Pendleton
sometimes, their bayonets shining in the sunlight. I was scared.
Once a group came to the house
where I was working. I was at
the well and was so frightened
that I just stood still praying that
they wouldn't take me away or
hurt me. They just took what
thev wanted and left, though."
At Fort Hill, "little Essie" was
to Mr. Clemson "the apple of my
eye" and 'the bane of my existence," she was so witty and mischievous.
Mail in those days came to
Fort Hill estate from Pendleton
three times weekly. "When the
pouch arrived, Clemson would
gather the News and Couriers and
demand not to be disturbed until
he had "practically read the ink
off of them."
Once while he was thus engrossed in the newspaper, Essie
turned the turkeys into his favorite cantaloupe patch. This made

creed and repeat the Lord's Prayer with him. His last words to
her were: "Good night, God bless
you, Essie."
Mrs. Prince remained at Fort
Hill until 1892. When Clemson
College was opened she moved to
her home at Calhoun, a short
distance from the campus.
She is still active, and cherishes
the many valuable relics and
pieces of furniture left to her by
Mr. Clemson.
A set of buttons inlaid with
diamonds presented to Mr. Clemson by Queen Charlotte of
Belgium, she gave to her granddaughter, Mrs. Tozia, of Calhoun.
She still has pieces of music
copied by Clemson, a large comfort chair, a black walnut spool
bed from Fort Hill, a pair of green
cutglass Bohemian bottles that
were used at the reception John
C. Calhoun gave at Fort Hill for
General Lafayette, and numerous
other priceless trinkets.
Of Clemson College, Mrs. Prince
says:
"I love every brick and boy
in It. Mr. Clemson used to say
that he wanted the "institution
to be open for education of every
farm boy and city boy in the
state. It's doing that, too, isn't
it? Yeah, I've lived to see his
dream come true."

Scientific Education
Tops' Says Editor
In a civilization where haphazard and rule-of-thumb methods
are fading before scientific procedure of inestimably wider scope
and efficiency, Clemson and similar institutions can serve a great
and lasting good by adequately
preparing America's young men
to meet with skill and courage the
formidable problems of the future.
The hands and brains of the
South's rising generations will determine whether this section shall
remain a major thorn in the nation's economic side or shall take
its rightful place in the upper
reaches of America's industry and
agriculture.
And on scientific schools must
rest, in an ever-mounting degree,
the responsibility for preparing
the legions of today's youths to
adequately and sensibly cope with
the uncertainties of the years to
come.
Clemson's admirable record of
service to South Carolina and
to the nation since its establishment needs no comment. It is
written in our soil and in our
test tubes and machines.
And on this foundation) of
achievement Clemsoo.. pas^vWfi
right *to face the future with
courage.
Judson Chapman, Editor
Greenville Piedmont.
Long In Florida
John Allan Long, Architecture,
31, is now practicing In Key
West, Fforida, doing principall
residential and apartment house
designing. He is registered in
Florida and South Carolina and is
a past director of the Florida
Association.
Norton Is
Outstanding Grad

Jane Prince
him furious. But that night, the
incident was forgotten, as were
all of Essie's pranks, and she was
again his "little sissy."
The night of Mr. Clemson's
death, April 6, 1888, he called
for Essie to' read the Apostle's

One of the outstanding graduuates of the Vocational Education school is J. J. Norton, graduate of the class of 1935, who is
Superintendent of the GoodyearClearwater mills of Oedartown,
Georgia.
In addition to his regular job,
Norton has regularly taught an
evening class in textiles.

Basketball On Bowman Field-

Cage Contest

And Auburn Beat Us That Time71

IN THE PICTURE ABOY^E, Clemson is playing Auburn on
Biggs Field shortly after the athletic grounds were opened. Auburn won.

One Of Those Columbia Encampments-

'TWAS A LONG TIME SINCE a Clgmson cadet, corps moved
en masse on Columbia, pitched tents, and spent the state fair holidays. The picture above is of one of those encampments.
EDITORIAL FROM THE TIGER
NOV. 20, 1918

The great war is over. The
glorious army of the expeditionary forces of the United States
will soon return home to receive
the praises which will be
bestow^
ed on this armv[|jbl^ikui>l'pg>,|rui 0f
Jut there some who
will not return; they have made
the supreme sacrifice. Only a
little more than a year and
half ago some of these men were
our own college mates. Clemson
had her full quota of heroes in
the great world war that just ended. Each succeeding cl ass will
be influenced by the noble and
valliant sacrifice which these men
for our c"Uege and country. WE,
the students of Clemson, cannot
pay a higher tribute to our college mates who have fallen i
battle than to erectron our campus a monument to their memory.
The Alumni,, the present students,
and the students of each succeeding class can contribute a sum
of money.
until the required
anioun* is raised to erect the
monument.

Clemson Men Active In
Field Of Education

For a number of years after the
College was e^lah£:sj3Jgfr_ttiere was
such a demand for tecm,ically
trained men that most of ViP
Clemson graduates found employmen in the fields of industry and
special fields of agriculture.
When the Smith-Hughes Act
was passed by Congress in 1917
to provide funds for vocational
education, Clemson was designated as the institution to train
teachers to carry on this work
in agriculture, and in trades and
industries. Several hundred young
men have been trained as teachers for these fields and have
exerted a great influence in the
development of vocational education in South Carolina. At the
present time over 200 Clemson
men are employed as teachers of
vocational agriculture in the public schools of the state. In the field
of industrial education 100 men
THE TIGER, JAN. 22, 1920
are employed. Theic has been a
W. B. Townsend, '16, is with great demand from other states
the American troops in Siberia. for Clemson-trained men in the

Clemson basketball started with
a bang. The team played three
games in two days and won all
three, one of them by the score
of 78 to 6. Following are excerpts from the Tiger of February, 1912, telling of the three contests:
The afternoon game against
Furman was Clemson's first game
this season, and while they took
a few minutes to get to working,
they soon cut loose and played
the University boys off their feet
The results were 31 to 4 after
the first half. The second half
Furman buckled down, and on
this account and from the fact
that Clemson let up, the score
was only 46 to 12 in Clemson's
favor when the whistle blew for
the finish of the game.
The Butlergame
The night game against the
Buter Guards was an excellent
demonstration of scientific basket ball on Clemson's part. Many
times the ball would be handled
twice between' center and the
goal, and the Butler boys could
nit break up the Clemson team
work which was the best ever
seen in Greenville. At the end of
the first half, the score stood
40 to 0 in Clemson's favor. The
second half was practically a repitition of the first, and when the
time was up for the second half,
Clemson had 78 to their credit,
while the Butler boys could only
show a total of 6 points. A state
record was made by J. O. Erwin,
Clemson,s fast center, who threw
29 field goals.
Ad Wofford
From Greenville the team went
over to Spartanburg, where they
played the Wofford team. Although handicapped by having to
play by the YMCA rules instead
of the regular inter-collegiate
rules, the team played a good
game and won by a safe margin.
The first half ended with the
score: .Clemson 15, Wofford 5.
The second half was closer; but,
when the whistle blew for the end
of the game, Clemson had the
Wofford bunch 34-23.
J. O. Erwin was the McTadden
of the team. He threw 58 points
during the Butler game, and averaged 33 points per game for the
first three games.
The article was written by G.
J. Hearsey, Athletic Editor of the
1912 Tiger.

Bo Newsome Best
Bugler Ever at Clemson
dotors Bo Newsome ('35), now
j in the textile school, is
have been one of the
buSNiL ever at Clemson.
Some nights*^r^ld blow
^P8
with two bu^™^™* timefields of vocational efrlcation
Many Clemson me* are em~
ployed as superintendents and
principals of schools, :as teachers
of subject other than, the vocations, and as coached- Several
Clemson men are superfStendents
of education in their refcgective
counties.
Not only are Clemson mens^0"
tive in the public schools bur*>-a
large number are employed IP
extension work, soil conservation*d
forestry work, Farm Security an 6
other State and Federal agenc/*
tlle
which play a great part in
social, economic, and,-eduestiona^
development of tb* sVate. Clemson men have contributed to the
advancement of this state by the
intelligent use i>f science in improving agricultnra lpractices, in
training effici^t workers in industry, and ir- improving the living conditions of the people
through edition.
Jajpees H. Hope, State
Superintendent Education.
i

IX DAYS GONE BY, before the erection of clemson's present
field house, basketball hero was an outdoor .sport and played on
Bowman Field.

President Riggs' Funeral Service

DR. Wr. M. RIGGS was the late ^lemson President. Above
is shown his casket and honor guard iifi the old Clemson chapel
just before funeral services.

J_

FROM THE CLEMSON
CHRONICLE, 1904—

Several Tigers Were
Ii? S-American War

The latest military toast to the
ladies:
0i. great many Clemson men
Our arms to your defence,
served in the Spanish-American
Your arms our recompense.
War. Among them were schoolFall in!
mates of Professor W. W. Klugh,
who himself went to camp.
Millenium
j Some of these whom the ClemSome day when the negro no long- son professor recalls are Colonel
er steals,
fS. S. Moorman, Class '96, who was
We'll ride in wagons without any «a Lieutenant in the 2nd South
wheels
'Carolina; Captain I. M. Mauldin,
When the sun sets where it now-*' Class '96, also of the 2nd South
rises,
' Carolina; George F. Boulware,
And the poor man wins the lo't- Class '96, a first sergeant in the
Newberry company.
tery prizes:.
/
Marian B. Leech, ex '98, a LieuTramps will be delighted to work,
And dagos refusg-to ^Krry'aAlirk. tenant in the 1st South Carolina;
ThejLutQEfrtfctte will be safe *Bd4JFirst Lieutenant S. Frank Parrott, ex '96, 1st South Carolina;
"Bound,
And a dishonest man cannot be Fjrst Sergeant Junious Parrott, ex
'%: J. Leland Kennedy, ev '98,
found;
We'll cross the ocean without First Sergeant in the 1st South
Carolina, and J. W. Gray, a lieuany ships.
tenant in the Butler Guards, 1st
And seniors will all be given
South Carolina.
"dips."
Money will grow on all the trees,
And checks will float in every
breeze.
The clock struck nine, I looked
at Kate,
Whose lips were luscious red;
"At quarter after nine I mean
To steal a kiss," I said,
She cast a roguish look at me,
And then she whispered low,
With just the sweetest smile:
"That clock is fifteen minutes
slow."

Army Men Trained
Here For Last War

During the World War Clemson was the scene of an army
encampment for training men in
various phases of military, engineering, and trade requirements,
all of which go to make up a
good war.
There were courses in auto mefoundry, and topographic work.
There was also a unit of the
"May I print a kiss upon your SATC, a branch of the service for
those who were not old enough
lips?" I said,
And she nodded her sweet per- to get into the regular service.
Captain Curtis, a graduate of
mission;
So we went to press, And I rather Massachusetts Institute of Technology, was Commanding Officer
guess,
of the unit.
We printed a full edition.
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Congratulations On
CLEMSON'S FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY

Ed Robinson
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING
1017-19 Gervais St.

Columbia, S. C.
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" SECTION II—PAGE EIGHT

CAMPUS MEMBERS OF '96 CLASS TALK OVER OLD TIMES
An Evening's Campus Members of Clemson's First Class-

system . . . '."
Prof. Hunter: "And from Prof.
Strode's classroom I was directed
to Prof. Furman's classroom —
a member of the famous Furman
family of Baptists, one of whom
founded Furman University). Professor Furman said "If Professor
Strode sees fit to qualify you, I
am willing to give you my qualification.' And he signed his name.
He told me ^to proceed to Prof.
Morrison. (The late Prof. William
S. Morrison, distinguished Carolinian, for many years Clemson
professor of history) Prof. Morrison said, looking at the card,
'If these two gentlemen are willing to attach their names to your
card, I am willing."

Conversation
(A synopsis of conversations
between four members of Clemson's first class of 1896—Professor J. E. Hunter, Professor
W. W. Klugh, and Professor
R. E. Lee. all of the Clemson
faculty, and B. F. Roberston,
Chemist of South Carolina. Professor Hunter has long been interested in gathering recollections of the early graduates for
placing on file in the Clemson
Library and <fie called this informal meeting of these graduates for this purpose. The four
met at the Robertson home,
Clemson, on November 17,
1037).

PRESIDENT CRAIGHEAD
Mr. Robertson: "The students
had never been taught how to
study and most of the faculty had
never taught—Dr. Craighead said
he was about as green as a college
president as the greenest rat. Often he said it was foolish for him
with his experience to try to organize a college but he worked
on."

A PROBLEM SUBMITTED
BY PROFESSOR KLUGH
"The first veterinarian at Clemson," said Prof. Klugh, "was Mr.
Wyman. His father was a noted
obstretician of New York and
shortly before Mrs. Wyman was
to present Mr. Wyman with an
heir, Dr. Wyman came to Clemson
to be in attendance. A son was
■*W
born. Sometime afterward Mr.
^*V and Mrs. Wyman secured a divorce and then the father, Dr.
W>-Hian, married the daughter-inlaw and the son, Mr. Wyman, married the mother-in-law. Both Dr.
Wyman and Mr. Wyman had sons
by their second marriages. What
was the relationship of the three
.boys?"
RAINY DAYS
Prof. Lee said "Back in our
time, we didn't go to class if it
was too rainy. We had to walk
to the hotel for some of our classes and some of the other classrooms were equally as far from
the barracks. We would send word
to the President's Office that it
was too wet and we spent the hour
in barracks."

^

^

Alumnus Lee-

ROOM NUMBERS ON
OUTSLDE OF BARRACKS

FIVE MEMBERS OF CLEMSON'S FIRST CLASS are connected with the college and on the campus
at present. Those shown above are, left to right: Professor Joe E. Hunter, Professor C. C. Newman
('05), Professor W. W. Klugh, State Chemist Ben Robertson, Sr. Professor R. E. Leo was not present when the picture was made.
—Staff Photo By Marshall Bell.

of English)."
Mr. Lee: "Was it true some of
the boys came in barefooted?"
Mr. Hunter (laughing): "I
don't know about that."
Mr. Robertson: "On the morning of the 6th we were called together —. we had been bunched
around anywhere — and the command was given 'front.' This was
followed by 'right face.' You never
saw such an awkward squad —
"SINK" PETTIGREW
some stood still, some turned
AND ED HUNTER
around,- we did everything and
Prof. Klugh said "No account anything. Boys kept coming in,
of early days at Clemson should off and on, for weeks—straggling
leave out 'Sink' Pettigrew. Sink
was colored. Also he was the first
Mr. Klugh: "I arrived on July
liveryman at Clemson—he operat- 31."
ed the first taxi. He was the only
Mr. Lee: "I arrived on August
taximan we had until Mr. Clink- 3rd."
scales set up in business. Sink
Mr. Hunter: "A lot of the boys
had a horse of which he was very used to use the woods back of the
proud—an old sway-backed black barracks for a toilet—those woods
which be called Black Diamond. and bushes.
We used to hire Black Diamond
Mr. Klugh: "Why, that went
and Sink's conveyance to do our on all of the first year."
courting. I can see Tom MoorMr. Robertson: "The boys who
man (the late Colonel Moorman, had been at Clemson two or three
U S. A., late commandant at weeks began hazing new boys.
Clemson) yet on his way to Pen- Already they were old boys and
dleton in this hired rig. There are you'd hear them calling to newpeople in Pendleton now that comers: 'Hey, Rat'."
smile when they remember how
Mr. Klugh: "The term 'rat' was
Tom and the rest of us looked brought to Clemson from some of
driving that old horse."
the other military schools, it was
Mr. Robertson: "Sink prospered in common usage then. A number
and bought himself a carry-all. of boys had been at The Citadel
And I remember one day he and there were a number from
brought a load of boys over to the the old Patrick Military Academy
college from Calhoun. He saw at Anderson—I suppose more boys
them all to their seats, shut the came from tha* school than from
door, then he went forward and any other single institution—that
got on the box and drove to Clem- is, in the first class."
son in style. And he drew up in
Mr. Lee: "I remember I had
front of the barracks, got down been to The Citadel and brought
and opened the door—and there my cutaway jacket with me to
wasn't a boy to be seen."
Clemson. Lieutenant Donaldson
Prof. Hunter: "And there was brad me put it on and set me up
old Ed Hunter." (Ed was colored) as a drill sergeant. I lined the boys
"No early account should leave up between the Main Building
him out."
and the old Mechanical Building
Prof. Klugh: "I remember one —in a long line-^and gave them
day there was a man named Evans right face for an hour. Afterworking at the machine shop who ward the Commandant wanted to
had been vaccinated and as a re- know how many men had turned
sult had developed a case of var- out and as I hadn't counted them,
ioloid. Old Ed in the midst of one I went out and counted the holes
of Dr. Craighead's classes—Dr. in the ground where their heels
Craighead at the time also was had 'right faced.'
President of Clemsoi -poked his
Mr. Hunter: "Our first fatigue
head in the door anf ,ie said, 'Mr. uniforms were marie of jeans—old
President, Mr. Ev is won't be fashioned jeans — jackets and
around today; he'? ot a bad case pants."
of celluloid."
Mr. Klugh: "But-we had cutaProf. Craighead taught French. way uniforms from the first, tight
fitting with braid and brass butCLEMSON'S FIRST DAY
tons. Officers wore plumes and
Mr. Robertson: "The first boys the others wore pom poms on their
came to Clemson on the morning hats."
Mr. Robertson: "By July 6,
of July 5th, 1893—it was a hot
summer day, the thermometer 1893, there were 440 cadets at
must have been a 1 ur ^.red in the Clemson."
Mr. Lee:
"We had summer
shade or over. I came in with the
morning batch and that afternoon school in those days and winter
the main crowd arrived on foot- holiday. Clemson was the center
walking in from Cherry-,. And of state attention—the school had
what a sight—they were wearing been founded as a part of the
everything from seersuckers to Tillman Reform Movement and it
Prince Alberts. That was the days was Tillman's idea that the boys
before overalls or they would have should work their way through
been in overalls—some of them. school. So we attended school
We wore stiff bosomed shirts in that year while there were crops
those days and stiff collars and to work and we went home in wincuffs. Some of the collars and ter time "when there was no farm
most of the cuffs were celluloid—| work."
Mr. Hunter: "We were allowed
it saved laundry bills; all you had
to do was to rub the celluloid to work if we wanted to—some of
the boys did work, they were alcuffs and put them on again."
Prof. Hunter: "I came in on the lowed to work on the farm or dig
5th. And we were pretty green. trees about the campus. They reA great many of us hadn't seen ceived 8 cents an hour.
Mr. Klugh: "We were sent to
electric lights in our lives. I had
but the reason was I came from observe how farming was done.
only forty miles from Columbia I remember they took us over
and I'd been to the courthouse. about the horticultural grounds to
There were a lot of towns ia South show us how to plow. Some of the
Carolina in those days that had boys who had been raised on a
no electric lights. And few of farm took hold of the plows and
us had ever been many miles be- Tom Moorman said 'That's easy."
And he took the plow but he didfore from home.
"They met us over about the n't go far, 'No more plowing for
hospital—Lieutenant T. Q. Don- me,' he said.
aldson was commandant, the first
Mr. Robertson: "The boys built
commandant (He was in the 7th the first dairy at Clemson — it
V. S. Cavalry, recently out of stood in that hollow between the
West Point). The lieutenant was Chemistry and the present Dairy
determined to make Clemson as building. There was a spring there
strict as the Military Academy and then and the milk was cooled in
he shouted out to us, 'Fall in.' the spring water—rows of buckWe didn't know what 'Fall in' ets were lined up in the spring.
meant and Lawrence Sease said to We didn't have ice then."
him, *what the hell have you got
Mr. Klugh: "My tuition for the
to do with it?* (The late Law- first year was paid by the month
rence Sease afterward became —16.50 and that included board,
known to thousands of Clemson light, water, everything.
men as "King" Sease, professor
Mr. Lee: "One of the highlights

'dismiss ranks' and we dismissed.
We were young too. We all headed for the gangplank and it gave
way. Two boys sustained broken
legs—Mahaffey and Lancaster.
And Jeff Maxwell jumped out of
a door on the first floor and landed right on Bill Yoe's stomach."
He weighted 300 pounds.
Mr. Robertson:
"The second
year we paid $16.88 every two
and a half months. Dr. P. H. E.
Sloan, the treasurer, said it was
too much trouble taking in the
money every month."
Mr. Klugh: "He was a character—I'll never forget him with
his cane. He was a fine man."
Mr. Lee; "We came to Clemson^
in 1893 and were graduated in
1896. The first graduation exercises were held December 16,
1896. There was no class in '97,
the second class was the class of
'98. We had switched then to summer vacations. We went at first
from February to mid-December,
ten months a year.
Mr. Klugh: "When we came to
Clemson the Main Building was
standing, the Chemistry building
—the old wing of it—and Barracks No. I without the present
top floor—and there was one wing
of the old Mechanical Hall, now
burned. The house Professor Ed
Freeman now lives in was standing at that time where the Library
now stands—it was called the
Experiment Station."
Mr. Lec: "The Main Building
was called the Agricultural build
ing and the word 'Agriculture' is
still to be seen over the south entrance. The main building was designed by Bruce and Morgan, architects of Atlanta, and it is a
better building than many of that
time. The clock tower is a good
clock tower. Winthrop was designed at about the same time by the
same architects and that explains
the similarity of some of the
buildings of the two institutions.
The brick residences on the campus were built at this same time,
designed by these architects."
Mr. Robertson: "Much of the
labor on these buildings was convict labor. There was a stockade
at Clemson. (Some of these convicts are buried in unmarked
graves on Cemetery Hill behind
the graves of the Calhoun family).
Mr. Klugh: "Many of the bricks
were made where Professor Rosenkrans lives now."
Mr. Lee: "And some came from
the old Stribling brickyard on
Eighteen Mile Creek.
Mr. Hunter: "And the stone was
quarried down that ravine behind
the barracks—in that pasture; and
some came from over by Fort Rutledge."
Mr. Robertson: "Jim Hall was
acting as superintendent of buildings and he didn't know much
about blue prints. He got the
plans for the hotel mixed up and
the back side was put to the front.
And the Chemistry Building is

Our Wee Willie-

THIS CANDID shot of Professor W. W. Klugh ('96) made
recently by staff photographer
J. D. Brown shows the popular
campus figure in one of his
most typical poses.

EARLY SENTINELS
Mr. Lee: "We were very military and strict. Sentinels were
posted on every hall and outside
too from retreat to reveille. They
walked their posts—two hours at
a time.
Mr. Klugh: "Sentinels were
posted outside during the day for
a time after the college burned.
The main building burned in May,
1894, didn't it?"
Mr. Hunter: "We went to Rock
Hill in April—the whole corps
went over for the cornerstone exercises at Winthrop."
Mr. Lee: "We had to go on the
train as far as Charlotte before
going down to Rock Hill and the
State of North Carolina objected
to our being there—said we were
an armed band of troops from
South Carolina."
Mr. Klugh: 'And we hadn't a
round of ammunition."
Mr. Robertson: "But they let
us parade through Charlotte before they'raised the objection. The
band could play only one piece—
Washington Post March, I think
it was."
Mr. Lee: "So we went to Winthrop—445 cadets and we kept
sentinels posted on the train."
Mr. Hunter: "And we came
back to Clemson and the main
building burned. It caught on the
top floor."
Mr. Klugh: "And I've always
believed it had something to do
with some brandied fruit. The
state sent a lot of fruit preserved
in brandy to Clemson; it had been
at the State Fair on exhibit and
it was put on thhe top floor of the
main building as part of a museum the college was starting."
Mr. Lee: "The Earle family had
sent some fine botanical specimen for this museum."
Mr. Hunter: "And there was a
reptile collection of the state."
Mr. Klugh: "I am satisfied that
some of the boys were up there
trying to get the brandy out of
that fruit and that the fire got
started—maye from a match."
Mr. Robertson^ "And then in
July, '94, we went to the summer
encampment in Spartanburg. It
was the beginning of Camp McClellan for Clemson. The Citadel
had a summer encampment so we
had to have one too—but we had
but one."
"Mr. Klugh: "They took us out
by an old coal shute, we got coal
and sand in our shoes and we had
to stage a parade for General John
B. Gordon—we paraded from
Hayne elear into the square at
Spartanburg and back and then
we hd to wash in cans that had
kerosene in them—they hadn't
even been cleaned. What a row
we raised."
EARLY MATRICULATION
Mr. Hunter: "There was no
special ceremony about matriculating. We came and they gave us
examinations."
Mr. Robertson: "We weren't
classified at all until Prof. Stewart took us in hand—he taught
meterology."
Mr. Hunter: "I had to stand
a test in algebra. I was sent to
Prof. .Strode—the was the first
President of Clemson, Craighead
was the second. Prof. Strode said
I have a system whereby you
will go to the board.' And I went
to the board and he said to factor A square minus B square. I
did that and he signed my card."
Mr. Robertson: "I remember
the test he gave me: 1f threefifths of a post is in water and
it stands 20 feet above water,
what is the length of the post?"
Mr. Klugh: "I had two questions. Mr. Strode was very methodical and he said 'I have a system
whereby you will go to the board.'
And I went and he said 'If a farmof the first year was the crashing
of the gangplank. Lieutenant Donaldson was young. He had us all
out in front of the barracks in
a hollow square when suddenly a
shower of rain came up. He gave

Mr. Lee: "In those days when
a sentinel could not find out who
had made some noise or cat-call,
he would report the whole wing
of a building—that often happened. And in order for sentinel to
tell in what vicinity a noise was
coming from, the college painted
the room numbers on the outside
of the barracks between every
window—in figures ten inches
high."
Mr. Hunter: "They were strict.
If a basin was upturned you got
reported."
Mr. Klugh: "And if a button
was not buttoned you were reported—you weren't even allowed to
lounge in your own room." •
BATHS
Mr. Robertson: "And each cadet
had to send in a written report
three times a week certifying he
had taken a bath."
Mi'. Klugh then gave the reasons why the- bottom wing of Barracks No. 1 was known for many
years as "Pig" and why the north
bottom wing of the same barracks, now a part of the mess hall,
was known as "Sling." Many old
Clemson men will remember the
reasons. Also many old Clemson
men will remember what one of
the most complained of violations
of rules was in those days.
Mr. Lee: "Through our sophomore year we went to class on
week days until 6 and on Saturdays until 4. We got off that
extra hour on Saturday because
the faculty complained of the long
hours."
Mr. Robertson: "The highlight
of '95 was the trip the corps made
to Atlanta to the Exposition; we
had our pictures made on the
steps of the Georgia Statehouse
and I remember an army officer
at the post in Atlanta said of the
Clemson men, 'That is the best
cadet corps I have ever seen.' And
this enraged the Commandant of
The Citadel.
FIRST FACULTY
Mr. Hunter: "There were about
ten or fifteen men on the first
Clemson faculty—Dr. Craighead,
Prof. Strode, Hart Welch, who
taught physics, Williams Welch,
drawing; Professor Morrison, history; Professor Furman, English;
also "Cheese" Hart, dairying; and
Harrison and Moncrief, both of
whom taught English."
,
Mr. Klugh: "Moncrief went to
Millsaps in Mississippi from here."
Mr. Lee: "Moncrief was called
monkey-teeth.
Mr. Klugh: "Who was it taught
agronomy?"
Mr. Robertson: "They'd never
heard of agronomy."
Mr. Klugh: "Colonel J. S. Newman taught agriculture but he
left at the end of '93. One day I
was absent from his class; I was
on duty as officer of the day. Colonel Newman wanted to know why
I was absent and when I told
him he said 'No one on God's
earth has the right to take you
from my class."
Mr. Hunter: "Professor Moncrief went about with a book under one arm, deep in thought. He
'lived where Professor 'Holmes
lives. And the day the college
burned — everything was over,
even the' last floor had fallen in,
when here came Prof. Moncrief.
One of the boys was sitting over
by the trustee house on top of
his trunk—all of the boys had
moved their things out of barracks. Prof. Moncrief bumped into
this trunk and looking up, he
said, 'Why, the college is on fire."
Mr. Robertson: "And astronomy
was taught once at Clemson for
eight nights. Professor Steward
taught it. He got us out and talked and talked on a clear night.
Some of the boys went to sleep.
And then one night it was cloudy
and he let us go."
Mr. Klugh: "I never went back
after that night."
Mr. Robertson: "I did—and the
next night he kept us an hour
overtime and when we complained
he said he was making up for the
night before. He kept us overtime
one more time and that ended
astronomy."
Mr. Lee: "Professor Stewart
had one thing he harped on—a
eighteen inches wider at one end
than at the other.
Mr. Klugh: "And John Hook
told him about it—that there was
eighteen inches difference and
told Hall he must have been
drinking. Hall didn't say anything
about the drinking but he measured the building and had to admit
the differences."

PROFESSOR R. E. LEE, member of Clemson's first class and
now head of the Clemson department of architecture, is
shown above. Mr. Lee was leading military officer in the cadet
corps of his day.
—Staff Photo by Pericola.
rail road from Cherrys to Calhoun
by way of Clemson and he was
to be the designer. He had bridges
and fills and everything planned."
Mr. Klugh: "And one time Professor Moncrief. took us rabbit
hunting. It was a Thanksgiving
day and a heavy snow had fallen.
About 40 or 50 of us went with
him down in the bottoms and we
killed about 80 or 90 and the
Professor invited us to dinner, he
would take care of us, he said—
and that pleased us, having dinner with a professor. The boys at
barracks told us Shorty was giving them a real feed. (Shorty was
the late Mr. Chilletter, Captain
Harcomb's predecessor). But we
said we weren't eating at the barracks. The boys at barracks had
turkey and cranberry and everything and do you know what we
had at Professor Moncrief's—a
piece of tough rabbit and half a
hoe cake."
Mr. Lee: "And one time Professor Furman took us rabbit
hunting—he led the crowd over
by old Stone Church and back to
the bottoms. We killed 300 rabbits
on that hunt."
Mr. Hunter: "We never hunted
'possums, but some of the boys
hunted ground squirrels. There
was a boy here named Ground
Squirrel Smith. He made a
month's board once selling ground
squirrels. He would put a chain
to them and sell them for a quarter as pets."
Mr. Robertson: "Prof. Williams
Welch taught drawing and he was
always telling jokes in class."
Mr. Klugh: "And I don't remember a one that was a clean
joke."
Mr. Hunter: "And the professors in those days had to take time
about conducting chapel exercises.
And one day the chapter he selected to read from the Bible was
the 'begat' chapter. So and so
bekat so and so and so and son begat so and so—iright on through
and that was all—nothing but
'begats.'"
Mr. Klugh: "And Cheese Hart
gave the shortest prayer I ever
heard. He couldn't recite thje
Lord's Prayer; he had never learned it. He always read it and he
kept it in the Bible in the chapel.
One morning when it was his
time to conduct the exercises, we
wondered what would happen if
he lost his copy of the prayer.
Rhett Turnipseed (now one of
South Carolina's distinguished divines) said if we would hoist him
in the chapel window he would
get the copy. So we hoisted him.
And at chapel that morning,
Cheese read one of the psalms and
then he looked for the prayer.
'Our Father,' he said. And then
he said 'Amen'."
Mr. Robertson: "Colonel Hardin
taught chemistry; he was very
abrupt in manner and so meticulous that he wouldn't use one of
the college's gas jets to light his
own cigars. Colonel Hardin was
a well known figure—<he wore a
goatee beard and left V. M. I. to
serve in the Confederate Army—
he was closely associated with
Stonewall Jackson, knew him very
well, and I think he was a member of General Jackson's staff—I
have often heard that he was.
General Jackson was his model.
He didn't think much of Clemson; he didn't think Clemson
would ever amount to much."
Mr. Klugh: "He belonged to the
old classical school—he thought
the manual arts was a mere passing fancy."
Mr. Lee: "He wouldn't send
personal letters by a janitor—he
would deliver them himself."
Mr. Hunter: "Colonel Hardin
was very prompt. If you saw him
on his way to chapel, it was time
for you to start to chapel."
Mr. Robertson: "And John F.
Calhoun was the first bursar. I
remember one day Rhett Turnipseed and I went to ask him what
er has a hundred watermelons
and sells them for five cents each,
how much will he receive.' I said,
'Professor, I can answer that without writing it down.' Prof. Strode
said 'I have a system whereby
you will write it down.' and I
wrote it down. Then he said if a
man loans out $100 at six per
cent interest, what interest will
he collect at the end of a year.
And again I said I can answer
that. Prof. Strode said 'I have a

truth there was to the rumor that
John C. Calhoun was the father
of Abraham Lincoln. He rose right
up from his chair and Turnipseed
and I departed."
Mr. Klugh: "Prof. Strode had
to TaRe~a' lot 'Of-f- the boys—one
time in the chemistry building,
Arthur Chreitzberg and Ivy Mauldin didn't want to be called on
during a class so they hid themselves in those old lockers that
used to be there—they crawled in
and pulled the door behind them.
One of the boyg then placed a
bench in front of the lockers so
they couldn't get out. Soon they
were making a lot of noise and
Prof. Strode came along to see
what was wrong. Custis Lee Lightsey helped him pull the bench
away. The lockers were opened
and out tumbled the boys. Strode
was so surprised he said 'Marchers, take charge of your section,
class is dismissed'."
Mr. Lee: "Professor Furman's
was the class that everyone enjoyed. He appreciated wit and
sometimes you could hear him and
his classes laughing all over the
campus. Boys in other classes,
hearing this, began to laugh too
—they knew what was going on."
Mr. Klugh: "I never saw Professor non-plussed but once. One
day Chreitzberg asked him how
the engineering students compared with the agricultural students
in their grades. And Prof. Furman
put his finger between his eyes—
a habit he had—and said the agricultural students again, as usual,
stood about ten points higher all
around. 'Why is that, Professor?'
asked Chreitzberg. 'Well, sir,'
said Professor Furman, "when
the engineers conceive the fundamental principles of literature,
arts, and the sciences then they
will have a chance to surpass the
agriculturals.' Chreitzberg then
borrowing a term from dynamics
said 'If you will give me the virtual center of that, I'll give you
the solution.' Professor Furman
looked momentarily puzzled—at
was evident he did not know
what the virtual center was. But
next day Professor Furman gave
the most brilliant and elucidating
discourse on virtual center that
has ever been made at Clemson."
Mr. Lee: "And one day the class
was in an uproar and suddenly
Lieutenant Donaldson appeared at
the door. He demanded to know
what the noise was about. Professor Furman said "Lieutenant
Donaldson, this is my classroom
and when I need the help of the
United States Army, I have you
to know I shall send for a Brigadier-General, not for a Second
Lieutenant."
Mr. Robertson:
"ProfessorStrode didn't.like for us to know
what grades tie was marking down
for us. But we found out that a
rectangle meant zero. We called
it the wagon body. And a dot
meant a hundred."
FIRST CLEMSON DANCES
Mr. Klugh: "The first dances
at Clemson were held in the hotel.
Later they were held on the top
floor of the main building. The
first orchestra at a Clemson dance
consisted of Black Bill Allen, imported from Pendleton. He was a
fiddler. We did the waltz and the
two-step. The first belles included
the Strode girls, the Hardin girls,
Mrs. S. B. Earle, Mrs. Shiver and
the other Calhouns and Mrs. Lee
McHugh."
Mr. Robertson: "The typhoid
fever epidemic was in '97."
.CLASSROOMS
Mr. Robertson: "After the main
building burned, we used to hold
classes in the the basement of the
Calhoun mansion, at the hotel,
In the old barbershop that used to
stand by the power house—in all
kinds of holes around here."
Mr. Klugh: "The first Post Office was at Calhoun and then it
was moved to a house that used
to stand behind the trustee house."
Mr. Hunter: "Hall and Sloan
built the first store at Clemson
Hall was the Hall who didn't understand blueprints and Sloan was
Dave Sloan, Hoke Sloan's grandfather. John Martin came too,
in the early days and took up a
place by "squatter rights," I guess
you would call it."
EARLY MESSROOM
Mr. Hunter: "We had maggots
in the meat in the early days.
There was no refrigeration and
the beef would walk in the dish.
I have seen the boys skim the
walkers out and eat the meat,
but not me. We had pine tables
and when you heard the shout
'Shoot the bull' you had better
look lively—the bull was apt to
land in your lap. Those were the
table manners." .
Mr. Robertson: "Nowadays the
boys would be down with ptomaine poison."
Mr. Klugh: "But we fattened."
Mr. Lee: "Fly pudding and
cream puffs were dessert; the
cream puffs were good. Once
Shorty saw one of the legislators
bite into one of the puffs. He said
'these biscuits are raw and he
pitched them out the window."
Mr. Klugh: "Seuaic- Tillman
used to visit us. He would come
into our rooms, seeing how things
were getting along."
THE MAGNOLIAS
Mr. Klugh: "Colonel D. K. Norria of Hickory Flats, near Pendleton, gave the magnolia trees to
Clemson that now stand in front
of the barracks; he got them
from down the country."
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The Old John C. Calhoun Mansion Is Center of Beautiful Clemson Campus
Mecca For
Visitors
Despite the modern twentieth
century architecture of demon's
handsome new buildings which
surround it, serene Fort Hill, the
home of John C. Calhoun, and
later the home of Thomas G. Clemson, his son-in-law, still stands
as the focal point of beauty on
the Clemson campus.
Immune to the tremendous
growth of the Clemson plants, the
old mansion, in accordance with
Thomas G. Clemson's will still
Is preserved very much as John
C. Calhoun planned it more than
a century ago when he first
moved to the South Carolina hill
country.
Fort Hill was first chosen ae a
home site by Dr. James McElhenny, the first pastor of the Old
Stone Church, which also is etill
preserved. Clergy Hall, as it was
then called, contained only four
rooms.
John C. Calhoun first came to
Fort Hill in 182 6, when, with failing health and a depleted fortune,
he was forced to move to the
South. After extensive alteration
in which the original building
became the east wing, Calhoun
named the place Fort Hill in
honor of the old Revolutionary
Fort Rutledge which had stood
on the estate.
Mrs. Calhoun Is alleged to be
responsible for rifuch of the unusual architecture of the Mansion.
It is said that Mrs. Calhoun added
several rooms and changed several with the result that halls are
broken by unexpected turns and
steps. The design of the interior
of the house is altogether informal, and definitely has a different
touch.
The mansion which remains today, as it was during the later
years that John C. Calhoun lived
there, is rambling and spacious,
and consists of fourteen rooms.
Tall, plastered-over columns of
brick support the porticos which
face north, East, and west. The
original slave bell still hang under
these graceful porticos.
The white clappboards and the
interior woodwork of the mansion
are red cedar which was supplied
from the huge cedar trees on the
PSt.Q.t.6

The' kitchen of the house, like
that of Mount Vernon is separated from the rest of the house
by a covered passage way. Calhoun's study, which is reached by
a flagged walk is to the south of
the house. Under the study is located the unusual nineteenth
century refrigerator of the estate
where ice and snow were stored in
winter for summer use.
In 1850 Calhoun died and
Thomas G. Clemson, his son-inlaw, inherited the estate. Clemson lived in the mansion tor
for more
than forty years of his colorful
political career. Upon his and Mrs.
£,
,„ .q„„+h
Clemson's
death th»
the estate
estate was
was
given to the state of South Carolina for the establishment of an
Agricultural and Mechanical College.
Thomas Clemson's will reads in
part:
"It is my desire that the dwelling-house of Fort Hill shall
never be torn down or altered:
but shall be kept in repair with
all Of the articles of furniture
and vesture which I herewith
give for that purpose, and shall
be always open for the inspection of visitors: but a part of
the house may be used by such
of the professors as the trustees
may direct ..."
Lack of funds permitted the
house to fall badly in disrepair,
following Clemson's death.
In
recent years, however, the John
C. Calhoun Chapter of U. D. C.
has restored the home to very
nearly its original glamour.

by its proper owner for a benevolent purpose and a fferpetual
source of good because it is desired by a young lady, who may or
may not need It, to promote her
personal comfort and to whom it
could go..as an addition to what
we are accustomed to consider in
this country a fair provision'."
Said the News and Courier:
'"Under all circumstances, the
action of Governor Richardson is
eminently Judicious. It protects
the State. It ensures to Miss Lee
a full hearing in the courts. It
postpones in no wise the acceptance of the Clemson bequest. . .' "
In the meantime the General
Assembly of South Carolina passed
a bill accepting the Clemson bequest. This they immediately sent
to Governor Richardson. He refused to approve or disapprove the
measure, waiting until the next
session before acting upon the
bill. On May, 1889, the case was
decided In favor of Simpson, Clemson's executor, the injunction
against him dismissed, and the
plaintiff ordered to pay the costs
of the suit. The plaintiff appealed
to the United States Supreme
Court, and before a decision was
handed down by this body the
South Carolina General Assembly
met again, forcing Governor Richardson to take some action of the
bill It was apparent that the Supreme Court would uphold the decision of the lower court, so Governor Richardson signed the bill.
"This Act, approved December
23 1889, provided that one half
of'the land scrip fund of $191,800
which had been alloted to the
University of South Carolina
should be vested in the six members of the Board of Trustees who
were elected by the General Assembly. This fund was to be held
•;n perpetuity and the income from
it used by the Board for building
and maintaining the college The
mnual grant by Congress of Ae
$15 000 Hatch fund was transfer,d from the University to Clemson
College. It was also Prided that
college should receive $15,000 an
nuauy from the privilege tax on
fertilisers An appropriation of
$15 JoO was made from the state
rlasury, fifty convicts were assigned to work on the buildings
and grounds, ?3,000 was awarded
for Plans and specifications and
Hie Board of Trustees was authorized to begin work.
-The first meeting of the full
hoard of trustees was held in tne
spring of 1891. An executive committee of the board was placed
S charge of the building pr°tram The corner stone of the
main building was laid July 28

a°so housed the heating and lightmg plants. There was one dormiwell as
as an infirmary,
mtirmarj, and
^
well
*'teen residences for the mem
, the f acuity. One hundred
"°'= of. land
,„„,, -_„<,
,t aside as an
acres
was R(
set
experimental farm. The college
Se?d consisted of Devon, Holstein
and Jersey cattle. There were two
barns\ndysix silos. The total value
of the property was $2o0,000.
"During the first year there was
a faculty of fifteen members, and
an enrollment of 446 students. Not
much is known or
he first
course of instruction, but in 1894
the college was organized upon
a departmental basis. The catalog for that year showed the following departments: Agriculture,
Botanv, Dairying, Horticulture,
Mechanics, Shop Practice, Chemistry Physics, Mathematics, English ' History, Drawing, Military
Science, the Fitting School, and
the Experiment Station.
"From this rather modest beginning the college has grown to
considerable size. The lands have
increased to 2,364 acres, and the
total estimated value of the college property is nearly $5,000,000.
There is a faculty of almost 150
members and a 6tudent body of 2,100 students. The college is organized upon the regular university plan with six schools, each
headed by a dean. The schools at
(Continued From Page One)
the present time are: Agriculture,
amount to more than $15,000. In Chemistry, Engineering, General
commenting on this the News and Science, Textiles, and Vocational
Education. To these should be
Courier said:
" 'The people of the State and added the Agricultural Experiment
more especially the farmers, are Station, Agricultural Extension
to be congratulated on the fact Service, Livestock Sanitary Work,
that Mr. Clemson's estate turns and the Crop Pest Commission.
out to be worth all that was ever The college also maintains an inclaimed for it, and the State will jfantry
itry uni
tun x\t»ei>e
uun-cio
unit oi
of the
Reserve Officers
receive very nearly if not quite ^Training Corps (the largest in the
♦ >ia full nmmint
fOrYn«;t
at-otoai
the
amount heOlieathed
bequeathed for
nJ States).
United
an agricultural college . . . ' "
"The first president of the col" 'The public will draw its own lege was H. Aubrey Strode. Tie
conclusions as to the object of has been followed by Edwin B.
Mr. Gideon Lee in publishing an Craighead, Henry S. Hartzog, Patentirely different statement of a rick Hues Mell, Walter Merritt
matter about which he was natur- Riggs, and Enoch Walter Sikes.
ally supposed to be well inform- Mark Bernard Hardin served for
ed'"."
a Bhort time as president pro
In the preface of the book, tern in 1902. Samuel Broadus
Thomas Green Clemson: His Life Earle has served twice as acting
And Work, Dr. E. W. Sikes, Pres- president, once in 1919 and again
ident of Clemson College, says in in 1925-26.
part:
"Located on the campus and
" 'After providing for his grand- situated in the midst, of the colchild, his only living descendent, lege buildings is the old plantahe (Dr. Clemson) left all he had tion house of the Fort Hill estate.
to the founding of the college. He It was the resident of John C. Calgave more to the college which houn from 1825 until his death
bears his name than John Harvard in 1850. At their purchase of the
did to Harvard, or Elihu Yale to place in 1872, the Clemsons made
Yale'."
it their home, and both Clemson
Papers Fight Case
and his wife died there. Clemson
The Greenville News, sometime provided in his will that three
rooms with their furnishings
in May, 1888,-=aid:
should be open to visitors withv ■" ' . . . we may recall the evident fact that Miss Lee is not a out charge, and preserved as a
homeless and unprotected orphan. memorial to Mr. and Mrs. Calhoun,
Mr. Simpson has shown that her Mrs. Clemson, and the three
total share of the estate will be a children. The college has maintained the entire building as the
little more than $30,000.
" 'We do not think the people memorial, and with the assistance
of the State will generally accept of the John C. Calhoun Chapter
the suggestion that any rule of of the United Daughters of the
honor, chivalry or law requires Confederacy of Clemson, has acthem to reject a gift made them complished much in restoring the

Clemson Dream - -

interior. In 1935 the South Carolina Division of the United Daughters of the Confederacy joined their
efforts to those of the local bodies,
for the building had been the
home of four confederate soldiers:John C. Calhoun III, Duff G. Calhoun, John Calhoun Clemon, and
his father, Thomas G. Clemson.
"Thomas Green Clemson is
dead, but the college which he
founded lives on, doing the work
which it was not given him to
do, and progressively realizing his
lifelong purpose of advancing
civilization through the study and
application of science. Thus the
college has become a more enduring body for the soul of Thomas
G. Clem«on which, in it and
through it, marches on to the
fulfillment of his dream, clearly
visioned in the vague dawn of
scientific
research,
beckoning
ever onward to a far horizon of
the eternal laws of spirit and
scientific truth."

-<$>

Faculty And Students
Made Old Tiger Teams

Hopewell Another
athletic teams of old
Beautiful Home hadClemson
stars from both the faculty
Rich in the history of upper
South Carolina is Hopewell, the
home of Andrew Pickens, former
Governor of the state, which is located near Clemson.
Built in the summer of 1785
the original Hopewell was close
to the enormous oak tree under
which the treaty of Hopewell, in
which the Cherokee Indients ceded Anderson, Pickens and Oconee
counties to the upcountry colonist,
was signed.
Little is known of the first house
that General Pickens built at
Hopewell for It burned in 1802.
The house which stands today,
however, was built that year and
is being restored by the Federal
Housing Administration. When
General Pickens rebuilt the house
he moved to the Tamassee sec-

Clemson Room In Calhoun Mansion

and student body.
"Wee Willie" Klugh recalls the
"hot" baseball catching of R. T.
V. Bowman ('95-'96) who taught
forge and foundry on the side.
And there was Major E. M. Blythe,
a'star first baseman in '94-'9 5 and
'96, and J. W. Gantt of the football team.
tion and gave the new Hopewell to
his son, Andrew Pickens, who later become Governor.
The hearth stone from the original Hopewell was used by the
General Andrew Pickens Chapter
of D. A. R. to mark the site of the
old Treaty Oak.
Upon the death of General -Andrew Pickens, Hopewell passed into the hands of the Cherry family,
and until recent years was known
as the Cherry place.

Coker Cottons Win All Prizes in the 1938
South Carolina 5-Acre Cotton Contest
Since 1926, when the S. 0. Five-Acre Cotton Contest was inaugurated, Coker Cottons have won every
Pirst State Prise, with one single exception, and in 1938 topped this enviable record by making a clean
sweep, winning every State and District prize and the entire $2,000.00 prize money.

THE 1938 SOUTH CAROLINA 5-ACRE COTTON CONTEST WINNERS
STATE PRIZES
B. O'Neal, EstiU, $750.00—Hampton Comity;
(No. 1) First Prize M.
5,810 pounds of lint; CODER'S 4-IN-l COTTON j
staple length 1 1-32 inches.

(No. 2)

Sp^mirl 'Pri?0
kJCvyUiiU X-± ±*C

H
- c- Coward, Aiken, $275.00—Aiken County:
5>872 ponnd, of Hntj COKER 100 COTTONj staple
length 1 1-32 Inches.

LOWER DISTRICT PRIZES
Lighteey, MUey, $200.00—CoHeton County;
(No. 3) First Prize E.5,375O. pounds
of lint; COKER*S 4-IN-l COTTON;
staple length 1 1-32 inches.

(No. 4)

Spnrtrirl' *PT*170
OCLUilU riWC

J

- S- Brown, St. George, $125.00—Dorchester County; 4,880 pounds of lint; COKER 100 COTTON;
staple length 1 1-32 inches.

MIDDLE DISTRICT PRIZES
Riekenbaker, Orangeburg, $200.00—Orange(No. 5) First Prize R.burgO. County;
5,470 pounds of lint; COKER"S
4-IN-l COTTON; staple length 1 1-32 Inches.

/Wn

\±vv.

R\ .CSemnnrl Priva
u; OCLUIIU .riize

H-

ty.

H

- Herlong, Johnston, $125.00—Edgefleld Coon,„„„,), of nnt. COKER-CLEVEWILT

5>335

NO. 6; staple length 1 inch.

UPPER DISTRICT PRIZES
K. Laney, Cheraw, $200.00—Chesterfield
(No. 7) First Prize Clyde
County; 4,690 pounds of lint; COEER 100 COTTON; staple length 1 1-16 inches.

l"KTn

R\ SLwnnrl

*DT>1M

\jxii. o; oetoiiu rrue

W. J. Verdta, Greenville, $125.00—Greenville CountTl 4S45 ponnda „* u„t. COKER IM COTTON;
staple length i 1.32 inches.
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Nine Classes Of Alumni To Hold Reunions Here In June
Speaker For Alumni Banquet, June 3-

Joint Meet For
'99 And '00
.

Clemson Sophomores In Engineering Section Of First Class, '96-

Nine Clemson classes of
alumni will hold reunions on
the campus at commencement
this year. The commencement
exercises will be held Monday,
June 5.
The classes meeting this
spring are: 1899 'and 1900,
jointly; 1904, 1909, 1914, 1919,
1924, 1929, and 1934.
Members of those classes
are listed:
CLASS OF 1899
J. S. Calhoun, Allendale; C. K.
Chreitzberg, Rock Hill; M. L.
Elder, Guthriesville; W. N. Hook,
Sumter; J. W. Jefferies, (Deceased); J. E. Lewis, Eastland, Tex.;
R. McLendon, Bishopville, A. J.
Matkis (Deceased); A. S. Shealey,
(Deceased); H. G. Smith, Box
1554, Atlanta, Ga.; J. H. Stribling, 2104 Lamb Ave., Richmond,
Va.; I. B. Taylor, Greenwood; J.
C. Thompson, (Deceased); T. H.
Turner, Denmark; L. A. Tervin,
West Penn Power Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; W. F. Walker, Allendale,;
C. H. Seigler, Trenton.
CLASS OF 1900

JLDGE G. DUXCAX BELLINGER (*09) is alumni speaker for the
annual alumni banquet to be held in the college mess hall during
Commencement week-end, June 3. Mr. Bellinger is the son of the
late attorney general of South Carolina. For several years after
his graduation from Clemson Mr. Bellinger pi'acticed law in Columbia. After serving as Richland County probate judge for
several years he was elected judge of the fifth circuit. Jake Woodward, alumni secretary, said today that "all who attend the
banquet have a treat in store for them. Judge Bellinger is a
brilliant speaker."
TO THE ALUMNI:
In just six weeks Commencement will be on us again, and
every alumnus is cordially invited to come back at that time.
Here you will meet your old professors and can go over the
scenes of your school days and note the many changes and
improvements that have taken place since you left.
The college has made more improvements during the
past five years than in any period of its history and to
those of you who have not been back recently this will be
a glorious opportunity for you to see what has been done.
Bring your wives and families with you so that they may
see where you got your education. Ample provision will be
made in barracks for all who return and meals will be
served in the beautiful dining hall that has supplanted the
old mess hall of former days.
Saturday, June 3, has been set aside as ALUMNI DAY,
beginning with class reunions in the morning, general alumni
meeting in the afternoon, and the alumni banquet that night.
Various cl asses are having reunions at this time beginning with the classes of 1899 and 1900 and including
the classes of 1904, 1909, 1914, 1919, .1924, 1929, and 1934.
Quite an interest has been indicated among the members of
these classes and it looks as though there will be the largest
gathering here in the history of the college. Make your
plans now to be on hand. Dr. Sikes, President of the college, the faculty, and all officers of the college will put
forth every effort to make your visit here pleasant and
comfortable.
Jake Woodward,
Alumni Sect.
terest to all Clemson men. Any information sent to Mr. G. E. Metz,
Registrar, The Clemson Agricutural Colpegej Clemson, South'
Carolina, will be made available
From time to time various Di- to the Alumni Secretary and
rectories of Clemson graduates other oficers of the college.
have been compiled which have
been of considerable interest, not
only to those whose names have
appeared therein, but also to
friends of those men and others
interested in the progress being
made by Clemeon graduates.
Printed in full is a list of the
addresses and occupations of the
graduates of 1934 which has just
been compiled and published by
the Registrar's Office. Since this
is the year for the first reunion of
the members of that class, they
have shown keen interest in the
compilation and issuance of such
a list.
Such a list as this can never
be entirely up-to-date due to the
constant need for additional revisions. The failure or success of
such a Directory is dependent upon unanimous cooperation. Almost
three-fourths of the members of
the class of 1934 have been contacted within the last six months.
The permanent mailing list of
Clemson alumni and ex-students
which is kept in the office of the
Registrar is frequently used by
oficials of the college in sending
out occasional publications of in-

Registrar Compiles
Data On '34 Class

W. G. Adams, J. B. AH, L. W.
Ayers, R. S. Cannon, J. E. Caughman, (L. D. Clinkscales, N. B.
man, (Deceased), L. D. Clinkscales, N. B. Dodd, (Deceased),
J. R. Donaldson, (Deceased); H.
G. Epps, B. A. Fletcher, W. D.
Fletcher, W. D. George, H. K.
Gray, (Deceased), J. J. Gray, (Deceased) J. L. Kennedy, (Deceased), J. H. Kingsler, Dr. F. A. Lawton, A. P. Lewis, S. E. Liles, C. E.
Mauldin, A. P. Norris, S. D. Pearman, (Deceased), B. H. Rawl, (Deceased), A. F. Riggs, S. M. Sloan,
J. F. Sullivan, (Deceased), J. H.
Walker, (Deceased), C. H. Wells.
CLASS OF 1904
V. Baker, (Deceased), E. F.
Brown, S. G. Bryan, (Deceased),
J. R. Connor, P. C. Cothran, P.
L. Elias, S. J. Faris, S. I. Felder,
S. Ford, J. Gelzer, M. A. Grace,
V. B. Hall, F. T. Hamlin, A. M.
Henry, (Deceased), S. T. Hill, A.
E. Holman, T. N. Lide, (Deceased), L. Lipscomb, G. W. Mclver,
W. M. McWhorter, (Deceased),
W. M. Manigault, H. W. Matthews,
W. F. Mauldin, J. Maxwell, R. E.
Miller, I. H. Morehead, J. C. Norton, V. C. Platt, G. L. Preacher,
C. Y. Reamer, O. M. Roberts, J.
P. Tarbox, W. L. Templeton, E.
A. Thornwell, W. P. Walker, H.
S. White, J. A. Wier, J. F. Williams, V. M. Williams.
CLASS OF 1909
R. E. Adams, C. E. Baldwin,
G. M. Barnett, D. L. Bissell, J. R.
Blair, K. E. Blake, L. B. Brandon, L. P. Byars, E. Chamness,
O. M. Clark, E. D. Clement, J. H.
Clarkson, S. Coles, (Deceased),
J. C. Covington, W. G. Dominick,
W. J. Evans, R. A. Fetzer, J. H.
Earle, F. Fleming, D. P. Folk, J.
T. Folk, E. E. Gary, J. D. Graham,
(Deceased), J. O. Graham (Deceased), P. M. Gee, H. H. Green,
A. L. Harris, T. M. Hunter, W. G.
Hyrne, R. P. Jeter, A. Jones, Jr.,
G. W. Keitt, J. H. Lesesne, J. L.
Marshall, L. B. McGrady, H. W.
Mclver, J. P. McMillan, P. Miley,
W. F. _Odom, W. . Pitts, J. C.
Pridmore, McQ. Quattlebaum, T.
B. Reeves, Dr., H. L. Rivers, H. K.
Sanders, E. H. Shuler, W. J.
Sheely, F. W. Smith, W. C. Spratt,
V. L. Warner, D. W. Watkins,
A. G, Whittle, J. H. Wilson, E. H.
Wood, C. M. Wootan, B. E. Wolff,
(Deceased).
CLASS OF 1914

MEMBERS OF THE FIRST CLASS, ENGINEERING SECTION,
W. W. Wardlaw, 'late Bradley, Jack Tindal, John Simpson, Tom
Speck, Ben Aull, D. Bowling, Elias Earle, R. E. Lee, Cliff. 3RD
eon, Pat Calhoun, Stribling. BACK: Dunn, J. E. Hunter, Hamp

are shown above. They are, left to right, front row: Fred L, Brown,
Cothron, Henry Rawl, T. H. Tuten, L. A. Sease. 2ND ROW: O. F.
ROW: Bob Welch, Sam Carter, Ivey Mauldin, W. W. Klugh, RichardCarpenter, A. M. Christberg.

Clemson Club Officers All Clemson Men Are Eligible For
PRESIDENT

N-VMK 0> CLKB

Secretary & Treasurer

Anderson,

J. H. Saylors

Atlanta,

J. R. Moss

S. M. Pennell

Bennettesville

O. F. Covington

W. D. Wood

Birmingham

D. B. Clayton

Charleston

Batson Hewitt

Charlotte

R. O. Fortenberry

Chester

W. K. Magill

J. B. Bankhead

Clemson

David Barnette

John Wigington

Columbia

Earle Graves

Ed. Savage

Florence

J. T. Lazar

Florida

H. C. Tilman

W. E. Stokes

Greensboro

Joe E. Guill

Chas. D. Bates

Greenville

Harold Turner

Goode Bryan

Greenwood

Chas. Webb

G. H. Davis

Lancaster

W. F. Cannon

J. U. Bell

Laurens

S. E. Gambrell

R. M. Erwin

Manning

F. M. Rast,. Jr.

S. J. Brogden

Marion

L. P. Byars

C. P. Roberts

New York City

F. L. Cary

P. N. Calhoun, Jr.

Orangeburg

M. H. Banks

M. P. Black

Philadelphia

Dr. J. M. Lemmon

R. Maynard Marshall

Pittsburgh

T. J. McGill

H. F. Sander

Raleigh

Dr. R. F. Poole

M. T. Dunlap

Richmond

T. D. Eason

M. E. Plexico

Rock Hill

C. H. Albright

Harper Gault

The Savannah Valley
Spartanburg

Sumter
R. A. Alexander, G. M. Armstrong, ,C. W. Baker (Deceased), Washington
D. K. Banks, (Deceased), J. C.
Barksdale, (Deceased), B. P. Bar- Winnsboro
ron, J. A. Berly, H. S. Boozer, A. Savannah
(Continued on Page 6)

G. C. McDermid

J. H. Thrower

J. F. Jones

T. S. Buie

H..E. Shiver

J. M. Eleazer

T. O. Bowen

Major Haskell Allison Karl Mace
W. R. Harrington
Wm. Elliott, Jr.
W. D. Hutchins

»

General Alumni Gathering at Clemson Commencement Exercises June, 1938-

Membership In Alumni Corporation

The Clemson Alumni Corporation is an organization of
all Clemson men who ever attended Clemson College. The
widespread organization is composed of clubs in various states,
cities and counties, all being connected with the parent organzation which has its headquarters here at Clemson.
The Alumni Corporation has thef> Columbia S'. C; District No. 6—
following oficers and directors George Warren, Hampton, S. C;
who are elected at the summer District No. 7—Clarence Legerton,
meeting held at Clemson: W. L. Charleston, S. C; District No. 8—
Ballentine, President; B. B. Bleck- J. T. Lazar, Florence, S. C; Disley, Vice-President; William El- trict No. 9—Dr. R. H. Fike, Atliot, Vice-President; J. H. Wood- lanta, Ga.; District No. 10—Frank
ward, Secretary and Treasurer. Di- J. Jervey, Washington, D. C; Disrectors are as follows: District No. trict No. 11—States Finley, Chat1—B. B. Bleckley, Anderson, tanooga, Tenn.; District No. 12—
S. C; District No. 2—W_. K. Frank Breazeale, Tuscon, Ariz.
Livingston, Greenville, S.' C;
Directors at large are as folDistrict No. 3—William Elliott, lows: T. W. Thornhill, Charleston,
Winnsboro, S. C; District No. 4— S. C; R. Brice Waters, Columbia,
Strom Thurmond, Edgefield, S. C; S. C; Louis Ballentine, GreenDistrict No. 5—W. D. Barnett, ville, S. C.

Alumni Foundation Handles Funds
For Best Interests For College
The Clemson Alumni Foundation is an organization formed in the Alumni Corporation of the college whose purposes
are to solicit and receive funds and donations to be used for
the best interests of Clemson and for the help pf worthy
students who desire a Clemson education.
The Foundation is at presentsgoverned by the board of Trus- ant-Treasurer of the Foundatees which is elected by the mem- tion.
bership of the Alumni CorporaOne of the principal accomtion. The present Board of Trus- plishments of the Foundations has
tees is composed of:
been the publication of "THE
Cecil Reid, of Fredericksburg, LIFE AND WORKS OF THOMAS
Virginia, President; Al G. Stan- G. CLEMSON," the life history of
ford, of Atlanta, Vice-President; Clemson's founder written by two
W. D. Barnett of Columbia; Dr. Clemson professors, Mr. Alester
F. Porter Caughman, of Co- -G. Holmes and Dr. George R.
lumbia; Charlie Gignilliat, of Sherrill.
Seneca; A. B. Taylor of Spartanburg; and J. H. Woodward of
Clemson who is secretary of the Kobertsons First Clemsonorganization. The Treasurer of w; ,
n~~j T *»
the college is made custodian 4 Winthrop Grads To Marry
Ben Robertson, Sr., state chemof all funds, and acts as Assistist stationed at Clemson, and the
late Mary Bowen, respectively
graduates in the first classes at
Clemson and Winthrop, were the
first Clemson-Winthrop alumni to
marry.
Dr. Daniel Introduces;
Dr. Sikes Says "Bravo"
At a recent banquet in the
Clemson mess hall Dr. D. W.
Daniel, Clemson's noted dean of
general science, while introducing
the main speaker, Dr. Sikes, gave
a 10 minute oration on the Clemson .president's virtues.
When Dr. Sikes got up he said,
"That was the best introduction
I ever heard."
Chaplin Making Good
On Greenville Paper
George Chaplin ('35), former
editor of the Tiger, is city editor
of the Greenville Piedmont. Chaplin was promoted to this position
18 months after graduating from
Clemson.

y
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One Of The Greatest Of All Tiger Football Teams Played In 1900-

Capital Alumni
Meet Monthly
During Winter
Dear Editor:
Reference is made to your letter of April 8 th relative to furnishing you with infonnaton
concerning the Washington Chapter of "Clemson Alumni.
In connection therewith you
are advised that the Washington
Chapter was organized in December, 1921. Since organization
the Chapter has held, without exception, nine monthly meetings
each year. Activities are suspended during the summer months on
account of the heat.
The policy of the Chapter is to
provide entertainment at each
meeting which will prove of interest to those attending. This
is accomplished by supplying good
food and securing a well qualified speaker with a subject of general interest. Another policy which
acts towards increasing interest
and preventing stagnation is the
annual turnover of officers.
The following indicates activities of a few of the Clemson men
residing in or near Washington.
It is regretted that space allotted
will not permit furnishing information relative to each member
of the Chapter.
"Henry Barre, '05'—Principal
Pathologist, Department of Agri
culture.
Joe Cheatham, '16—Senior Cotton Technologist, Department of
Agriculture.
Bobby Webb,
'16—Principal
Cotton Technologist, Department
of Agriculture,
Ii. E. Boykin, '05—Chief Connsel, Bureau of Roads.
M. E. Campbell, '30—Senior
Cotton Technologist, Department
of Agriculture.
W. L. Hart, '19—Secretary, V.
S. Court of Claims.
A. O. Hydrick, '10—Attorney,
Department of Justice.
.J. A. McCrary, '98—Construction Engineer, TJ. S. Navy Yard.
F. L. Parks, '18—Captain, V.
S. Army, Aide to Chief of Staff.
....Edgar Morris, Ex. '08—President, Edgar Morris Sales Company.
H. E. Phillips, Ex. '04—President, H. E. Philips Real Estate
Company.
F. J. Jervey,.. '14—Ordnance
Engineer, War Department,
IJ. P. Slattery, '05—Consulting
Engineer.
R. B. Stewart, '15—Patent Attorney.
G. H. Swygert, 98—Construction Engineer, Navy Department.
Dr. H. D. Barker, '15—Senior
Plant Pathologist, Department of
Agriculture.
R. Ii. Griffin, '24—Captain, V.
S. Marine Corps.
G. H. Heiss, '16—Captain, V.
S. Army, Ordnance Department.
T. Ii. W. Bailey, Jr., '26—Associate Cotton Technologist, Department of Agriculture.
J .J. Brown, '24—Associate
Cotton Technologist, Department
of Agriculture.
Yours very truly,

Much Territory
In Piedmont
Alumni Chapter
The Upper Piedmont Chapter of
the Clemson Alumni Association
was organized November 7, 1938,
in Greensboro, North Carolina.
The membership in this chapter includes the alumni from
Greensboro, High Point, Burlington, Winston-Salem, Durham,
Salisbury, and other towns
in this section of the Piedmont.
The organization of our Chapter is somewhat different due
to the fact of the territory involved. In order to keep close contact with alumni in this territory,
we have President Joe Guill ("34),
Greensboro, Secretary Charles
Bates
('36), Greensboro, and
active Vice-Presidents Joe Jones
('28), Winston-Salem, Sam Littlejohn ('36), Burlington, Bedford
Forest ('31), High Point,
Pat
Huff (-36) Salisbury.
This Chapter embraces in its
membership over 75 alumni. Included in this number is an
alumnus who is a member of the
First Class, Mr. Langley of Greensboro.
The Upper Piedmont Chapter
of the Clemson Alumni Association wholeheartedly congratulates
Clemson College on the celebration of its Fiftieth Anniversary.
Yours for a bigger and better
Clemson,
Joe Guill, President,
Upper Piedmont Chapter.

Anderson Alumni
Largest Chapter
The Anderson chapter of the
Clemson Alumni Association has
the largest group of potential
members of any Alumni chapter.
However, we are handicapped in
that we are so near to the college
that it is rather difficult to get
a large active membership. Anderson Alumni do not have to rely
on the club or upon association
with the club members to get
news of the campus, as do other
mTll? /^TJT^AT T'T/~,T.VR W \ \f Ol^ 'AH rnArrHh]ll ItV .1 H \ H h'.ISll ^ \
11VO T>iaY*% TO 1
t 1^ SAJd flint
clubs not so near. We feel here
during the year several schools consented to play Clemson only after a contract holding the score to a minimum was drawn up. The players are, seated, bottom row,
in Anderson that Clemson is our
left to right: Fred Pearman, Back: W. C. (Big 'un) Forsythe, Back; Gu« Lewis, Back; Norman Waiker, Tackle, Captain; Jake Woodward, guard and fullback;SECOND
college and that it is an integral
ROW: Hope Sadler, end; John Kaigler, back; Billows, end; P. A. George, guard; J. W. Blease, guard; J. C. Duckworth, Tackle; 3RD ROW: Jim Xynah, end; Bert
part of our civic set-up. We are
Lawrence, back; John Kinsler, center; Harry Green, center; J. B. Whitney, back; Buster Hunter, back; Lollie Gray} tackle; John Heisman, Coach; BACK ROW
always at hand to do the things
Bill Hill, Manager Professor Riggs, assistant Coach; Baxter Lewis, tackle; Iving, tackle and guard; Earle, tackle. ABSENT: Claude Douthit, full back. SCORES: Clemthat need to be "done, and the coson 51 Carolina 0; Clemson 64—Davidson 0; Clemson 39—Georgia 5; Clemson 13—V. P. I. 5; Clemson 24—Wofford 0; Clemson 49—Alabama 0.
operation on such occasions Is
splendid.
men.
fall meeting which is usually held
of the pre-season vfootball games.
So like a true Tiger, the AnWith
best
wishes
for
the
Tiger
the night before the Clemson-CaroThirty-five former students enderson chapter lies quietly in its
staff,
I
am,
lina Game, and also as host for the
joyed these pictures and the interr
lair until the need for action —
visiting teachers when the Asesting talks made by head
then we are all there.
F.
L.
Cary,
President,
sociation has its meeting in Cocoach Neeley and Alumni secreNew
York
Chapter
of
J. H. "Bill" Saylors,
lumbia. During last month we
tory, Jake Woodard. Among those
entertained the teachers, at which
Clemson Alumni.
present for this occasion were TO THE TIGER EDITOR:
President.
Mainly through the efforts of Honorable J. P. Richards, Member
time 125 persons were present.
After
our
Alumni
meeting
in
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^♦^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^j,^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Several interesting speeches were John Lambert, class '33 and J. U. of Congress from the 5th. District,
made and pictures of the Clem- Bell Jr. '34, the Clemson men of who gave a brief account of his February, the New York Chapter
son-Tulane and the Clemson- Lancaster county and this vicinity days at Clemson. The oldest alumni will not have another regular
were called together last fall to present was Mr. Sam Paul class meeting until next fall. Dr. Sikes,
Tennessee games were shown.
Mr. Littlejohn and Professor Huntorganize our present alumni chaptI know that there are some- er. They did a good job of getting of '03, a Tiger through and er were with us for our last meetthrough
with
the
same
sharp
claws
where in the neighborhood of 300 the alumni out because they aning and it was a real pleasure to
Clemson men who reside in the nounced that Jess Neely would that he had in his younger days. hear them talk about the present
vicinity of Columbia, but it has be present and show some pictures
After Mr. Woodward discussed activities at Clemson. Almost one
been very hard to get much intersome matters pertaining to newly hundred were present.
est in the development of a Clemorganized chapters, the following
P. N. Calhoun Jr. ('32), is the
son group here. Several Alumni
officers were elected: Pr.es. F. W. secretary of our chapter. "Pat"
denced
by
the
fact
that,
to
my
have worked very hard in the
Cannon; C. G. Bennet vice-pres., is in investment council work with
interest of IPTAY, and we are knowledge, we have. Clemson and J.\ U. Bell Jr.. Sec. and Treas. the Guaranty Trust Company of
Alumni
in
the
following
profesworking toward a goal of 150
One meeting has been held since
sions or businesses: Doctors, lawy- organization was completed last New York. F. D. McHugh, ('17),
members for this year.
ers, veterinarians, teacher, mer- fall. Ten of our members includ- and Allen Walsh, ('28), are
Chapter vice presidents. McHugh
Some of the members are pro- chants, engineers (civil, mechanicposing that we start off with a al, and electrical), Federal Gov- ing the officers of this chapter at- is Executive Editor of the Scientended
a
district
meeting
at
Chesttific American Magazine and
small group of interested workers, ernment, State, County, and City
holding meetings monthly, and try officials, farmers, and various er, S. C. and had the pleasure Walsh is an Engineer with the
of
hearing
Dr.
Sikes
present
the
National Broadcasting Company.
to promote interest in both the others. I feel that these men have
Harold Keyserling, ('20) our
IPTAY and Alumni Association aided in the growth of the City of needs of Clemson.
The first meeting is to be held Columbia, and thereby in the
We as loyal Tigers realize what treasurer, is a very busy Dentist
FROM
April 21, 1939, at 7:30 o'clock, progress of our State.
Clemson has meant to us and re- with an office on Fifth Avenue.
at the Villa Virginia Tea Room,
joice in its rapid progress. We S. M. Ward, Jr., ('02) our inI only wish that our Club had stand ready to assist in promoting dustrial secretary, is a prominent
1400 block of Senate Street. At
this time plans will be formulated been more active and hope that Clemson and its activities in any Patent Attorney.
for the next several months. All by the time another year has way that we can.
Clemson Alumni in New York
persons who have either attended passed we will be more able to
are represented in many different
furnish
you
a
report
showing
F.
W.
Cannon,
Clemson orjwho support Clemfields of business — banking,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
much more activities than that
son in any way will be invited.
public utility, teaching, pajtent
Pres. Lancaster Co.
included at this time.
law, manufacturing, insurance,
Clemson men are taking a
Alumni Chapter.
radio
broadcasting,
textiles,
prominent part in all activities
H. E. Graves, President.
dentistry, railway transportation,
in the City of Columbia as evi;«<..j..>.^.j.,£,£,5.,;.,j..j..«,.j.,».^
editorial, chemistry, contracting,
and others. Prominent places are
held in these fields by Clemson

Important Men In
New York Chapter

Lancaster Club
Just Organized

CONGRATULATIONS
BEST WISHES

to Clemson on its 50th Anniversary.

Haskell Allison,
Major, Signal Corps.

Columbia Club
Reports Doings

,.THE TIJJEE^eEEkSON, SOUTH CAROLINA.

—?»

^i

FOOTE&DAVIESCO.

The Clemson group of Columbia
during the past decade has been
more or less dormant; however
we have acted as host to the
Alumni Association for the regular
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GREENEWALD'S
HEYWARD MAH0N COMPANY

Incorporated

GREENVILLE
<S>

Outfitters to Men and Boys

<8>

A Company which exists for the purpose of serving humanity
SPARTANBURG, S. C.

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men.

CONGRATULATES
t

A School which has served the people of South Carolina for

FIFTY YEARS
WHEN YOU ARE IN SPARTANBURG

Best Wishes From

EAT AT ^

Congratulations and best wishes to Clemson
A&M College on its 50th Anniversary.

THE ELITE and LA PETITE ELITE

THE NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
HORACE J. McGEE, General Agent

GRUBBS CHEVROLET COMPANY
BARNWELL, SOUTH CAROLINA

Where The Elite Meet'
^•IWWW
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CECIL REID ('02), prominent
Virginia engineer, is responsible
for much of the improvement
in the Calhoun Mansion and for
the equipment In the Clemson
room.

JOE DOUTHIT (-14), a successful farmer, is on the college
board of trustees. The picture
was made when Mr. Douthit
was a cadet.

MAJOR HASKELL ALLISON
('17), president of the Washington Clemson club is Chief signal officer in the army.

PACE 3 — SECTION III

CAPTAIN EMMETT H.
EMANUEL, class of '23, (U. S.
Army, Retired), was Clemson's
second cadet colonel. He was
captain of the football team in
'23.

F. W. CANNON ('31), Lancaster county agent, is president of the Lancaster county
Clemson club.

ELLISON A. SMYTH, HI, class
of '23, was a Major in the cadet
corps. At present he is with the
Balfour Cotton Mill, Balfour, N.
C.
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CHARLES D. BATES, class of
'36, of Greensboro, N. C, is
secretary of the Greensboro
Clemson Club.

LEON HENDRICKS ('25), is
at present connected with the
State Highway Department.

J. STROM THURMOND ('23),
of Edgefield is a prominent
South Carolina judge.

GEORGE F. MITCHELL ('02)
manager the tea department,
General Foods Corporation, is
one of Clemson's successful
business men alumni.

JOE GUILL, class of '34, Is
president of the Upper Piedmont chapter of Clemson Alumni. Mr. Guill lives in Greensboro, N. O.

"HOP" GANDY is a member
of '14. This picture was made
when "Hop" was a cadet.

HHBH
MAJOR DAVID BARNETT ,15
is a member of the Clemson
military staff and president of
the local alumni association.

M

Winthrop Girls Were
Unchaperoned; Never Again
Professor W. W. Klugh, a member of Clemson's first class tells
of the Clemson corps' trip to the
Winthrop cornerstone laying in
1894.
"The girls came up from Co-'
lumbia unchaperoned, the first
J. H. "BELL" SAYLORS ('32)
time," he seid, "but never again." is president of the Anderson
Clemson club.

;; Texwood Temple Rools and Self-weighted Spinning Rolls |

M,
■

FRANK CARY, '25, president
of the New York Chapter of
Clemson Alumni is an active
outdoor sportsman. His skiing
in winter takes him over the
northeastern United States and
eastern Canada. Mountain climbing has taken him as far south
as Santo Domingo into semitropical mountains which rise to
. an elevation of 10,000 feet. He
is a member of the New York
Southern Society, Adirondack
Mountain Club. Mount Mansfield Ski Club, New York Electrical Society, and others.

Local Alumni
Chapter Listed
W. L. Abernatliy, Jr., R. C.
Alexander, F. C. Anderson, W. L.
Anderson, G. M. Armstrong, C. M.
Asbill, Jr., G. H. Aull, W. B. Aull,
D. E. Barnett, G. M. Barnett, C. B.
Barro, F. L. Bell, C. C. Bennett,
J. A. Berly, R. E. Black, H. 0.
Bodiford, J. C. Boosch, H. B.
Boggs, K. W. Boggs, N. R. Boggs,
L. R. Booker, W. C. Bowen, J. S.
Branch.
A. J. Brown, J. D. Brown, Jr.,
W. C. Baeazeale, A. B. Ryan, S. E,
Campbell, T. A. Campbell, H. A.

■
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BEN ROBERTSON, JR., was
editor of the '23 Taps. The author and journalist, shown
above as a cadet, recently returned from Aruba, a small
South American Island, where
he covered an assignment for
Saturday Evening Post.
Carey, A. C. Carey, R. A. Carter,
J. K. Chapman, O. M. Clark, L. O.
Clayton, B. C. Cloaninger, E. W.
Cook, J. M. Cook, T. F. Cooley,
H. P. Cooper, J. R. Cooper, D. E.
Crawford, W. M. Dillard, G. A.
Douglas, G. H. Dunlap, W. M.
DuPre, S. B. Eearle, Jr., E. E.
Edwards, J. G. Evans, S. W. Evans,
E. J. Freeman, Jr.
H. L. Fulmer, G. Gage, J. F.
Gilreath, P. H. Gooding, N. N.
Gray, W. H. Gray, C. M. Hall,
D. N. Harris, B. S. Hawkins, H. T.
Haywood, C. L. Hendricks, W. L.
Hicks, C. R. Hinson, W. F. D.
Hodge, B. H. Hodges, C. H. Hollis,
P. B. Holtbendorff, M. L. Huckabee, J. E. Hunter, J. C. Jones,
J. W. Jones, R. M. Jones, B. S.
Jordan, W. B. Keller, I. L. Keller,
L. G. Kelly, J. D. Kinard, G. F.
Kirchner, G. E. Kirkley, W. W.
Klugh, Jr.,
J. W. LaGrone, J. H. Lawrence,
R. E. Lee, T. G. Legare, E. E.
Leslie, I. Dan Lewis, R. W. Lipscomb, J. C. Littlejohn, A. E. McKenna, M. C. McKinzie, C. McMillan, L. D. Malphrus, J. L. Marshall, J. Martin, Jr., A. Moiburg,
W. L. Morck, G. E. Metz, T. S.
Millford, J. B. Monroe, E. L.
Moore, B. A. Morgan.
T. W. Morgan, W. C. Nettles,

<

Norris Medal
Winners Listed
Winners of the Norris medal,
considered one of the highest
scholastic honors a Clemson student can obtain, are listed below.
The medal is awarded annually as provided in the will of the
late D. K. Norris, a Clemson life
trustee, who died in 1905.
1908—C. A. MoLendon.
1908—W. P. Gee, professor of
Rural Economics and Director,
Institute for Research in the Social Sciences, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
1909—W. M. Albergotti, General Superintendent, Gibbes Machinery Company, Columbia, 8.
C.
1911—A. M. Salley, Saluda, S.
1912—A. K. Goldfinch, Cashier, Conway National Bank, Conway, S. C.
1913—W. G. McLeod, Canada
Limited, Savannah, Ga.
1914—D. K. Banks.
1915—W. B. Wannamaker (deceased).
1916—D. H. Banks, St. Matthews, S. C.
1917—T. S. Buie, Regional Soil
Conservation Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Spartanburg, S. C.
1918—R. W. Webb, Principal
Cotton Technologist, in charge

C C. Newman, C. C. Newman, Jr.,
S. M. Newsom, H. F. Orr, C. S.
Patrick, C. P. Philpot, B. E. G.
Prichard, A. M. Quattlebaum, A. K.
Ramsay, E. H. Rawl, S. R. Rhodes,
E. Riley, B. P. Robertson, B. F.
Robertson, Jr., M. . Rochester,
H. M. Sadler, J. H. Sams, Jr., A. E.
Schilletter, P. D. Schauacher, J. E.
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
.. Sherman, A. H. Sloan, O. Smith,
T. E. Stanley, M. B. Stevenson,
D. R. Stokley, B. H. Stribling.
D. C. Sturgis, W. E. Tarrant,
♦»
M. H. Southerland, H. S. Tate,
K. N. Vickery, J. V. Walters, W. H.
4 *
Washington, D. W. Watkins, D. J.
•* Shelf Hardware, Sherwin-Williams Paints, Explosives, etc *J Watson, J. A. White, J. T. Wigington, B. H. Wilbanks, B. O. Wil* ♦
* *
liams, P. S. Williamson, H. H.
Willis, G. H. Wise, J. H. Woodo Telephone 4950 — Greenville, S. C. — 648 S. Main St. ''
HONORARY ALUMNI
F. H. H. Calhoun, Dean of
School of Chemistry.; D. W. Daniel,
Dean of School of General Science;
S. B. Earle, Dean of School of
Engineering; A. G. Holmes, Pro4> fessor of History; S. M. Martin,
Professor of Mathematics; A. G.
Holmes, Professor of History; S.
M. Martin, Professor of Mathe^^♦^.^^♦♦♦♦♦♦^♦♦^'^♦♦♦♦^'♦♦♦****4><'*<«^>**4,'S>**<J>*<J'*4>^>^ matics; A. G. Shanklin, Professor
Emeritus of Mathematics.

GREENVILLE HARDWARE COMPANY ii

I

HARRY S. ASHMORE, (*S7)
former editor of the Tiger, is
Greenville News-Piedmont correspondent in Columbia. His
weekly column "The Legislative
Week" is considered among the
most widely read pieces written
about the South Carolina lawmaking bodies.

l\
JULES CARSON ('14), is head
coach of the Wofford football
team. He was one of Clemson's
"great" athletes.
Cotton Utility and Standards Research, Bureau. Agricultural Economic^, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. .
1919—M. H. Folk.
1920—H. C. Walker.
1921—T. J. Webb, department
of Chemistry, Princeton, N. J.
1922—L. A. Burckmyer, assistant professor of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
1923—H. A. Woodle, county
agent, extension service, Aiken,
S. C.
1924—L. C. Tolleson, Textile
Finishing Plant, Granite Finishing Works, Haw River, N. C.
1925—L. G. Causey.
1926—J. B. McKerley, Elko,
S. C.
1927—W. C. Maxwell, Assistant
Plant Quarantine Inspector, Bureau of Entomology and Plant
Quarantine, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Midland, Texas.
1928—M. A. Jones, Electrical
Engineer, New Jersey Bell Telephone Company, Newark, New
Jersey.
1929—D. B. Sherman, Lycoming Manufacturing Company, Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
1930—S. B. Earle, Jr., Architect (Associated with Fred Ledbetter of Anderson), Clemson,
South Carolina.
1931—J. A. Long, Architect,
Key West, Florida.
1932—p. N. Calhoun, Guaranty
Trust Company of New York, New
York City.
1933—C. P. Walker, Sales
Assistant, Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
1934—R. B. Shores, Requisition
Engineer, Switchgear Department,
General Electric Comtany, Philadelphia Works, Yeadon, Pennsylvania.
1935—P. L. Tobey, Chemist
and Assistant Treasurer, Industrial
Dyestuff Company, Providence,
Rhode Island.
1936—S. M. Orr, Jr., Electrical
Engineer, Duke Power Company,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
1937—R, B. Wearn, Chemist,
National Adhesives Corporation,
New York, New York.
1938—E. C. Ray, Chemist,
Southern Cotton Oil Company, Savannah, Georgia.
Wilkie Has An Experience
J. C. Wilkinson ('38), former
editor of the Tiger, now Editor
of the Seneca Journal, yawned
one morning and . his mouth
wouldn't shut.
After a four hour struggle with
doctors and friends and ether, his
mouth shut—but not for long.

Greenville Alumni
Play Active Part

T?
«$►

i*
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H. R. TURNER, superintendent of one of Greenville's larger mills is president of his local
chapter.

assure quality Rayon Fabrics with the least trouble.

v

TEXWOOD MFG. AND SALES CO.

jj P. O. Box 535

Greenville, S. C.

•*
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The Greenville Chapter, I be4>4>^njMj.4.)|,^4t^n|,^nJ,^,^,^,^,^,^,iJ,^,^,^,^,^,^„J„J,^l,J,^,^,^,^(^,^(^,^(^^J,
lieve, is the largest and most active chapter of Clemson Alumni,
and through its work has formed
SELECT YOUR CAR FROM THE QUALITY GROUP
the largest Iptay Club away from
the college. While the most noticable work of the chapter has been
along the line of and associated
with athletics, the chapter as a
whole is a great booster for Clemson. We Glory in Clemson and not
in the Greenville Chapter.
Our chapter has given a banquet each fall to the football
squad for the past five or six
years. Starting from a meager beginning these banquets are now
attended by about 250 people annually. They have been enlarged
to include the freshman football
squad also. For the past three
years trophies have been given
to each graduating member of the
football team. Among the football players'that will be on our
team next year and whom this
chapter helped get will be Captain
Joe Payne, B. D. Trexler, Hugh
Jamison, and Carroll Hambright.
We have three players from
Greenville High's team going to
Clemson next year.
As to the personal side of our
(Chapter: Among our membership ytfWVWVW^fl^^VW^WWWWVWVWUWWJ^B^UWWVy
is the national president of the
Alumni Corporation, Mr. W. Louis
Balentine; two directors of the
The Increase in the number of Modern Homes at Qemson
Alumni Corporation, Mr. Balentine and Mr. W. K. Livingston;
has kept up with the growth of Clemson College.
and one member of the athletic
council, Mr. Goode Bryan.
This rapid expansion of home building at ClemA great many of the superintendents of the mills in' this secson was made possible by the long term
tion (including our president Mr.
Turner, superintendent of Dunean
home loan plan available at this local
Mill) and other high offices with
the mills are held by Clemson
institution.
men. Engineering probably claims
the next largest number of our
members, although they are scattered in all lines of endeavor,
If interested in building at Clemson, communicate with
including several doctors and one
of the south's leading surgeons.
this association.
The Chapter has two regular
*
meetings each year (outside the
football banquet) one in the
spring and the other usually in
September. Officers for the year
are elected at the spring meeting.
Our Chapter stands ready .and
willing at all times to cooperate
with the college in anything for
the upbuilding of Clemson. And
I do not believe that we stand
S. W. Evans
A. E. Schilletter
F. C. Anderson
alone in this love for Clemson.
President
Vice-president
Sect'y-Treas.
Clemson men nearly every
where I go seem to have that
same spirit.
GOODE BRYAN, Sec.

Fords:-: Mercurys:-: Lincoln-Zephyrs
PENDLETON MOTOR CO.

Phone 2361

Pendleton, S. C.

For Twenty Years Your Dealer.

Fort Hill Federal Savings And
Loan Association
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'08 Boys Gather Behind Their Alma Mater Emblem-

Old-Timers Good;
Moderns Better
By Arthur Williams

-4JINCE BEN ROBERTSON, SR., MEMBER OF Clemson's first
class^married Mary Bowen, of Winthrop's first class, Clemson and
Winthrop have been Tiger and Tigeress. That's our excuse for
printing the above picture of Winthrop's Rococo Embroidery Club,
1894.

All-Time Grid Team Chosen;
Maxwell And Furtick Were Tops
^are familiar household terms of
the "old-timers" that have seen
O. K. Pressley, '29
C Clemson grow.
Robert Swofford, '28
G
Neely's Team
"Bull" Llghtsey, '20
G
In recent years the members
T. I. Brown, '85
„
T of the Neely teams have somewhat
Fred Wyse, '38
.7.
T overshadowed the deeds of some
Gus Coins, '39
E of the members of teams of former years; yet, the greatest Tiger
Robert Jones, '28
E team of all times was the team
John Maxwell, '03
Q of 1900 which ran up telephone
Don Willis, '39
B scores on its opponents.
Two players that will long be
Buster Hunter, '02
B
Fritz Furtick, '07
B remembered are John Maxwell
and Fritz -Furtick, perhaps the
greatest pair of backs seen in the
SECOND TEAM
South. Their aggressiveness and
Charlie Woods, '39
C ability have placed them in the
Hall of Fame. Buster Hunter was
Norman AValker, '00
G a truly great back and could not
John McLtaurin, '06 „
T be placed anywhere except among
Aredder Silton, '03
E the leaders. Don Willis of the
Hope Sadler, '03
E class of 1939 will long be rememfor his deeds on one of the
Goat McMillan, '28
.1 Q bered
best teams of all times. He alBill Dillard, '35
B ways received great ovations when
Randy Hinson, '35
B a game was over.
O. K. Pressley was the best
Stump Banks, '18
B
to ever wear the colors
Clemson's all-time football team center
the purple and gold. He, with
picked by the sports staff of The for
Robert Swofford and Bull LightTiger denotes a great deal of re- sey, guarding would have been a
search into old newspapers and formidable line of concrete. T. I.
records and soliciting the opin- Brown and Fred Wyse were the
ions of some of the old-timers.
best tackles that Clemson can
Since football was started at boast of. Bob Jones and Gus Goins
Clemson in 1896 griliron heroes were not only Clemson's greatest
have become traditional as the ends but two of the best that the
Calhoun Mansion. Their names South has produced.

FIRST TEAM

We weTe rambling around
through the pages of some antique
Tiger-s the other day just trying
to see what we could see. We
gleaned quite a bit of nothing and
a little something.
In 1911, Coach Dobson was dissatisfied with the brief time his
charges had for practicing football in the afternoon.s so he had
four electric lights hung over one
end of Bowman Field for a bit of
night work. The late practicing
must have been successful because
in that year the Tigers rolled over
Carolina and won the state championship.
In 1915, Randle, Major and
Suggs led the Tigers to a state
fair draw with the Gamecocks before a crowd of 5,000, which was
loudly acclaimed as 'the largest
audience ever to assemble to witness an athletic even in South
Carolina.
In 1920, "The Tjgers were hungry and the snappy eleven from
Sevier happened along at the
wrong moment," so the Tigers
proceed to swamp them in the
opening contest. The Carolina
game that year must have been
fairly rough. Seven Carolina players were carried off the field never
to return. There were no Clemson
casualties and Clemson won 39
to 0.
In 1929, the team took Furman
and Carolina, but lost almost
every other game. However, from
a loyal Clemsonite's point of view,
it was still a successful season.
In 1936, the Clemson star definitely appeared on the horizon
of football circles when "The Ripper," Mac Folger, carried the pigskin over against Georgia Tech
and boosted the Tigers on to a
14-13 win. That was the first
really big team that Clemson had
licked since the good old days of
men and muscle.
1937 saw nothing unusual happening, but a continued increase
of moral and pep. There were
close games with Georgia, Georgia Tech and Tulane. All the big
ones were lost, but they were
played on even terms with good
teams. .
And then 1938 started off with
a bang. "Victory over Tulane!
That would have been judged
miraculous four years previously.
1938 was the first year that the
Clemson team was accepted on
even terms with the best of them.
In 1936, Jess Neely's coaching
began to -show results. In '37 and

MEMBERS OF THE '08 CLASS attending the reunion held on the campus at commencement last
June are shown above. They are: FRONT ROW, SITTING: E. L. Hutchins, D. W. Harris, C. IJ.
Stevens, L. O. Watson, A. G. Kennedy; SECOND ROW, SITTING: J. E. Irnnn, H. H. Brunson, S. H.
Sherard, J. C. Iiittlejohn, L. G. Richardson, W. M. Iiunn; THIRD ROW, STANDING: W. H. Rumff,
B. G. Hunter, J. H. Harvey, T. Hamilton, M. L. Sandifer, J. S. Wessinger, F. P. Caughman, C. U. McCaslan, T. G. Robertson, R. O. Poag, W. A. Thomas; BACK ROW, STANDING: J. R. Davis, H. C.
Wilburn, J. D. Graham, M. W. Hellams, W. R. C lardy.
'38 the teams improved. Those
three years are probably the most
significant in Clemson football.
They inaugurate a new era in athletics.
The team of '39 is only the
forerunner of other teams that,
while they may not possibly compile as fine a record as did this
year's team, will certainly be
strong, well-coahed and which will
rate high in national standing.
They'll be tre best Clemson's ever
had.

many-phased program will continue to index the development
and progress of South Carolina.

Rock Hill Publisher
Tells Of Development

For 50 years the progress of
South Carolina probably has
been as closely tied in with the
growth and development of Clemson College as with any other
one factor. Clemson College has
been a vital factor in directing
the agricultural and industrial
fields as well as in the cultural
life of our state.
No state can be any greater
than the men she produces and
no citizenry can rise any higher
than .the educational institutions
Eight Clemson Alumni are now of a state. Hence the continued
county superintendents of educa- leadership of Clemson and its

8 Alumni Head
County Schools

tion in South Carolina.
They are:
Beaufort, A ng u s Fordham;
Hampton, Robert Causey; Horry,
J. G. Lewis; Marion, R. L. Rogers;
Oconee, W. C. Hutchins; Richland, W. Hi Cobb; Sumter, W. O.
Cain; York, W. B. Wickerson.

I
I

Congratulations to Clemson ...

A. W. Huckle, Publisher,
Rock Hill Herald.
DOUTHIT GETS IN JAM

Trustee' Joe Douthit ('14), as
a student at Clemson, had most
of his trouble wltn the portable
Bleachers which accommodated
the "cr'owds" at Clemson athletic events on.Bowman field.
At the opening of the '14 football season the game was about
to legin and everybody inluding Dr. Riggs had to" stand up
Douihit, manager of the team,
bad forgotten to bring in the
bleechers.

Since its founding Clemson has stressed the need
jn South Carolina for that
type" of training and education which fits men to
earn a livelihood and to
increase the wealth of the
state. The idea has won,
but its financial support
is insufficient. The challenge to Clemson is to see
to it that the college is
properly manned to "carry
on" — not simply for the
college but for all the
activities of the state—
educational, economic and
religious.
E. W. Sikes, President.

JOIN THE CLEMSON ALUMNI CORPORATION NOW
Every Man Who Has Ever Attended Clemson Is Eligible For Membership.

Dues

$1.00

Fill in below and mail (with dues) to The Alumni Secretary, Clemson, S. C.
NAME

,...; CLASS
PRESENT ADDRESS

FROM

From The
President

; BUSINESS

EVERHART SURGICAL SUPPLY CO.
Rulane Gas

1939

1889

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

MAGIC CHEF GAS RANGES
Sold and Serviced by

IVWWV

CAROLINA SUBURBAN GAS CO.
G. B. Sheppord, Mgr.

850 Students at High School of Charleston

Laurens, S. C.

THROUGH THE

It Is A Pleasure To
Serve You.
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Students Newspaper,
EXTEND GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES

TO

— TO —

CLEMSON COLLEGE
On The Fiftieth Year of Itj Being Chartered.

Compliments of

Many of the High School of Charleston's most prominent alumni
have furthered their education at Clemson.

I

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

We In Charleston know and feel the Importance of Clemson
College to the very well being of this state.

|

Greenville's Leading Hardware Store

•■
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THE HIGH SCHOOL OF CHARLESTON IS THIS
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YEAR CELEBRATING THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY
OF ITS FOUNDING.
♦' ♦ ♦ ♦

fllfrmBfltt
AND TO

CLEMSON MEN
Everywhere!
Clemson has contributed much to the material and economic welfare and
development of South Carolina. Her sons have brought credit to the institution and to the State. We are. proud of the place Clemson has taken in the
March of the Nation.
And on her Golden Anniversary we see a brighter future and greater
glory. Clemson has done well her part.
Congratulations to Clemson, her faculty, her students and her sons
throughout the world.
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COMPLIMENTS OF A FRIEND

A SPECIAL EDITION
COMMEMORATING THIS OCCASION WILL BE

W. T. BAILEY
ANDERSON, S. C.

.J!ii!!!riiiiinii!ii!nini!i!!iiS

ISSUED IN MAY.
WHOLESALE FRUIT AND PRODUCE.
••J'***********************************'?'************
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Clemson President Tells Of Aims And Purposes Of The A & M College
By Dr. E. W. Sikes,
President, Clemson College
I think every institution should
be distinctive and have some definite objective. The purpose of
these A. and M Colleges is to
raise up, qualify, and send forth
more young people to improve
the economic and social condition
of the people of the states In
which they are located. These institutions came to the South at
the end of the great Civil War upheaval. They came at a time when
the economic system based on
slavery had passed away. This
system had been wasteful and
unwholesome. The founders of
these institutions felt that the
time had come when the farmer
and mechanic needed professional
training such as had been provided for the so-called learned professions.
This wa6 a revolutionary idea
in education. Hitherto it had been
felt that the farmer learned his
vocation through imitation and
the mechanic learned his through
apprenticeship. Now it was proposed to teach and train them for
their vocations. It meant that applied science would supplant tradition and authority; it meant
that science, the laboratory, and
experimentation would take the
place of languages. It was a progressive idea which shocked conservatism.
At this time there was much
.public land held by the Federal
" government. These lands had been
gr?*n to railways and other corporations. It was now proposed
to divide these lands among the
states for the purpose of founding
the so-called Land Grant Colleges.
The Federal Government under
the first Morrill Bill stimulated
the idea by making federal grants
for instruction in specific subjects.
These institutions were not
founded because there were not
enough colleges. In every Southern state there were a number of
high grade colleges but none gave
special attention to the farmer
and the mechanic, to agriculture
and engineering. The A and M
colleges came to the South in its,
dark hour of need. The poverty
that followed the Civil War and
Reconstruction was 'heavy upon
us. Agriculture, the basis of our
civilization, needed stimulation. It

was the one way left by which
the people could earn a livelihood. The savings of the former
generation had been invested in
slaves. The two billion dollars
had been swept away. The economic life in the South, had to
start from scratch. It was really
pioneer days again. It was at this
time that there came to the South
these institutions with the distinctive purpose of helping this situation — of helping the needy
earn a living.
First, by the curriculum that
requires certain basic courses
which are common to most colleges. These are service courses
which prepare students for the
courses in which they major.
Second, by following with major
courses . Agriculture has many
majors including agronomy, economics, animal husbandry, dairying, horticulture, and entomology, agricultural engineering, and
vocational agricultural teaching.
Engineering has architecture,
chemical engineering, civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering. Textiles includes textile engineering, dyeing, weaving and
designing. Chemistry is made the
basis of agriculture. Physics and
mathematics are bases of engineering.
In such institutions all students
take laboratory courses. Laboratories—not the libraries—are the
core of these schools. It is a good
illustration of learning by doing.
The shop, the forge, the foundry,
and the textile plant- are busy
places. By these methods the men
are trained to engage in research,
to look for new plants, and new
devices. The subject matter is fore v e r changing. Investigations
keep the teachers in major subjects ever on the alert. Scientific
discoveries make textbooks out of
date.
In addition to the resident faculty, who teach students in the
classroom, there is a large outside
faculty engaged in teaching out
in the fields and on the farms. In
cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture experiment
stations with farms are located in
various parts of the state. Here
trained scientists are engaged in
both fundamental and secondary
research. At these stations there
is prepared subject matter in
plants, animals, and economics for
teachers.

•H»M"H***'M»H**,H"H'*'M"J"J"K"H

It was early realized that this
information was useless if it remained locked up in bulletins so
there was organized an extension
service to carry this information
to the farmer and the stockraiser.
Most counties have a county agent
who is the mouthpiece of the research station and a home demonstration agent who is trained in
domestic sciences and arts. These
groups reach people who never
have been to college but who are
engaged in agriculture and industry. The vocational teachers in
the public schools engage in similar work. Through these means
the social and economic life of
rural families can be enriched.
Shows Striking Evidence
The most striking evidence is
the improved efficiency in agriculture. A better staple is grown,
better seeds are used, a larger
yield is secured, proper fertilizer
is selected, and better cultural
methods employed. These things
are fundamental to a section
whose population is largely agricultural and dependent on agriculture. Through these institutions
the teaching of agriculture has
entered the public schools and
thousands are reached in this way.
The future farmers realize that
agriculture calls for a high grade
of intelligence. The work among
these boys and girls, who will
continue to live on farms, reveals
that this training enables them
to' produce larger yields at less
cost. They learn not how to do
but why to do. Nothing is more
stimulating to mental development
than to ask why. How is only
manual labor, but why is intellectual. "Why" breaks down tradition and custom. The methods of
scientific investigation are inimical to political despotism, ecclesiastical bigatry and'economic traditionalism. Civilization advances
through the mastery of the natural resources with which bounteous Heaven has endowed us.
Teaching men how to preserve the
soil, and to me it is questionable
whether democracy can exist if
removed from close contact with
the good earth.
In the 18 th century Malthus
terrified the world by saying that
population would outstrip the food
supply and that starvation was
facing us. The efficiency of agri
cultural methods has answered the
question so well that the surplus

becomes a problem.
These institutions have emphasized the significance of water
power and harnessing it to the
wheels of industry. While the
South will remain agricultural, it
must become more industrial. It
must learn to transform its products into greater utilities. There
is not a plant that grows, an animal that walks, or a mineral that
the earth holds but what can be
transmuted into something of'

greater utility. New crops must
be found and new machines invented. Old crops must be made
into new moifey-making crops.
Diseases of plants and animals
must be combatted. Rural life must
be strengthened through the
home, the church, and the school.
All must be fitted to the needs of
the present day. This can be done
only by the popularization of
scientific knowledge, the wider
dissemination of known facts and

the more complete diffusion of
information. This is the task cf
the A._ and M. Colleges. While
these institutions are not unmindful of the cultural and the spiritual they must ever keep in mind
that their task is to help the
farmer and the mechanic. They
must help answer the prayer for
daily bread, help to clothe the
naked, and feed the hungry.
Words of Calhonn Clemson
The last words of that great

Southern Sataesman John C. Calhoun spoken in 185 0 were: "The
South, the poor South, what is to
become of her now?" His son-inlaw, Thomas G. Cleman, later
answered by saying: "There can
be no civilization without population, no population without food,
and no food without phosphoric
acid." He left his own wealth and
Calhoun's plantation to his state
for the founding of an A. and M.
College.

Main Plant at Hartsville, S. C. — Largest In The World!
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JEFFERSON HOTEL
Columbia's Largest and Best
THOSE THINGS . . .
... for which you long at the end of a journey await you at
the Jefferson in Columbia, the captial city of South Carolina. A
pleasant room — a refreshing bath — a good meal — recreative
entertainment — and friendly people.
The Jefferson Hotel, located in the heart of Columbia's
Business district, is thoroughly modern in its appointments, and
absolutely fireproof. It has 250 rooms, providing accomodations
that radiate the old time southern hospitality and ideals, combined with the best service ideas of the day. Here you will find
every essential convenience for your comfort, including a radio
in every room.

mtl TEXTILES

For descriptive booklet, rates or reservations, write Manager, OP
call at our Boston office, 185 Stnart street.

PAPER CARRIERS!
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CONES
TUBES
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CORES

For more than 40 years SONOCO PRODUCTS have played
a part in the development ai.'. growth of the Textile Industry in the Carolinas, in the South, in America and in
the entire world.

ROVING CANS

It is our sincere wish that Clemson College may continue
To GROW, PROGRESS, and SERVE as she has over
4 >

this long period of time.

CORK COTS

Their remarkable achievements in scientific development,

TEXITE COTS

in mass production, and in quality standards have made

DYTEX TUBES

them the world's largest producer of Textile Paper Carriers.

SPOOLS
•—•

UNDERCLEARERS

Their history is one of wholly Southern ingenuity and in-

KINGAN AND COMPANY

TAPERED TUBES

PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
Reliable Hams and Sliced Bacon.

SINGLE HEAD SPOOLS
<*C

*

A

s onoco
Brantford, Ontario
Garwood, N. J.
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dustry,, paralleling the rise of textiles in the development
\
of the industrial South.

Products Q. ompany
Hartsville, S. C.
Rockingham, N. C.

Mystic, Conn.
Lowell, Mass.
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Nine Classes To Hold Reunions In June
(Continued from Page 1)
R. Boyd, W. F. Brawley, G. H.
Browne, V. F. Bryant, E. M. Byrd,
H. E. Chambliss, J. L. Carson,
R. E. Cox, F. C. Dantzler, M. A.
Dantzler, C. E. Deschamps, J. B.
Douthit, J. E. Dunlap, (Deceased),
A. L. Edwins, C. R. Emerson^ J.
W. Erwin, R. B. Ezell (Deceased), J. E. Fletcher, A. P. Gandy,
E. R. Gllmore, T. C. Haddon, E.
Hanvey, T. G. Harris, J. F. Harrison, (Deceased), R. S. Hood, M.
W. Hunter, B. M. Jackson, R.
Jackson, B. M. James, F. J. Jervey. F. S. Johnston, (Deceased).
Major B. M. Jones, W. F. Lachicotte, B. R. Lever, A. P. Lewis,
J. N, McBride, F. H. McDonald,
J. W. McDonald, J. M. Mclntosh,
J. W. McLure, G. R. Morgan, H.
L. Parker, J. G. Oetzell, L. C.
Pearlstine, W. L. Perry, E. H.
Presslev, W. A. Reeves, R. H.
Ridgill, W. H. Rice, F. H. Robertson, T. B. Rogers, E. P. Salter,
(Deceased), A. E. Schilletter, W.
A. Schilletter, H. L. Smith, W.
T. P. Sprott, A. G. Stanford, H.
R. Stender, T. W. Thornhill, C.
C. Thornton, D. D. Tinsley, J. R.
Todd, A. B. Usher, A. H. Ward, J.
H. S. Wells, W. B. Wilkerson,
J. T. Witherspoon, J. T. Woodward, W. D. Wood.
CLASS OF 1919
C. H. Aull. W. L. Austin, J. B.
Bankhead, W. M. Barnes, J. M.
Bates, H. H. Berly, D. D. Bodie,
E. B. Bradford, H. W. Brown, C.
D. Campbell, T. A. Campbell, S.
C. Clemons, W. S. Cook, A. C.
Corcoran, W. M. Cornwell, C.
C Coward, G. Cox, W. M. Davis,
J. F. Derham, J. C. Dial, I. W.
Duggan, F. M. Dwight, H. H. Eliott, M. H. Folk, R. G. Gaines, J.
M. Gallegly, J. P. Gamble, L. C.
Garrison, W. T. Glenn, W. W.
Gordon, H. E. Graves, J. L. Gray,
J. B. Hall, L. A. Hamrick, J. K.
Harper, W. L. Hart, L. C. Herring,
R G. Higke, H. C. C. Hoffmeyer,
G. O. Hill, J. F. Hollifield, M. O.
Hubster, J. E. Jones, C. C. Jones,
L. R. Kay, W. J. Kennerly, H. M.
Kinsey, M. H. Kirkpatrick, T. J.
Kittles, B. T. Leppard, F. H. Leslie, B. L. McCord, H. T. McVown,
J. A. McDermid, J. J. McEacherm,
M. L. McHugh, R. Marvin, A. F.
Martin, W. H. Mays, J. C. Matts,
H. D. Montgomery, B. M. Morecock, W. R. Nelson, J. L. Howell,
G. D. Palmer, J. W. Parler, E. L.
Parrott, E. F. Pepper, R. S. Plexico, R. N. Pridmore, W. M. Quattlebaum, E. E. Reeves, J. H. Robestron, N. F. Rode, W. B. Rogers,
J. D. Rush, J. H. Riser, H. G.
Sanders, W. S. Sawyer, H. L. B.
Shields, W. J. Short, G. H. Singleton, E. R. Smith, B. Stender, F.
L. Suber, C. G. Thrower, P. L.
Tollison, L. T. Truett, W. R. Truluck, (Deceased), R. L. Varn, F.
M Wallace, W. H. Wallace, C. S.
Watkins, J. S. Watkins, R. T. Wilkins, J. J. Wolfs.
CLASS OF 1924

M. D. Eadie, B. L. Edwards, E. L.
Epting, D. D. Evans, G. Faulkenberry, J. E. Ferguson, C. W. Fike,
F. P. Gaines, J. C. Calloway, P.
R. Gibson, L. H. Graham, J, W.
Gray, Jr., J. W.Guy, R. M. Hall,
H. D. Hammett, S. A. Harvin, J.
F. Hawkins, Harold Heller, J. P.
Hendrix, E. E. Higgins, H. W.
Hoefer, G. M. Hope, C. A. Jackson,
Jr., Ralph Jeffers, J. M. Jenkins,
Jr., Johnson, H. W. Jones, L<
B. Jones, E. P. Jordan, H. KilHngsworth, C. J. King, J. F. Kinsler, R. C. Kirkland, F. E. Kirkley, B. A. Knopf, W. N. Kline,
Jr., F. W. Lachicotte, R. A. Lawson, P. B. LeveTette, C. S. Lewis,
W. L. Lupo, T. R. McAbee, J. H.
McCauley, R- N. McClain, J. R.
McComb, G. B. McClendon, E. M.
McDonald, J. B'. McLeod, J. J.
McLeskey, R. F. McMilland, C.
R. Mahaffey, C. R. Martin, L. E.
Marshall, J. H. Mayer, W. E. Mays,
Jr., G. A. Meares, G. L. Mikell,
H. S. Miller, R. O. Miller, T. C.
Miller, T. S. Milford, R. D. Mitchell, T. J. Mitchell,
E. C. Murdock, R. F. Nalley,
J. B. O'Dell, J. D. O'Quinn, J. R.
Parker, W. G. Parrott, Jr., H.
F. Patterson, F. E. Pearman, B.
B. Pepper, J. D. Pitts, I S. Pitts,
W. W. Player, Jr., J. W. Player,
H. D. Poe, P. G. Porcher, Jr.,
G. F. Powers, O. K. Pressley, R. G.
Pridmore, C. E. Ray, W. H. Redfern, T. M. Reeves, Jr., M. B. Richardson, S. H. Rodgers, John I.
Rogers, W. T. Rose, Louis Roth,
Jr., L. F. Sander, W. H. Scott,
H. L. Shand, J. G. Shadd, D. B.
Sherman, J. D. Sloan, Frank
Smith, H. A. Smith, R. L. Smith,
H. C. Snowden, S. V. Stacy, M. B.
Stevenson, W. B. Stevenson, R. C.
Stevenson, G. M. Stone, R. M.
Stribling, C. W. Stroman, James
C. Suber, R. L. Sweeny, R. A.
Taylor, B. K. Thomson, F. F. Tice,
W. P. Tiencken, F. P. Townsend,
C. M. Truluck, Hamish Turner,
H. M. Tuten, W. L. Tuten, W. D.
Vincent, M. A. Wackym, T. W.
Webb. E. D. Welch, W. P. West,
S. E. Whitten, L. F. Williams, Jr.,
M. L. Williams, Jr., M. L. Williams, D. L. Wingo, C. T. Wise, M.
B. Witherspoon, J. H. Witherspoon, C. R. Workman, Jr., J. B.
Wordham, M. H. Woodward, W.
J. Wray, C. D. Wright, E. G.
Young, M. G. Woodward.
CLASS OF '34
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B. Perry, Fairy L. Prickett, Alexander McQueen Quattlebaum, H.
B. Rainey, Walter P. Rainey, Oscar H. Rawlinson, Cecil B. Ray.
Robert F. Riley, Ralph W. Roberts, George W. Robinson, Jacob
D. Rouse, Joseph T. Rouse, Samuel T. Royals, Fred S. Sadler,
William M. Sanders, James L.
Scarborough, William L. Schachte,
Frank B. Schrimer, Samuel G.
Seabrook, Marvin B. Self, Clarence
W. Senn, John R. Sharpe, Joseph
E. Sherman, Ronald B. Shores,
Cyril O. Shuler, David E. Simons,
James K. Simpson, Ambrose H.
Skardon, Arthur L. Slade, Herbert
M. Smith, Richard P. Smoak, Robert L. Steer, Jack T. Steppe, Wallace Stewart, Elbert W. Stone, L.
J. P. Stone, Woodrow H. Taylor,
Albert S. Thomas, Fred M. Thompson, John H. Thompson, George
Willian Toncray, Percy Wilmont
Townsend, Kelly E. Traynham,
Francis C. Truesdale, Mark R. van
de Erve, Henry B. Vaughn, Richard S. Vaughn, Edward M. Walker, Kermit M. Watson, Robert E.
Wells, James B. Westmoreland,
Hugh McF. Wheeler, Orville M.
White, William J. White, Everett
B. Willis, Paul S. 'Williamson,
Henry S. Wilson, John D. Witherspoon, James H. Witherspoon, Simon Wolf, Murray Wood, Charles
Daniel Wyatt, William G. Yarborough, Thomas Joseph Zuvich.

Charleston Alumni
Hold Important
Places In Community
Batson (L. Hewitt, President,
Hewitt and Maner, representing
Cities Service Gasoline and Oils.
President
Qflemson
Club
of
Charleston. Enthusiastic supporter of all Clemson athletics. Prominent in Civic Activities.
T. W. Thornhill (Buddy), President Charleston Oil Co. handling
Pure Oil products.
Graduated
Class of 1914, always extolling the
virtues of Class of 1914. Married,
two boys, both registered for
future classes at Clemson, and
both prospective football players.
Active in Chamber of Commerce
and other Civic activities.
Henry F. Rivers, Asst. U. S.
District Engineer, graduate Clemson Class of 1912. Married, three
children, all boys and prospective
pitchers for the Tiger baseball
club of the near future.
W. Schirmer (Charlie) City
Electrician, City of Charleston,
graduate '09.
E. G. (Gillie) Dotterer, successful building contractor, former quarter on Tiger football team,
graduate Class of 1921. Married
in last year or two.
Clarence W. Legerton, Class of
1906, President, Legetton & Co.,
Stationers and Booksellers. Former President Clemson club of
Charleston, now president Alumni
Association, Prominent in Civic
Activities, former President
Charleston Chamber of Commerce,
(oldest in America).
J. M. Mitchell (Happy), Class
of 1919,
Super paint Salesman
for WTm. M. Bird & Co., Charleston. Enthusiastic football fan—
follows the team around. The
great hunter himself. One of the
crack shotgun shots of this section. His oldest boy is a yachtsman and cup winner in local
yacht races.
Herbert R. (Jock) Stender,
Class of 1914. Successful shipping
man, with Carolina Steamship

Malcolm S. Abrams, Luther Mc.
Adams, Henry T. Albright, Charles B. Alexander, Raymond A. All,
Richard H. Allan.
Charles S. Alston, Louis M. Andrews, David H. Atkinson, John
J. Avinger, James G. Bagnal, Willie R. Baldwin, Purvis W. Bane,
William B. .Barber, Donald A.
Barnes, George M. Barnette, Joseph B. Barnwell, William W. Barron, George H. Basha, Clarence
L. Beaudrot, John U. BelL John
Bennett, Jr., Theodore C. Bigger,
Thomas J. Bissett, Ralph W.
Blakely, Alfred J. Blanton, MelE. R. Alford, E. K. Anderson, vin St. J. Blitch, Herman B. Boggs,
W T. Anderson, J. C. Aull, F. J. George H. Boucher, Carroll C.
Bass, S. S. Bee, C. W. Boynton, Brannon, William Z. Bryan, WilN. M. Bradley, M. B. Brissie, J. liam C. Burns, William J. Burton,
J. Brown, W. F. Burris, D. A. Joe L. Bussey, Guy M. Carter, WilByrd, C. J. S. Capplemann, A. K. liam R. Carter, David H. CaughCartwright, J. A. Chambers, J. M. man, Cecil E. Chapman, Walter
Cook, W. C. ook, E. E. Copeland, C. Chipley, Carlyle N. Clayton,
O F Davenport, T. W. Davis, F. Warren C. Cobb, Carroll J. Collins,
Carol W. Coons, Frank P. CopeF. Dean, L. H. Foar, H. B. Dominick, Jr., E. G. Dotterer, A. H. land, Jr., James E. Copeland, CharEasterby, M. C; ^Ellison, M. A. les P. Cowherd, Joe J. Cox, JohnCraig, Leo H. Crosson, Frank
Evans, B. D. Ezell, S. H. Fadely, T. son
M. Faris, F. S. Fayssoux, A. R. H. Cunningham, Hugh G. Dargan,
Jack B. Day, Stephen K. DeaFloyd, A. B. Fitzgerald, R. O.
ortenberry, R. C. Fuller, C. C. son, Charles M. Densler, William
Garrison, J. P. Gaston, H. Y. C. DeWitt, Alex A. Dickson, James
Glenn, W. E. Goff, G. H. Griffin, N. Dobey, Leonard A. Dobson,
J. K. Griffin, R. L. Griffin, W. F. Lawrence M. Dobson, Wyburn C.
Grifin, C. M. Hagan, D. H. Hair, Dozier, Theodore S. DuBose,
E. H. Hall, S. S. Hamilton, O. J. Frank W. Edwards* Stephen S.
Harvey, J.' R. Haynesworth, L. A. Ellerbe, James B. Elliott, Jr.,
Hendricks, R. E. Hiller, P. H. Joseph R. Ellis, Clarence M. EvHobson, H. H. Howard, P. Hol- ans, Kermit L. Faile, Moses A.
lingsworth, E. E. Jefferies, T. L. Foster, Alvin C. Foster, Alvin C.
Jefferies, J. M. Killian, B. K. Fowler, Harry L. Frazier, William
Jones, J. F. Jones, C. T. Julian, E. Freeman, Robert French, WilC. L. Kirkley, H. D. Knight, M. R. liam R. Fudge, Leonard C. Gaines,
Leach, T. W. Lenoir, J. G. Lewis, Mordie I. Garber, Joseph S. Geer.
James G. Gibbs, John B. GilD. F. Livingston, M. L. McClimon,
A. L. McCrary, L. I. Martin, R. S. bert, Edward Davis Gilmer, EmMartin, W. A. Mason, S. C. Mat- ory Thompson Gladden, Philip W.
thews, W. H. Moore, T. J. Murphy, Goss, John H. Graves, Farnum
M. B. Oliver, J. B. Owens, E. G. M. Gray, Nash N. Gray, Frederic
Parker, S. N. Pearman, R. W. E. Green, Francis L. Green, Roy
Pickens, E. D. Plowden, B. A. J. Greene, William P. Greene, DanPruitt, R. W. Pugh, W. S. Ray, iel P. Griffs, Paul C. Grimball,
Joseph E. Guill, Charles P.
J. R. Reid, W. J. Reid, M. B.
Rittenberg, O. A. Roberts, S. A. Hamilton, William J. Hanna, HarRodgers, J. E. Ross, J. H. Sams, ry T. Harllee, George L. Harmon,
C C Sartor, G. W. Sawyer, R. Lucius H. Harvin, John C. HeineG Shands, L. R. Shirley, J. C. mann, Charles M. Henley, John
Shiver, A. Shoolbred, J. L. Shep- R. Herndon, Haskel H. Heron,
pard, J. R. Shannon, H. S. Sing- Calhoun N. Hinton, James K.
ley, W. D. Sligh, A. L. Smith, T. Hope, William M. Howie, Henry
W Smith, W. B. Smith, W. R. Alberta, Hunt, James B. Hunt,
Smith, J. H. Sojoumer, W. W. James B. Hunt, Joseph E. Hunter,
Spearman, F. V. Strother, G. M. Oscar R. Huskey, Jack R. HutcheSpeer, T. C. Stevenson, R. S. Strib- son, Wilckliffe C. Hutchison, F.
ling, C. C. Stuckey, J. B. Talbert, R. Her, Tracy H. Jackson, Robert
T. F. Thome, L. C. Tolleson, Y. F. Jenkins, Joseph F. Jenkins,
Taukiyama, T. 'L. Vaughan, W. Joseph E. Jones, Mack E. Kelly,
M Wade, M. R. Warner, H. P. Ernest H. King, Samuel B.
Walker, J. A. White, H. F. Wilson, Knight, Morris Knigoff, David
J E. Wiggins, J. W. Wilson, J. B. Kohn, Jr., Asbury W. Koon, Carey
Wertz, G. C. Wofford, Capt. T. E. Lacey, John M. Lambert, Fred
C. Wood, L. C. Wright, T. E. P. T. Langford, Archie A. Langley,
Brice. Mc. Latham, Philip H. LatWoodward.
imer, Jack (Lawrence, George W.
LeMaster, William L. Leverette,
CLASS OF 1929
N. Lide, Woodrow W. LinHubert Adams, Joe L. Adams, Thomas
J. L. Adams, Jr., C. L. Albright, dler, Paul Avery Lowry.
William E. Lupo, William G.
R. C. Alexander, Laird Anderson, Tom C. Anderson, G. T. Lyles, Otis B. Lynes, William GorAndrews, R. G. Ayers, H. S. don Lynn, Cleveland A. Lytle,
Barber, C. R. Barton, D. L. Bat- Crayton McCown, Henry L. Mcson, C. M. Bell, P. D. Bishop, Donald, Evander R. Mclver, Lyle
J M. Blackmail, J. D. Blackwell, Nelson McKain, John T. McKinC R Blakeney, E. W. Blitch, Jr., ney, Curtis C. McMillin, James R.
S R. Boleman, R. R. Brannon, McXab, Alexander C. McRae, Jr.,
C M Burdett, Joe L. Burris, H. S. John L. Mack, William H. Mann,
Bvrd S. D. Cain, Jr., J. D. Calla- William O. Mauldin, William D.
^n W. J. Camp, R. C. Carter, Jr., Metts, Robert H. Middleton, Jesse
Cta, J. M. Caughman (de- W. Miller, John W. Miller, GarH. C. Causey, H. A. rett J. Mobley, Samuel Le. Moise,
nisr V. <L. Cheek, M. G. Chit- David S. Moon, Walter D. Moss,
' L Clary, T. M. Clyburn, Jr., Julius H. Muller, John M.
V,
Clj iurn, G. P. Cobb, J. H. Munn, Henry H. Nathan, ShelCochrane C. R. Cook, T. H. Cope- don M. Newsom, Edwin L.. Nichland, E. V. Cornwall, J. H. Court- ols, *Maxcy P. Nolan, Karl E.
ney W. B. Craven, H. W. Cunning- Nuessner, Henry H. Odell, Robert
ham, M. R. Daniel, G. N. Davis, A. Owen, Charles M. Pace, Jasj N Davis, S. C. Davis, G. M. per R. Parker, Field L. Parks,
Dickinson, Jr., R. W. Dickson, T. Norman C. Parks, Steele R. PatE Dill, F. H. Duffie, J. M. Eaddy, terson, David E. Penney, Jr., Wade

>

MEMBERS OF THE '03 CLASS ATTENDING THE REUNION here last June are pictured above. They are: SEATED, BOTTOM
ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: J. H .Woodward, Asst, to the President a-nd Alumni Secretary, Clemson, S. C; Van Livingston, real estate,
Columbia, S. C; Charlie Boineau, Boineau, Inc., Columbia, S. C; Gregg Black, Insurance business, Deland, Fla.; B. H. Gardner, Columbia Gas & Elec. Co., Columbus, Ohio; J. C. Wylie, Loevll-Dressell Co., Arlington, N. J.; SECOND ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: N. H.
Alford, Barber-Colman Co., Greenville, S. C; W. O. Sain, Superintendent of Education, Sumter, S. C; G. L. Morrison, Penick & Ford,
Greenville, S. C; J. E, HarraU, Okonite Company, Philadelphia, Pa.; C. W. Legerton, President Legerton Book Store, Charleston, S.C.;
J. T. Robinson, now deceased; THIRD ROW: G. W. Ballenger, Hardware business, Seneca, S. C; H. C. Tilman, Attorney at Law,
Tampa, Fla.; J. H. Wyse, State Highway
Dept., Marion, Va.; A. J. Milling, Wholesale grocery business, Clinton, S. C; S. AV. Epps, County
Agent, Dillon, S. C; FOURTH ROWr: J. B. Whitney, Retired, Augusta, Ga.; H. C. Sahlman, Steel business, Fairfield, Ala.; W. M.
Carter, Major U. S. Army, Fort Meade, Md.; N. W. Newell, Contracting business, McComb, Miss.; F. D. Rhodes, Practicing medicine,
Florence, S. C; T. B. Young, T. B. Young, Inc., and also Life member Board of Trustees of Clemson College, Florence, S. C. STANDING, LEFT TO RIGHT: J. P. Glenn, Dentist, Spartanburg, S. C; E.D. Ellis, Fertilizer business, Lake Wales, Fla.; C. AV. McSwain, State
College Station, Raleigh, N. C; T. J. Quattlebaum, Merchant and farmer, Ridge Springs, S, C; Joe Cunningham, Architect, Greenville, S. C; AV. H. Barnwell, Georgia Power Co.; Atlanta, Ga.; B. H. Kaigler, Supt., Mails Post Office, Columbia, S. C; T. S. Gandy,
Gen. Elec. Co., Schnectady, N. Y.
Company, coastwise and European sailings. Former football
player—sees all the games. His
boy also crack yachtsman, and
prospective Tiger footballer.
E. D. (Ed) Clement, class of
1910, Director Federal Housing
Authority. Successful building
contractor.
G. Chalmers McDermid, class
of 1917. Production manager,
American Fruit Growers' Injc.,
Charleston, Sect'y Clemson club
of Charleston.
O. F. (Ollie) Seabrook, class
of 1921, prominent truck farmer,
school trustee, yachtsman, has
captained the famous UNDINE III
for the past ten years and is a
consistent winner of cups.
E. M. (Marshall) Shlngler, class
of 1908, automobile salesman par
excellent. Big shot golfer, officer
Wappoo Country Club.
Sam Seabrook, class of 1935,
Farm Machinery Salesman for
International Harvester Company's
agents, Charleston. Married, one
daughter.
J. E. (Jimmy) Youngblood, class
of 1933, assistant County Agent
Charleston, dub golfer, great fisherman.
Edward J. (Eddie) Thornhill,
class of 1909, Charleston Oil Company. Speed boat enthusiast, great
fisherman, horseman, fox hunter,
successful business man. Former

President Clemson Club of Charleston. Prominent in Civic activities.
S. Lewis Johnson, class of 1906,
prominent Insurance man. Treasurer Clemson Club of Charleston.
(See attached write-up).
W. Carrol Barnes, class of 1930,
Ph.D. Cornell University, 1934,
former professor Cornell University. Now superintendent Clemson

leston, and prominent authority on
vegetable crops. Married, one boy.
Give him time.
Paul Quattlebaum, class of
1935, President Quattlebaum Electric Co., prominent in Civic activities. Big shot in the Azalea festival.
J. Mitchell Jenkins, Jr., class of
1935, Horticulturalist Clemson
Truck Experiment Station, Char-

leston, prominent authority on
vegetable crops. Is going to University of Minnesota in the summer to get his Ph.D. degree. Married, one boy.
And so, on and on through
the night. Some of the class dates
may be wrong, but this will give
you a small idea as to what Charleston's Alumni are doing.
G. C. McDermid,

Finest Quality

THE CAROLINA LOW COUNTRY
Blends the Romantic Charm of
Yesterday
The Golden Opportunities of
Today
The Rich Promise of an Abundant Tomorrow

H am
B aeon
Lard

COASTAL CAROLINA IS...

Sausage

Rich in history, Indian, Spanish, French and English,
Colonial,

Revolutionary,

Plantation and

Confederate; *

quaint and beautiful and of incomparable romantic charm. 4
It breathes the real spirit of colonial days, of the golden ♦
plantation period, and the old south of story and song X
— recalls the inspiring deeds of cavaliers, the tales of bold
acts of pirates, glorious feats of stalwart citizens and
fighting men — fascinating episodes of ancient taverns,
picturesque towns and majectis mansions.

•

The H. H. Meyer

For further information write or call Charleston Chamber
of Commerce, Summerville Chamber of Commerce, Beaufort Chamber of Commerce or Walterboro Chamber of
Commerce.

SOUTH CAROLINA POWER COMPANY
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Packing Co.
CINCINNATI

